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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

This study addresses a cluster of construction types, centered around the Was Fiir construction

in German, partly from a comparative perspective. The cluster comprises the Was-Fur-

construction in its continuous and discontinuous version, Was-Fur-exclamatives, what-x

questions in English, questions more in general, and the element was in particular; I also

address adjunctive prepositional predicates and the German prenominal modifier solch,

English`such'.

The study attempts to cover both the syntactic and semantic aspects of the phenomena, in so

far as they contribute to elucidating the grammar. For this reason, although the general

theoretical ground of the work is Government-Binding Theory and its later developments, I

connect the syntactic analysis with an explicit framework of formal semantics, an advantage

of which is that it allows me to keep the syntactic analysis at a fairly concrete level, and still

be able to represent semantically relevant factors in a systematic fashion. This aspect of the

analysis is developed in chapter 2, section 5, and chapter 5, section 3.

Albeit the overriding goal of the study is to obtain a better understanding of the various

phenomena investigated, it at the same time builds up to certain theoretical proposals. One of

them concerns syntactic discontinuity, a salient feature of Was-Fur-constructions, and also

instantiated in adjunetive prepositional predicates. Another concerns lexical underspecification,

a factor I claim to be important for our understanding of the word was, and also for the

supposedly multicategorial word solch. In the following sections, each of these theoretical

perspectives is given as a first presentation.

2. Syntactic Discontinuity

Of the two discontinuous patterns I discuss, one already has an established label, namely

`split W(as) F(iir) question'. For analogy purposes, I refer to the other as `split predication';

this is a pattern of predication where the predicate and the subject occur disjointly. The two

phenomena have one interesting property in common, which I see as a feature motivating the

existence of the phenomena, namely that predicate expressions are assembled together

structurally - not necessarily as constituents, but rather that they constitute a`predicate field'

of the construction. To obtain this `field', some of these predicates occur outside their

`logical' position, as in split WF, or in a non-canonica] position relative to their subject, as in
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split predication. These `anomalies' may be seen as overridden by the circumstance that a
united field of predicate occurrences is created. In the case of split predication, the
occurrences in the `field' will be seen as instantiating a type of constellation which I define as
`be in combination with' (ICW-constellation). The characterization of this constellation
necessitate reference to an interpretive procedure for predication relations. This procedure
resides in a mapping from syntax to a semantic level of representation which I call `predicate

construal' (PC). PC is a straightforward application of a Montague type lambda enriched
predicate logic; here, predicates have an established mode of representation in the context of
full meaning representations. For two predicates A and B to be in combination with each
other, is defined in terms of properties of the mapping rules relating the construction
containing A and B to PC; this is explained in chapter 2.5 and ref7ects in part work by
Beermann 8z Hellan (1997). In the case of WF-split a notion of `in-combination with' piays a
similar role, and is again explicated with regard to the PC-level; however, in the analysis of

questions, the level PC is exploited even further for the representation of quantification and

variable binding.

Employing PC in general or the representation of semantic properties of constructions, allows
us to keep our syntax minimal. Thus, the predicate fields will be syntactically represented
very much as they are on the surface, with their `logical properties' induced through their
mapping from syntax to PC.

3. Lexical Underspecification

For words of the `lexical' categories (verb, noun, adjective), the idea has been entertained by
many that their meaning is to a certain extent `grammatical innocent', i.e., independent of
grammatical category. This view combines well with more technical attempts to account for
multiple uses and even multiple categories of lexical items, in terms of derivation of the
various uses from a common, underspecified base. For words of functional categories this
type of technical solution has been applied to a lesser degree, possibly due to the lack of a
`concrete' meaning that could be conceived independently of grammar. In this study, this type

of approach will be applied to two functional items, was (chapter 6) and solch (chapter 7).

For was, we will show that its use as a question word and as an indefinite pronoun (as in Ich
liabe was gefu~:den. `I found something') can be characterized through one and the same
semantic representation, with semantic differences being imposed by differences in the
construction. Also, syntactically, the word itself needs to be assigned just one category; the

constructional embedding provides for the distributional differentiation. For solcl~ the situation
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will be seen as similar. Solcli can easily be argued to embody at least three different

categories which go together with distinct semantic specifications. Still, it seems clear that the

semantic specifications are highly related, and that syntactically, solch is simply

underspecified; each full specification will represent a choice inducing joint syntactic and

semantic consequences.



2 Adjunctive Prepositional Predicates

2.1 Introduction to Prepositional Predicates

In this chapter, I will discuss prepositional predicates (PPred), in English introduced by as
and for, as in:

(1) a Felsensteiner is successful as a linQuist.

b Felsensteiner is successful for a IinQuist.

The language investigated will be German where the prepositions corresponding to as ard for
are als and fiir.

PPreds may occur in two syntactic environments. They are selected by verbs such as

consider, regard, imagine, characterize or take for (consider-type verbs) or they occur as
adjuncts. As adjuncts they combine with adjectival predicates (see example ( I) above), and

with verbal predicates as in the following examples:

(2) a Richard emigrated to the States as a young adult.
b Martha is very strong for a girl.

Turning now to German, and first to the use of PPreds as complements of consider-type

verbs, it seems that the difference between the use of predicate nominals and PPreds reduces

to selection restrictions that certain verbs impose on their complements. While nennen `to
call' selects a predicate nominal, bezeichnen `to name' selects a PPred headed by als, and
halten fur `to take for' selects a PPred headed by f'ur. This is shown in (3):

(3) a Er nennt ihn einen LiiQner.

`He calls him a liar.

b Er bezeichnet ihn als einen Liigner.

`He names him a liar.'

c Er híilt ihn fiir einen Liigner.

`He takes him for a liar.'
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Apart from the difference induced by verbal subcategorization, the pertinent fact with respect
to all three of the above examples is that in each case the individual denoted by the object is
ascribed the property of being a liar.

The grammatical status of adiunctive PPreds is less transparent. This is reflected in traditional
grammars. The influential German Duden, for example, categorizes predicate nominals as
"Gleichsetzungsglieder" (elements expressing identity) and as such identifies them as
predicative while als-PPreds are categorized as adverbs or attributes (adverbiale Bestimmung
or Attribute, Duden 1995) or as supplements to predicates (Príidikateserg~nzung,
SchulzlGriesbach 1982) suggesting a fundamental difference between predicate nominals on
the one hand and als- and fiir-PPreds on the other'.

Relying on facts alone, a sentence like (4):

(4) Er hat als junger Assistent eine grosse Entdeckung gemacht.
he has as young-NOM assistant a big discovery made.
`He made a big discovery as a young assistant.'

not only shows the well known fact that als-PPreds are dependent for their case on the
nominal they modify, but that also adjunctive PPreds, just as their selected counterpart,
ascribe a property to the nominal that they are related to. Notice that the above example
contains the two relevant predications assistant(x) and made a discovery(x) telling us that the
adjunctive PPred als jurtger Assistent functions just like a predicate nominal.
What makes predication by adjunctive PPreds nevertheless different from other cases of
predication is that it does not take place under syntactic adjacency of subject and predicate.
So, take for example a sentence such as,

' PPreds headed by fur and selected by halten `to take for' although categorized as adverbs
(adverbiale Prepositionalgefuge, Duden), are nevertheless identified as predicative elements and as
such related in their function to predicate nominals (Duden 1995, p.620).
As for the categorization of als-phrases when selected as complements of counter-factual verbs, the
Duden stays somewha[ uncommi[ted. On page 612 however we find under "priidikative Glieder"
(predicative elements):

(i) Die Raupe gilt nicht als ein Sch~dlinQ.
`The catepillar is not seen as a parasite.'
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(5) [xPKain][YP killed Abel].

or a standard small clause configuration, such as

(6) His brothers regarded [XPJacob] [YP as dead].

in both cases we see that predication corresponds to a syntactic constellation XP-YP where

XP stands for the subject and YP for the predicate. Adjunctive PPreds, although predicates

with respect to the nominal they modify, do not have to observe this syntactic adjacency.

Moreover they not only may but sometimes need to occur disjoined from their subjects.

Adjacency of a nominal and the modifying PPred will in these cases lead to

ungrammaticality, as illustrated in the following example:

(7) Er (~`als Kind) ist (als Kind) die Treppe runtergefallen.

he (as child) is (as child) the stairs down-fell

`He (~`as a child) fell down the stairs (as a child).

(7) contains two grammatically relevant predications, namely child(x) and fell down the

stairs(x) and states that x was still a child when he fell down the stairs. Although child is

predicated of the sentential subject it nevertheless may not occur adjacent to it.

So far we have seen that als- and fur-PPreds, just like predicate nominals, serve to ascribe a

property to a preceding nominal which functions as their subject. What makes them however

different form predicate nominals is that they have a special syntactic distribution. They

sometimes can and sometimes mus[ occur disjoint from their subjects.

Let us next look at previous theoretical treatments of adjunctive PPreds.

Theoretical work on PPreds has concentrated on PPreds that occur adjacent to their subjects, a

constellation that has been predominantly analyzed as a small clause configuration. In the

originally suggested approach (Stowell 1981), small clauses are adjunctions to predicates and

therefore leave little room for elements such as as which, on the other hand, are easily

accommodated in approaches that postulate a functional head inside the small clause. Bowers

(1993), for example, postulates a Pr(edication)P(hrase) with a functional head that is thought

to mediate between subjects and predicates in full as well as in small clauses. He identifies
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English as as one possible lexicalization of the head of PrP and characterizes it as predication
operator (for further development of Bowers's idea applied to Norwegian and German as -
phrases, see EidelÁfali 1997).
A point hardly controversial with respect to als-PPreds that occur adjacent to their subjects is
that they should be analyzed as predicates and that als fulfills some function in the act of
predication.

Adjunctive PPreds, if discussed at all, are thought to follow the small clause pattern.
Although they occur disjoined from their subjects, they nevertheless are treated as if the
adjacency of subject and predicate would also pertain to their case. A small clause analysis
thus maintains that an XP-YP constellation generalizes to all cases of predication; including
continuous and discontinuous PPreds. Such an approach, very much standard within
generative syntax, is also advanced in Bowers's work. For a sentence such as The idea strikes

nte as nonsense he suggests roughly the following structure:

(8) [PrPthe idea; [PrP'[PrPSCC1kC[VP """"""'[PrPPRO; [PrP'[PrPas[NPnOnsenSe~~~~~~~~.

where the subject relatedness of the PPred is expressed by means of a co-indexed PRO that
occupies the subject position of the sentence internal as-phrase. But notice that such a small
clause analysis does not yet provide an answer to the question why some PPreds occur
disjoined from their subjects. Let me illustrate this last point in a little more detail: While all
PPred fulfill the same grammatical function, namely to ascribe a property, a function or an
activity to a preceding nominal, they syntactically do not behave alike. Appositive PPreds
may occur disjoined from their subjects, as in (8a) while not all disjoined PPreds may occur
adjacent to their subjects (8b). Finally, some adjunctive PPreds may extrapose(8c) while
others cannot (8d):

(8) a Kofi (als Afrikaner) wurde (als Afrikaner) ausgewiesen.
Kofi (as (an) african) was (as (an) african) expelled.
`As an african, Kofi was expelled.'

b Hans (~`als Tellerw~scher) hat (als Tellerw~scher) gearbeitet.

Hans (as dishwasher) has (as dishwasher) worked
`Hans has worked as a dishwasher.'
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c Sie mussen (als Vater) den Schaden bezahlen ( als Vater).

you must ( as father) the damage pay (as father)

`As father, you have to pay for the damage.'

d ~Hans hat (als Tellerwdscher) gearbeitet (als Tellerwíischer). [no comma intonation]

Moreover, fur-PPreds occur exclusively disjoined from their subjects (as in (9)) and they may

always freely precede or follow the verb in its base position (as in (10)):

(9) Er (~`fur einen Ausl~nder) spricht (fur einen Ausldnder) gut Deu[sch.

he (for a foreigner) speaks (for a foreigner) good German

`He speaks for a foreigner German well.'

(10) Martha hat sich (fur eine Frau) weit hochgearbeitet (fur eine Frau).

Martha has REFL (for a woman) far up-worked (for a woman).

`Martha worked herself far up for a woman.'

The ability to freely extrapose distinguishes f'ur-PPreds from prepositional adverbs as they are

categorized in the Duden sense of footnote 1 and 22.

Let me, at this point, briefly summarize. Since adjunctive PPreds may or even must occur

disjoined from their subjects, extra theoretical means become necessary to express the relation

between the PPreds and their subjects. The standard solution to this problem has been to

2 Extraposition of prepositional adverbs is not possible in German. See the following
examples:

(i) Er wird auf Maria (an der Kirche) warten ~`(an der Kirche).
he will for Maria at the church wait at the church
`He will wait for Maria at the church.'

(ii) Er hat (fur kurze Zeit) reingeschaut ~`(fur kurze Zeit).
he has for short time into-look
`He came in for a short while.'

Note however that under nanow focus of the adverbial PP extraposition becomes possible:
(iii) Er wird auf Maria warten AUSGERECHNET an der Kirche.

`He will wait for Maria (PARTICLE) at the church.'
(iv) Er hat reingeschaut ABER NUR fur kurze Zeit.

`He came in BUT ONLY for a short while.'
showing that even those cases where standard adverbial PPs can extrapose are different from
extrapostion of PPreds.
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assume an empty PRO in the adjunctive PPred which is co-indexed with the subject of the
adjunctive phrase. However, such an assumption still leaves us short of an explanation to the
question as to why adjunctive PPreds in some cases allow while in others require

discontinuity from their subjects. In summary, it seems that adjunctive PPreds require a
theoretical treatment that offers a solution to two related problems, namely how can we
express the relation between adjunctive PPreds and the nominal they modify, and at the same
time capture their characteristic distributional pattern.

In the following, I would like to put forward an analysis that allows a comprehensive
treatment of adjunc[ive PPreds but which has to abandon two traditionally made assumptions
concerning predication: First, a nexal configuration, that is, the adjacency of subject and its
predicate, will no longer be treated as the unique syntactic manifestation of predication.
Secondly, I will not adhere to the tenet that predica[ion should be encoded within the basic

syntactic system, either by means of a predication operator (Bowers 1993) or through an

annotative enrichment of syntax, for example by indices (Williams 1980).

Instead I suggest a level of representation called Predicate Construal (PC) which displays
predication relations as well as quantificational relations largely along the lines of basic

predicate logic. Formally the use of PC is advantageous in two respects: First, any predicate
will now occur in the constellation P(a) where a represents the entity (constant or variable)
which P is predicated of. At PC we thus cover both cases of syntactic realization of
predication - nexal as well as non-nexal- in a uniform fashion.
Secondly, I will argue that non-nexal cases of predication such as adjunctive PPreds can only
be realized under compositional computation of predicates. What is therefore required is a

formalism that allows us to represent the compositionality of predicates in a direct way. As
we will see, PC fulfills this requirement. I would like to illustrate this point further in the

detailed exposition of the mapping from syntax to PC in section 5 of this chapter.

The remaining part of this introductory section will be devoted to further comment on what I
perceive as the most problematic aspect of a small clause approach, adding some points not
mentioned so far. In a final step, I go on to relate the present analysis to the most recent
development within syntactic theory initiated by Chomsky's minimalist program (1993,
1995a, 1995b).

As already discussed in the foregoing section and contrary to what is assumed under a small
clause hypothesis, not every case of predication necessarily corresponds to a XP-YP
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constellation, or again in Jespersen's terms, to a nexal configuration. Adjunctive PPreds are

the case in point.

However, apart from the fact that not all predications are nexal, it should also be observed

that there are important distinctions within the group of non-nexal predication; distinctions

that would again be concealed by a uniform small clause analysis. Take, for example, a

sentence ]ike:

(11) The white deer has fled.

Such a sentence contains three predications, namely deer(x), wllite(x) and fled(x). While the

predication [ the white deerXP] [,,P has fled] takes place under nexality, the predications

wliite(x) and deer(x) are not only not nexal but show two distinctions within the group of

non-nexal predications. Firstly, they have in common that they, as predicates, are expressed

inside the DP expressing their subject, namely wl~ite deer. This distinguishes them from

PPreds. Secondly, there is an asymmetry between white and deer in that white is dependent

on the presence of deer in order for it to function as a predicate but not vice versa.

If our goal were to model each case of a syntactically relevant predication on nexal

predication, we would not only obscure important grammatical distinctions, we would

moreover burden syntax unnecessarily with additional machinery.

But next to the question regarding how rich one wishes one's syntax to be, there is a still

more basic question, namely is it conceptually desirable to encode predication as part of the

syntactic system?

Due to a new line of reasoning within syntactic theory initiated by Chomsky's minimalist

program, it again has become possible to ask which parts of our linguistic competence should

be encoded within the basic syntactic system and which ones should be represented as so

called Interface Strategies, or in more traditional generative terminology, as part of

P(honological) F(orm) and L(ogical) F(orm) to be `read off' by the articulatory-perceptual

system (A-P level) and the conceptual-intentional system (C-I level), respectively. In the

minimalist program, it is the interaction of these three levels of representation that leads to

the Full Interpretation of any given utterance.

Since we are dealing with predication, the level that interests us most is the interface with the

C-I system of linguistic competence, which is thought to respresent the abstract encoding of

meaning.
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Within a Government and Binding approach it had become more and more customary to
represent aspects of ineaning as well as alternations of interpretation due to language use as
part of syntax. Notions such as referentiality, specificity, focus, voice and aspect - to just
name some - translated as features led to an unconstrained blow up of functional heads that
had been supposed to host them.
In the spirit of minimal syntax (Chomsky 1993, 1995a, 1995b) such approaches are now
undergoing a critical review. Under a minimalist perspective the old system appears as over-
burdened. Syntax is instead envisioned as parsimonous and as driven by formal and
mechanical consideration alone (feature checking). The general aim of a minimalistic research
program is to develop a syntax that is simple and restrictive. Such a program necessarily has
to lead to a new division of labour between the three remaining levels of representation. With
respect to the representation of ineaning, and in the interest to keep our syntax simple, we
will have to reconsider which components of ineaning should be encoded as part of syntax
proper and which should instead be represented as restrictions imposed on syntax. First
attempts have been made to determine the location of grammatical components. Reinhart
(1995), for example, discussed this question with respect to properties of NPs and suggested
that only the "semantic distinction between weak and strong NPs" (corresponding to the
distinction between weak and strong quantifiers -DB) is part of syntax, while properties of
indefinite NPs need to be formalised as components of the interface level representing
meaning.

In the following discussion, I suggest a division of labor between syntactic encoding and and
semantic encoding called Predicate Construal for the representation of predication.
In the combination of X-Bar-Theory with an algorithm largely oriented on predicate logic, I
will show the close correspondence between the distributional pattern of adjunctive PPreds
and the meaning of the construction in question.

The chapter as a whole is systemized as follows:
In section 2.2, I discuss the internal structure of PPreds. In traditional German grammars als-
phrases are seen as (reduced) sentences and als is categorized as a conjunction due to its lack
of case assignment. Fur, again due to its case assigning properties, is categorized as
preposition. Here, both morphemes will be treated as prepositions. We will see evidence
showing that the complements of both morphemes are predicate nominals. On the basis of [he
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properties of their complements, als and fur will be represented in a similar grammatical

frame.

In section 2.3, I will identify the different readings of als~f'cir -PPreds. By `the reading of a

PPred', I mean the semantic interpretation that the PPred carries relative to the construction

that it occurs in.

In section 2.4, I will relate the different readings identified in the previous section to a limited

set of syntactic positions. I will show that each reading can be related to a characteristic

distributional pattern and ultimately to a characteristic `basic' constellation. This establishes,

for each reading, a characteristic `predicate field' in the terms used in chapter I. .

In section 2.5, I outline the way in which the predicate field serves in the assignment of

semantic representations to the constructions in question. Central to my account will be the

notion `be in combination with'. Therefore, in 2.5 the system of Predicate Construal (PC) is

introduced.

2.2 The Internal Structure of Prepositional Predicates

It is a commonplace of traditional German grammar that als does not assign case. Instead its

complement has to agree with the nominal that the als-phrases associates with. Building on

this fact, the Duden, the standard prescriptive German grammar, does not classify als as a

preposition but as a conjunction which introduces an adverbial or attributive phrase.

In recent work within generative grammar a comparable tendency, involving different

Germanic Languages, can be observed. Also using the lack of case assignment as an

argument, the categorial status of this preposition is questioned. One such approach is

Bowers's analysis of predication where English as is analysized as the lexicalization of a

predication operator (Bowers 1993. For the same analysis applied to Norwegian and German

see EidelÁfali 1997).

The same line of reasoning has been taken with respect to the preposition f'ur. Since Wat

voor -interrogatives, the Dutch version of the What-For-Question3, is one of the constructions

where the preposition does not assign case to its complement, it has been claimed that what

3 What-For-questions (WFQ) are questions that are found in the North and West Germanic Languages except
in English and Icelandic. They are traditionally identified with English what kind of-questions. In chapter 4, I
will however argue that WFQs are not restricted to kinds but constitute a question type of its own that asks for a
predication as its answer. Chapter 4 identifies this question type as a non-referential question. For further
discussion of this question form see also chapter 3 and 5 of this disseratior..
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looks like a preposition is rather the lexicalization of a functional head realizing wh-features
(Bennis 1995, Bennis 8z. Corver 8z Den Dikken 1996). For further discussion of this point see
chapter 3, section 2.1.1.

Here I would like to adopt a view advocated in earlier generative work. Emonds (1985)

argues that prepositions may not only take arguments as their complements but also predicate

attributes. A preposition of the latter type is English as. But although as is different from
other prepositions, for Emonds, it remains a preposition, albeit one with a grammatical
function that distinguishes it from other elements of its categorial class.

Although I will not follow Emonds and assume that English as, in one of its uses, is the
prepositional counterpart of the copula to be, I nevertheless would like to make use of those
parts of his argumentation where he shows that complements of English as are predicate

attributes and apply his arguments to German. We will see that als and fur take predicate
nominals as their complements.

Let me start the discussion by looking a[ the case assigning properties of als and fur.

Complements of als depend for their case on the nominal that the als-phrase is associated
with, as can easily be observed in the following set of examples:

(12) a Er- N( OM) nimmt sich als jung-er(NOM) AbQeordnet-er(Nom) der Sache an.
`As a young delegate, he will look into the case.'

b Ihm-(DAT) wird das als eur-em(DAT) AbQeordnet-en(DAT) sicher schaden.

`He as your delegate will certainly be harmed by that.'

c Sie haben ihn ACC als neu-en(ACC) AbQeordneten(ACC) gewi3hlt.
`They elected him as new delegate.'

With respect to fiir, German, like most other Germanic Languages, distinguishes between two
uses. Fur can assign a semantic role to its complement which is probably best characterized
as benefactive as in the following example:

(13) Wir haben ein Geschenk fur dein-en Sohn gekauft

We have a present for your-ACC son bought
`I bought a present for your son.'
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In its thematic or lexical use, fcir relates an event to a person (or thing) and assigns accuzative

case to its complement.

A second grammatical function of ftir arises in the foregoing mentioned What-For-question

and in prepositional predicate constructions.

As previously discussed by Corver (1991) and Bennis (1995), the preposition inside a What-

For-phrase (WF-phrase) does not assign case. This can be easily shown in German. Consider

the following three examples:

(14) a mit was fur ein-em Mann

with what for a- DAT man

b infolge was fur ein-es Unglucks

because what for a- GEN accidents

c Was fur ein-em Mann hat sie vertraut?

what for a-DAT man has she trusted

`What kind of man did she trust?'

In (14a), the WF-phrase is the complement of the preposition mit `with', which assigns dative

cases to its complement. In (146) it is the complement of infolge `because ofwhich assigns

genitive. Also in cases were the WF-phrase is directly selected by a verb (14c), it again is not

the preposition fur that determines the case of its complement but the matrix verb. The verb

vertrauen `to trust' selects a dative complement so that the WF-complement is marked for

dative. If f'ur were the case assigner the DP internal to the WF-phrase should be marked as

accusative and not as dative or genitive, as is the case. We see that the preposition inside a

WF-phrase is transparent for case, its complement receives case from a higher preposition or

a matrix verb.

Turning now to PPred-constructions, the case assigning properties of f'ur differ for PPreds

when selected by consider-type-verbs from those in adjunctive PPreds. So, first looking at the

consider-type-verbs, we see that in some variants of German the case of selected f'cir-PPreds is
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determined by agreement with the predication subject'. This can be well observed under
passivization:

(15) a Active voice

Ich halte ihn fiir ein-en guten Kollegen.

I consider him(ACC) for a-ACC good colleague
`I consider him a good colleague.'
Passive voice

b Er wird fur ein-0 gut-er Kollege gehalten.
he is for a-0 good-NOM colleague considered
`He is considered a good colleague.'

In adjunctive PPreds, on the other hand, f'ur needs to act as a case assigner:

(16) Carlo ist klein fur ein-en Kater.

Carlo is small for a-ACC tom cat.

Although the fur-PPred is related to the subject Carlo, the case of the complement of f'cir is
accusative.

In brief, with respect to the case assigning properties of als and fur, we have seen that the

case of the complement of als ïs always determined by agreement with the predication subject
while f'ur, although transparent for case in WFQs, assigns accusative case in adjunctive
PPreds but allows for agreement when selected as complement of the verb halten `to take
for'.

We now turn to the question what type of complements als and fur select. As Emonds did for

English, I will argue for German that both prepositions take predicate attributes as their

complements and as such express a property of the nominal they modify. Three arguments
corroborate this conclusion:

' In those variants of German that do not allow agreement with the subject in the consider-type-
constructions, fur assigns accussative case throughout:

(i) Er wird fur ein-en gut-en Kolleg-en gehalten.
he is for a-acc good-AGR colleague-acc considered
`He is considered a good colleaguc.'
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Relativization

The antecedent of a relativized complements of als and f'ur needs to be a predicate
nominal - a fact that also holds for predicate nominals in general.

Pronominalization

The complements of als and f'cir cannot serve as antecedents of pronouns, as is in general

the case for predicate nominals. Determiner
Selection

The determiner selection of the complements of als and f'cir is reminiscent of the one

observed for predicate nominals.

I now wish to illustrate these points in turn.

Relativization

Predicate nominals cannot be relativized freely. The antecedent of a relativized predicate
nominal also needs to be a predicate nominal, as shown for English by Emonds (1985). The

following two examples illustrate that the same restriction holds for complements of als and

f'cir:

(17)a Andrea istl~traf die Schlampe als die sie mich beschimpft hat.
Andrea islmet the slut as REL. she me insulted had

`Andrea isl~met the slut which she had accused me to be.'

b Theo wurdel~`s~uft derl~`(mit dem) Typ Mann fur den ihn

Theo became~~`drinks thel(with the) type man for REL. him

seine Mutter immer gehalten hat.

his mother always took has

`Theo becamel~(drinks with) the type of man which his mother always took him for.'

Here we see that arguments of verbs such as treffen `to met' and saufen `to drink (alcohol)'

which ask for referential nominals as their argument cannot be selected as antecedent of the

relativized complements of als or f'ur. The examples above thus illustrate that the

complements of the two prepositions in question pattern with other predicate nominals. Under

relativization their antecedent needs to be a predicate nominal which in the above examples is

guaranteed by making them complements of the verb sein `to be' or werden `to become'.
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Pronominalization

As also pointed out by Emonds (1985), predicate nominals cannot serve as antecedents of
pronouns. The same observation holds for complements of als and fiir, again proving that
complements of these two prepositions exhibit the syntactic behavior of predir.ate nominals:

(18)a Dustin Hoffman als Frau ist sehenswert, obwohl seinel~`ihre

Dustin Hoffman as woman is worth seeing although hisl~her

Aufmachung I~cherlich ist.

outfit ridiculous is

`Dustin Hoffman as woman is worth watching although his~~`her outfit is
ridiculous.'

c Der Lbwe ist klug fur ein Tier, weil erl~`es sich leicht
the lion is smart for an animal because he~~`it REFL. easy
dressieren ldf3t.

train let
`The lion is smart for an animal because hel~it is easy to train.'

Due to the gender distinction of German nominals, it is easy to show that coinplements of the

preposi[ions als and fiir cannot function as antecedents for pronouns. In (18a), the possessive

pronoun can only be masculine under co-reference with the subject. Similarly in (18b) where

the pronoun again needs to be masculine to agree with the subject. A neuter pronoun agreeing

in gender with the complement of f'cir is excluded since it tries to establishe co-reference with
a predicative nominal.

Determiner selection

It is well known that predicate nominals in copular constructions may, unlike most arguments
in German, occur without article while they cannot be preceded by a definite articles:

5 Predicate nominals as well as complements of als and f'ur can also be used with a possessive
pronoun but to discuss the use of possessives would unnecessarily complicate the discussion. Note
however, that nominals preceded by a possessive pronoun can either be used as referential expressions
as in the following identificational copula construction:

(i) He is my friend.
or as predicates. In the latter case my friend would be read as a friend of mine.
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(19) Hans ist Olein~~der Linguist.

hans is Olal~`the linguist

To forecome possible objections, let me add that I am not claiming that definite determiners

are excluded from copular constructions. It can be easily observed that this is not the case:

(20) a Hans ist der Syntaktiker.

`Hans is the syntactician.'

b John ist der Mdrder.

`John is the murderer.'

In the literature, copular constructions like the ones in (20) are sometimes called

`identificational' because their second argument is either a referential or an attributive definite

NP6. In (20a) for example, we know of two contextually given people, who is a syntactician

and who is a phonologist and Hans can now be identified as the syntactician. The definite

determiner preceding syiitacticimi thus introduces a referential NP. (20b) illustrates the

attributive use of the definite NP. It could typically be uttered in a situation where the

identification of the murderer has not yet been established but it is known that one of the

individuals from a given group of people must be him.

For an accurate comparison between determiner selectio:t by predicate nominals and

complements of f'ur and als, we need to distinguish between identificational- and predicative

copular constructions.

Comparing predicate nominals and complements of fur and als, we find that complements of

als roughly select the same determiners as predicate nominals'I8:

6 cf. Donnellan (1966)

' Als-PPreds may, just like predicate nominals and fur-PPreds, be identificational:
(i) Er lebt als der Student ( unter uns) im Wohnheim.

`He lives as the s[udent ( among us) in a dormitory.'

B In general als-PPreds may freely choose bare or indefinite complements.
(i) Er als (ein) Student kann billig in einem Wohnheim wohnen.

`He as (a) student can live inexpensively in a dormitory.'
Sometimes however the indefinite article is excluded:

(ii) Du als (~`ein) Chef muB die Entscheidungen treffen.
`You as (~`a) boss have to make the decisions.
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(21) Leberecht musste dir als Oleinl~`der Rechtsanwalt helfen kónnen.
Leberecht must-COND you as Ola~~the lawyer help can
`Leberecht as a lawyer should be able to help you.'

For filr - PPs, the situation is only different in so far as complements of f'ur always need to be
preceded by an article:

(22) Er h~lt dich fiir ~Oleinenl~`den Linguisten.
he takes you for ~Olal~`the linguist
`He takes you for ~`Ola~~`the linguist.'

But just as is the case in predicative copular constructions and for complements of als, f'cir
PPreds exclude the definite determiner under a non-identificational reading9

Summarizing the findings of the previous section, it has been shown that the complements of
the German prepositions als and f'ur are predicate nominals. As such they assign a property
understood as applying to the referent of a preceding nominal. We have furthermore seen that
the fundamental difference of PPreds and other adjunctive prepositional phrases may be
morphologically expressed through the lack of case assignment. This difference can be

It was suggested to me that only the bare complement variant is predicative which, as (i) illustrates, is
not the case. Additionally, used sentence internally, the indefinite article seems to be possible for the
rational reading but mostly excluded for the function reading:

fi~nction reading
(iii) Leberecht hat mich als (~`ein) Rechtsanwalt beraten

`Leberecht gave me advice as laywer.'
(iv) rationa! reading

Leberecht ist als (ein) Rechtsanwalt mit dem Strafrecht vertraut.
`Leberecht is as (a) lawyer familiar with [he penal law.'

The readings of adjunctive PPred is discussed section 3 of this chapter.

9 Fiir-PPreds may also be used identificationally in which case the complement of f'cir may be
preceded by a definite article. The reading of the fiir phrase in these cases will be one of false
identification:
(i) Er hat mich fur den PostbotenlSarah gehalten.

he has me for the mail manlSarah taken
`He took me for the mail manlSarah.'
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observed in case of als-PPreds. However, it is not a necessary condition since f'ur assigns

accusative case to its complement.

Under the view defended here, als and fur are prepositions. Although we have seen that there

is a clear grammatical distinction between arguments of prepositions in general and arguments

of the two prepositions discussed here, this difference is only partially reflected in the internal

syntax of the prepositional complement itself. Complements of als and fur cannot be definite

nominal phrases'o. But although they need to be indefinite phrases this does not necessarily

identify them as predicates. Yet, a tendency within syntactic theory has been to express the

different grammatical status of predicative nominals and arguments as rooted in the internal

syntax of the corresponding nominals. A suggestion along these lines has for example been

made by Stowell (Stowell 1989). He claims with respect to English cases of secondary

predication that the indefinite determiner preceding predicate nominals is not the lexicali~ation

of a D head but rather an element contained within the NP. The idea is that predicate nominal

should syntactically always correspond to NPs while arguments should structurally be DPs. (

For the same idea but a different implementation see Longobardi 1994~').

I will not adopt this view here, but suggest instead that the predicative nature cf the

complements of the two prepositions in question arises inside the PPred, that is, in the

combination of the preposition and the nominal. I thus maintain that complements of PPreds

are DPs but that in the context of certain prepositions the meaning of the DP is identical to

the meaning of the common noun or,in syntactic terms,to the NP.

'" I use the term nominal phrase as neutral with respect to its syntactic status as NP or DP.

" On the basis of the categorization of arguments as DPs and predica[e nominals as NPs,
Longobardi points out that bare NPs may well be used as arguments. He argues that in the case bare
NPs function as arguments they should be viewed as DPs with an empty D head (Longobardi 1994).
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For expositiory purposes, the representation of PPreds can be developed in two steps. We
start from the standard syntactic structure of a PP:

(23) PP

, `
P DP

,
alslfur D NP

I
ein(en) Linguist(en)

To represent the relevant factors of ineaning, we then make use of logical translations
assigned to the syntactic constituent given in (23). As customary, translations will be
represented as annotated to the syntactic tree yielding (24):

(24) PP - -~linguist

r`
P --~ ~,P[P] DP --~linguist

i i`
als D --~ ~,P[P] NP --~linguist

ein Liizguist

In tree structure (24), P is a variable ranging over properties while --~ means `translate as'
The translations in (24) constitutes the Predicate Construal represen[ation of a PPred. We see
that under PC the branching constellations of the PP translate in such a way that the P-head
serves as a functor taking its XP-complement as logical argument:
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(25) PP -~ a(R)

P -~ a DP -~ (3

The semantic function of the preposition and the article is identity mapping so tha[ the

meaning of the DP is identical to the meaning of the NP and of the PPred as a whole:

(26) [PP Lalsl l - ~, P[P]

(PP Lfiirl l - ~ P[Pl

To derive the indefiniteness of the embedded DP, we have to assume that ein is the only D

which can serve with the translation given in (24). Note that with such an assumption, we

maintain that the `special character' of the embedded DP originates in the composition of a P

with a DP.

In terms of a summary, I would like to present the result of the preceding discussion in what

I call a Grammatical Specification (GS) 1z of the prepositions in question. The GS below

contains the grammatical information encoded in the morphemes als and filr:

12 What I call Grammatical Specification and which in the present work serves to represent the grammatical
information represented by functional grammatical formatives largely corresponds to what Hellan~Vulchanova
(forthcoming) call (Partial) `Sign Specification' in a framework which mainly deals with verb semantics.
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(27) Granunatical Syeci~cation

PF [als] I [fy:r]

Grammatical Form Cat: P

als~fur

Meaning ~, P[P]

Frame DPIAPIPP
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2.3 Readings of Adjunctive Prepositional Predicates

In the following section I will show that predication involving PPreds can be characterized
through a semantic complex called the reading of the PPred.

I will discuss the differences between als and f'ur predicates and the different readings

available for als-PPreds.

To start with, consider the following paradigm which represents a coordinated copular

construction, two different types of als-PPreds and a f'cir-PPred:

(28) a Felsensteiner ist erfolgreich und ein Linguist.

`Felsensteiner is successful and a linguist.'

b Felsensteiner als Linguist ist erfolgreich.

`Felsensteiner, as a linguist, is successful'.

c Felsensteiner ist erfolgreich als Linguist.

`Felsensteiner is as linguist successful.'

d Felsensteiner ist erfolgreich fur einen Linguisten.

`Felsensteiner is successful for a linguist.'

Let us first look at the coordinated predicate construction in (28a). The predicates successful

and linguist are applied to Felsensteiner. He is claimed to be successful and a linguist.

When we now look at the constructions that contain PPreds, that is (2861c1d), v~e see that

their meaning is quite different. Moreover, the readings of the clauses containing PPreds

differ from one another in relevant respects. I will describe and state these readings one by

one:

(28b) Felsensteiner als Linguist ist erfolgreich is a statement that is based on the

presupposition that all linguists are successful. It asserts that since linguists are successful and

since Felsensteiner is a linguist, he is successful too. This reading of als-predicates will be

called their rationale reading. It can be stated as follows:
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Rationale ReadinQ:

x has the property P as a function of the fact that there is a set z of entities to wl~ich x
belongs, such that members of z always have the property P.

(28c) Felsensteiner ist erfolgreicl: als Linguist is on one of its readings different from (28b).

It states that it is in his function as a linguist that Felsensteiner is successful. Consequently,

(28c) remains a true statement even in the case that Felsensteiner should not be a successful

individual in one of his other functions. In contrast, in (28a) the predicate successful applies
to the individual Felsensteiner as a whole, thus claiming success for all his functions.
This reading of als-PPs, I will call the function reading, stated as follows:

Function ReadinQ:

when x acts in the function F, x has property P.

I now turn to the fiir-PPreds in (28d) repeated as (29):

(29) Felsensteiner ist erfolgreich fur einen Linguisten.

`Felsensteiner is successful for a linguist.'

The f'tir-PPred has the same grammatical function as the als-PPreds discussed so far, that is, it
also restricts the adjectival predicate successful or, more generally, the primary predicates it
combines with. What makes f'ur-PPreds significantly different from als-PPreds is that the
expression f'ur ein Linguist when applied to the matrix predicate presupposes that linguists in
general are NOT very successful. This fact is worthwhile belaboring since it is crucial for the
understanding off'cir-PPreds. By way of illustration consider the following example:

(30) Mona ist stark fiir ein M~dchen.
`Mona is strong for a girl.'

In (30), we apply the predicate strong to Mona under the presence of a fiir-PP which
identifies Mona as a girl. Suppose that the statement Mona is strong for a girl is true, the
statement Moita is strong then must be false. Moreover, suppose that Mona is strong for a
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girl is true, the statement Girls are strong is false. However, what is true is that since Mona

is a girl and since girls are generally ranked low on the scale of physical strength, it i~ true

that Mona is strong. This means: Firr-PPreds introduce a scale on which the property

expressed by the primary predicate must be evaluated. The concept girl thus introduces a

scale on which the property strength ranks low. Filr-PPreds represent scales with respect to

the matrix predicate they combine with and lead to a scaling reading. The scaling reading

may be expressed as follows:

ScalinQ ReadinQ:

x ist P fiir ein Q means that the relevant ' scale' introduced by Q for evaluation of x

with regard to P is restricted to values commonly ascribed to Q-type individuals.

In addition to the construction types (28b 8z c), two more types using als as a preposition

should be distinguished.

A reading very much related to the function reading is what I call the stage reading. Consider

the following examples:

(31) a Slowinsky war als Anwalt erfolgreich.

`Slowinsky was as lawyer successful'

b Slowinsky war als junger Anwalt erfolgreich.

`Slowinsky was as a young lawyer successful.'

c Slowinsky ist als Jugendlicher ausgewandert.

`As a juvenile, Slowinsky emigrated.'

(31 a) illustrates again the function reading, namely that it was with respect to his joó as a

lawyer that Slowinsky was successful. In contrast, the modified nominals young lawyer and

juvenile express a period in the life of Slowinsky and thus facilitate a stage reading of the

als-PP. Under the stage reading, it is with respect to a period in the life of an individual that

a certain predicate applies. Such a reading can be stated as follows:
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StaQe ReadinQ:
At time t, x has the properties P and Q. (where Q stands for a property)

Als-PPs have one more reading which I will call the confirmative reading. An examples is
given in (32):

(32) La Belle wurde als Hexe verbrannt.
`La Belle was burned as a witch.'

This reading can be stated as follows with P representing the als-PPred and V the core VP:

Confirmative ReadinQ:
V confirms x being P.

As the semantic differences among readings of als- phrases become more and more finely
grained, the relevant question arises if the distinctions made are still grammatically
significant. The answer is affirmative. Confirmative als-PPreds have a different distribution
from function and stage PPreds, as can be observed in the examples below:

(33) Function Readine:
weil er (als engagierter Burger) dagegen ist (als engagierter Burger).

`because he is (as an active citizen) against i[ (as an active citizen).'

Confirmative ReadinQ

(34) Die Inquisition hat La Belle als Hexe verbrannt ~`(als Hexe).
`The inquisition has La Belle burned as a witch.'

While under a function reading, PPreds, as shown in (33), can be extraposed, this is
impossible for confirmative PPreds (34).

Having reached the end of this first survey, let me point to one of its interesting results. The

range of ineanings that adjunctive PPreds carry can give content to the categorization of these
phrases as adverbial elements found in traditional grammars. It has become clear that
predication in case of PPreds takes place through the combination of primary and
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prepositional predicates. It is in the predicative relation of the combined predicates that

PPreds assign a property to a preceding nominal.

Bearing in mind the different readings which we have identified in the preceding section , let

us next consider the syntactic constellations that regulate the combination of predicates.

2.4 1'he Syntactic Distribution of Adjunctive Prepositional Predicates

I will first present the distribution of als-PPreds since the distribution of fur-PPreds follows

directly from the former.

Als-PPreds may occur in four positions13, as demonstrated below:

(35) Sie (als Vater) mussen (als Vater) den Schaden (als Vater) bezahlen (als Vater).

`You (as father) must (as father) the damage (as father) pay (as father).

They can occur adjacent to the subject, they may follow an auxiliary or the tensed verb (if V2

has applied) and precede the direct object; they may furthermore follow the direct object and

precede the verb in its base position, or finally occur extraposed, which means they may

follow the verb in its base position.

On the face of it, this paradigm seems to suggest that als-PPreds may occur freely distributed

throughout the sentential projection. But while the above example contains with als Vater, a

PPred that allows for several of the identified characteristic readings of als-PPreds, other

selections of PPreds combined with certain primary predicates will only lend themselves to

one of the possible interpretations and exclude others. A restricted interpretation of als-PPreds

conforms with a restricted syntactic distribution.

In the first example that I discuss in which the suggested interpretation is the stage reading,

the syntactic position displays the PPred as adjacent to the subject. The result is

ungrammatical:

~' Adjunctive PPreds also can be topicalized, a fact that will not further enter into the discussion.
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(36) ~`Hdnschen als Kind ist die Treppe runtergefallen.
Little Hans as a child is the stairs down-fallen.
~`Little Hans as a child fell down the stairs.'

A stage reading cannot be generated under an NP-PPred adjacency. A rationale reading on the
other hand complies with adjacency but leads to ungrammaticality if we try to generate it in a
position lower than the objecr.

(37) ~`Britta mul3te die Kinder als ihre Mutter versorgen.

`Britta must the children as their mother take care of.

`Britta had as their mother to take care of the children.'

Rationale readings are further excluded under extraposition (38a), a restriction that does not

apply to stage or function readings(38b):

(38) a~`Kofi wurde ausgewiesen als Afrikaner. (No comma intonation!)
`Kofi was expelled as african.'

b Sie hat viel gearbeitet als(iunQe) Lehrerin
`She worked hard as ((a) young) teacher.'

but again holds for the confirmative reading:

(39) Confirmative Readine"

~Stdrtebecker wurde gekbpft als Pirat.
'Stdrtebecker was beheaded as pirate.'

" For the example below, an appositive configuration (St~rtebecker als Pirat) would lead to a
rationale reading. Note however that a confirmative reading is not just the `low version' of a rationale
reading. The sentence Stórtebecker als Pirat wurde gekópft says that since beheading is what one did
to pirates and since Stbrtebecker was a pirate, he also was beheaded. The confirmative reading, on the
contrary, does not entail a claim concerning the standard penalty for pirates.
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The above discussed facts indicate that each reading of an als-PPred is correlated with one or

a limited set of positions, which we may call a distributional pattern.

Based on standard assumptions concerning the way in which PPs can move during the build-

up of sentence structure, it is possible to identify each such distributional pattern as `rooted'

in an initial position for the PPred. From this position the other position of the pattern can be

reached by standard movement operation15. The following chart indicates initial as well as

the derived positions for each type of PPred:

Semantic ReadinQ and Syntactic Distribution of als-PPreds - An Overview:

S

' `.
DP Rationale ~.

, `Reading ~

VP

DP; PP ~ `

als PP
i

al s

PP FunctionlStage Reading

als

VP-----------------------
~ ` No Extraposition

DP V'

e; PP PP V
i i

als als

Rationale Confirmative

Reading Reading

(double lines indicate possible positions)

15 For the distribution of subject related als-PPreds under their rationale reading, it is assumed that
the subject can be interpreted in its base position or after movement to sentence initial position
(cf.section 2.5) The DP internal PPred can either be stranded in the subject's base position leading [o a
`low' rationale reading or be moved to sentence initial position. For the rationale reading it therefore is
not the PPred that moves but the modified DP containing the PPred.
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A rationale reading is generated when als-PPs occur as DP-internal adjuncts, and may thus
arise in two positions, either in sentence initial position, or stranded in the subject's base VP-
internal position. In the latter case, they occur sentence internally and show the same
distribution as so called low subjects in German; that is, they may not follow the direct
object1ó. They furthermore cannot be extraposed".

The function and the stage readings are generated when als-PPs occur as VP adjuncts. Notice
that with an adjectival primary predicate this would mean adjunction to AP rather than to VP.
VP adjuncts in the above representation are allowed to either left or right adjoin to VP so that
als-PPreds on their function or stage reading may either precede or follow the verb (or the
adjectival predicate)in i[s base position.

A confirmative reading is generated when the als-PP occurs as V' adjunct or in a lower
position. One of the assumptions we need to make is that VP internal PPreds can only left
adjoin18 to the verb given the close semantic relation they maintain to [he verb. Extraposition
from within the VP is excluded.

Abstracting from details, we have seen that the semantic interpretation and syntactic
distribution renders three types of als-PPreds: rationale PPreds are tied to a DP-internal
configuration, function and stage PPreds are adjuncts to the maximal projection of verbs or
adjectives, while confirmative PPreds occur VP internally.

16 VP internal subjects in German may generally not follow objects:
(i) Es hat vermutlich (ein Sturm) die Ernte (~`ein Sturm) verwustet.

`~There probably has a storm destroyed the harvest.'
(ii)Er sollte (als Linguist) English (~`als Linguist) sprechen.

`He as a linguist should speak English.'

" Since DP internal adjuncts extrapose quite freely in German (see (i)) it might still be necessary
to opt for a deeper DP-internal embedding of the rationale PPred than suggested:

(i)a Er hat ein Auto gekauft mit Rennreifen.
`He bought a car with racing tires.'

b Sie hat jemanden geheiratet aus Peru.
`She married someone from Peru.'

18 I assume that in German verbs govern to the left.
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On the basis of our findings for als-PPreds it is now easy to accommodate f'ur-PPreds.

Fur-PPreds may not occur DP internal:

(40) ~`Er fur einen Linguisten ist erfolgreich.

He for a linguist is successful

but may appear to the left or the right of the verb in base position:

(41) Er hat (fur einen Ausl~nder) gut Deutsch gesprochen (fur einen Ausliinder).

`He spoke German well for a foreigner.'

According to their syntactic distribution, fur-PPreds are comparable to als-PPreds on their

stage or function reading and therefore will be analyzed as VP or AP adjuncts.
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2.5 Predicate Construal and the Representation of adjunctive Prepositional Predicates
An assumption commonly made is that predication is syntactically represented by the
configuration (42):

(42) YP

~ `
XP Y'

~ `
Yo ZP

where XP is typically a DP representing the subject of the predication and YP is the maximal
projection of any of the categories V, A, N or P with Y' representing the predicate. In the
preceding section we have seen that this configuration can never be found in the case of
adjunctive PPreds. We have therefore concluded that there is no unique syntactic constellation
representing predication. However, it also has become clear that in the case of adjunctive
PPreds, each type of reading always corresponds to a unique syntactic distribution, called a
distributional pattern. In this section, I introduce the leve] of Predicate Construa] (PC), with
the claim that predication is represented in PC and not as a particular part of the syntactic
structure as such. PC thus renders devices like functional heads mediating predication or
indices which link predicates to subjects unnecessarily, hence leading to a minimalisation of
syntax.

In the first phase, I will introduce some of the principles for the mapping from syntax to PC,
and then proceed to the representation of the different readings identified in the preceding
section.
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Predicate Constrccal and the Mappict.Q from Syntax to Predicate Construal

The level of Predicate Construal serves the following function:

l. It provides a format for stating the reading of any particular syntactic construction.
2. The formalism lends itself to the modelling of the meaning of any construction as being

compositionally composed, i.e., composed in such a way that the meaning of any constituent

is a function of the meanings of its immediate parts and the way they are syntactically

combined.

The formalism is essentially that of Montague (1974) and much subsequent work in that

tradition. It is a many-typed predicate logic enriched with lambda-calculus. The basic types

(ignoring the intensional level) are 'e' for entity and 't' for truth-value, the denotation of

sentences; further types are functions composed out of types, for instance the type '~e,b,

called 'predicate', a function from entities to truth-values. The notation in PC involving

predication is the standard one in predicate logic; thus, if 'a' is an entity and 'P' is a

predicate, the fact that P is predicated of a is consequently represented as 'P(a)'.

The mapping from syntax to this logical type of representation may be seen as a translation

of syntactic expressions into expressions of PC. The compositional aspect resides in this

translation proceeding from bottom up in the tree, with the result that for each subtree, the

mother node is assigned a translation as a kind of feature, based on the translations of the

daughter nodes. In order to allow mapping from the syntactic basis to PC, all constituents in
syntax need to carry a token index. Their counterparts in PC are marked by the same index;

in the case of variables, this indexing is the same as that in ordinary predicate logic. Thus, PC

indices may not be misunderstood as token indexes, since for example, quantificational DPs

will give rise to many occurrences of a given variable in PC. To mark the indicated

difference of index, the PC index will be written as a right-subscript while the syntactic token

index will be a left-subscript. Some examples of correspondences between token-indexed
syntactic expressions and PC-expressions carrying the corresponding index are given below:
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(43) Syntax Predicate Construal

;DP, with a proper name: Felsensteiner f;

;DP, with quantification: a linguist x;
(where x; is part of a larger formula

with possibly many occurrences of x;.)

;A e.g. successful successful;

;V e.g. emigrnte emigrate;

Following the above assumptions, a predicational relation between the ;DP Felsensteiner and
the ~V emigrate is expressed as

(44) emigrate~(f;)

General Mappin,Q Rules from Syntax to PC
I now state some general mapping rules from syntax to PC and return later to rules which are
particular for PPreds. The mapping rules are translation rules from syntactic to
PC-expressions. They apply compositionally from bottom up and subtree by subtree. The
rules themselves are stated for types of subtrees. Assuming that the syntactic construction
mechanism also works from bottom up, the syntax and semantics may be seen as going hand
in hand.

Starting with a standard DP, I go along with Montague (1974) in treating the DP as a
function from predicates to truth-values, and the determiner as a function from predicates to
DP-values. The determiner a, for instance, translates as follows:

(45) [a];DP-~7,,Q~,P~x;[P(x;) 8t Q(x;)]
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Reading the NP as `common noun phrase' of type ~e,t~, i.e., predicate, the structural rule of

the DP is:

(46) ;DP -~ a((3)

;D -~ a NP -~ (3

when considering the token index, we have to note the following: The token-index of the DP

is inherited by the D-head, and by virtue of (45), is then passed on to the variable x. For

syntactic token-indexing, we will have to consider the projection level as the index. Since D

and DP are distinct projection levels, the inheritance of the index does not contradict the idea

of token-indexing.

I now turn to some general points concerning the representation of subjects.

Subject DPs may occur in Spec of VP and in Spec of TP ('T' for 'Tense'). If a full DP is

introduced in Spec of VP, it will later move to Spec of TP leaving behind a trace. The trace

binding by the full DP is marked by a right subscript identical to the token-index of the

moved DP. An alternative procedure leading to the same tree configuration but a slightly

different translation, is to introduce an empty DP in Spec of VP, which is eventually bound

by a DP introduced under Spec TP. In order for this binding to be reflected semantically, a

lambda-operator is introduced binding the variable representing the empty DP, as shown in

(47a). This rule is applied also in case a full DP is introduced in Spec of VP. The later

lambda-conversion will then be vacuous once the DP is processed in Spec of TP. The

according rule is given in (47b). This is the rule that also provides the semantic 'binder' if an

empty DP occurs in Spec of VP:
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vP -~ ~,x,a(R)

,DP -~ a v'-~ p

(b) TP -~ a(R)

DP-~a T'-~R

In PC, tense operators are represented separately from verbs19. The rule introducing the
operator is (48). Semantically, I assume three operators: PAST, PRESENT and FUTURE.
Here, PAST stands for the entire past, and correspondingly for FUTURE. By the expression
'at(p,PAST)', I mean that the situation p takes place somewhere in the PAST. I abbreviate
'at(p,PAST)' as 'PAST: p'. In the rule (48), the outside lambda-operator serves for mediating
the DP introduced in (47b) to the variable position inside the formula for VP:

IY As standardly assumed the copula dces not add meaning:

VP-1 Q~.u

V" -~ a XP -~ RGe ,,
[copular]
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(48)

T' -1 ~x[a: Q(x)l

T"-~a VP-~(3

The rules stated so far relate subjects to the main categories of the verbal system. DPs

occurring as objects are treated by (49a), and DPs occurring as complements of prepositions

by (49b):

(49)

a. V' -~ a((3)

V -~ a DP -~ R

b. PP -~ a((3)

Po -~ a DP -~ R

I do not intend to go into the lexical translations of the transitive verbs and prepositions here,

but recall that, as mentioned in 2.2 als and f'ur may occur with the translation (50 a,b). The

same applies to the indefinite determiner (SOc):
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(50) a als -~ ÀP[PJ

b fiir -~ ~,P[P]

c ein -~ i~P[P]

This is an identity function, whereby the DPs and PPs (when governing this type of DP)
translate as predicates.

The Analvsis of PPreds
Given [he above, the licensing principle for PPreds can be phrased as follows:

(51) A predicate expression is licensed only if it
i) is nexal ( i.e., occurs in a nexal configuration with its `subject), or
ii) is in combination with a nexal predicate expression

The syntactic constellation instantiating ii) is most often that of adjunction and it also is the
clause that applies to PPreds. The essence of ii) is that the PPred `joins' the nexal predicate in
finding a subject. This, descriptively stated, is only possible when the DP expressing the
subject c-commands the PPred, and the PPred is not too deeply embedded - in the typical
case, and is adjoined to the nexal predicate. More precisely stated, the PPred must be located
in such a way that in the interpretive procedure, it is possible to assign it to it the same
subject as is assigned to the nexal predicate. In the schematically simplest case (which in
effect is also instantiated with intersective adjectives and nouns), this would look as follows
(a and ~3 are variables over PC - expressions):
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(52) YP

, `
;DP XP -~ 7,,x[a(x) 8c (3(x)]

~PPred kXP

-~ a -~ R

The interpretive rule for the higher XP here brings the two predicates a and (3 in the

canonical PC-representation of predication to the same subject. In the next interpretive step,

the PC - representation of ;DP - say a; - replaces x, giving a(a;) Bc ~3(a;)

as the ultimate formula. Crucially, PPred counts as being "in combination with" an XP which

means in a constellation including the two predicates A and B, when there is an interpretive

operation defined for the constellation by which A and B are formally assigned the same

subject in PC. I will refer to this configuration as ICW-constellation, standing for `(I)n

(C)ombination (W)ith.

The empirical range of PPred-constellations and their readings has been informally described

in section 2.3 and 2.4. In each case, it seems clear that the subject of the PPred is identical

with the subject of a nexal predicate; hence these constellations all instantiate the relation `in

combination with'. I now turn to the interpretive operations relevant for each case.

The StaQe ReadiiiA

We start with the stage reading repeated under (53) for convenience:

(53) The Stage Readin~:

At time t, x has the property P and Q.

I propose to represent the stage reading, exemplified in (54a) as (54b):
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(54) a Felsensteiner ist als Jugendlicher ausgewandert.
b PAST: b't [t: auswandern(f) - ~ t: Jugendlicher(f)]

In (54b), the universal quantifier subsumes the case that he emigrated only once, but leaves
also open the possibility that the act in question happened many times, as in:

(SS) Er hat als Jugendlicher gerne Lieder gesungen.
he has as juvenile with pleasure songs sang
`As a juvenile, he sang songs with pleasure.'

(56) gives the PC- representation for the VPZO:

VP -~ ~,x[b't[t:((3(x) -~ t:a(x)l]

r`
PP-~a VP-~ (3

~` r`
P DP DP V'

I ~ ~
als e Vo

By the specification of DP as empty, (56) presupposes the approach with an empty DP
generated in Spec of VP; with quantified DP subjects.

''" Although not discussed explicitly, it should be apparent that the lexical content of the items that participate
in a particular construction and the structural imposed reading need to be competitive. For the stage reading that
means that the nominal predicate has to express a stage of the subject such as juvenile dces in (54a).
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The essential point about (56) is that it brings the PPred and the predicate represented by VP

together in one translation, assigning them the same subject. Thus, the PPred is related to its
understood subject without any annotation of the syntactic PP with indices or PRO which

merely postulate what can be computed on PC.

The Fi~nction ReadinQ

The function reading repeated here as (57) is represented below for AP-adjunction. The string

represented is given in (58a). Its translation is given in (58b) and the structural rules are

illustrated in (59):

(57) Function ReadinQ:

When x acts in the function of F, x has property P.

(58a) a Johan war als Vater liebevoll.

b Past:b'e[e:vater(j) -~ eaiebevoll(j)]

`e' here ranges over events, and the notation `e:(vater(j),e)', i.e., the situation of Johan being a

father is part of the event e.

(59) a

AP -~ ~.x[b'e[ a(x) -~ (3(x)]l

PP-~ a AP -~ ~i

I

P

I
als
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b. VP -~ a((3)

V-~a AP-~(3

c. sein -~ ~.P[P]

Again from the operation of (59a), the PPred counts as being in combination with the AP.

The Confinnative Readink
The further reading that we have identified for als-PPreds is the confirmative reading. It
might be helpful to look at this reading as expressing an implication. Syntactically adjunctive
PPreds under their confirmative reading are part of the `lexical domain' of the verb. In
German these PPreds thus occur to the left of the verb and extraposition becomes impossible.
The confinnative reading was informally rendered as:

(60) The Confirmative ReadinQ:

x partaking in act P confirms x's being Q

The case to be consider is (61):

(61) Der Kardinal hatte La Belle als Hexe verbrannt.
the cardinal had La Belle as witch burned
`The cardinal had La Belle burned as a witch.'

The interesting thing about the object related PPred is that it can be demonstrated in that what
looks like a nexal configuration for La Belle and als Hexe is licensed as an
ICW -constellation. For (61) the intuition is that the act of burning confirms La Belle's status
as a witch. This presupposes a convention to the effect that, on a certain type of occasion, if
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one has the status Q in question, then the act involving Q needs to take place. This

convention can be phrases as follows, where `E' is a type or set of events:

(62) ~E[t~x,e[eE E 8t e: P(x) -~ e: Q(x)]]

This clause will now be embedded in the translation of the respective uses. (62) will have the

reading given in (63a) induced by the translation rule (63b) which reflects the syntactic

constellation in question as V'-adjunction:

(63a) PAST: [~E[b'x,e,[e E E 8c e:Hexe(x)) -~ ~y [e: brennen(y,x)]]] 8z

~e [e E E á e: (Hexe(lb) 8z, brennen (k,lb)]J

The syntactic constellation is in this case of the small clause type, such that the predication of

`Hexe' of `lb' (for La Belle) is a predication of the type one expects. What is instructive

about the case, relative to the discussion here, is that the translation rule relevant in this case

is not more complex than in previous cases, but that it construes `Hexe' as being in

combination with ~y[brennen(x,y)], as both are applied to La Belle. Thus, although possibly

arguable as being a nexal predicate, als Hexe is nevertheless licensed by being in an ICW -

constellation with the main predicate:

(63)
V` ~,z[[~E[dx,e [e E E 8c e:a(x)) -~ ~y[e: y(~,P[P(x)]) ( y)]]] 8c ~e[eEE 8r

~ (3(~,w[e:a(w)) 8z e: y(7,P[P(w)]) (z))]]

`
DP-~ p v'

~ `
PP-~a Vo-~y

As an ordinary transitive verb, brennen has the translation given in (64), motivating the

argument types used for ~y in (63)21:

'' This translation is originally used as a meaning postulate for extensional transitive verbs in Montague
(1974).
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(64) brennen -~ ~,II ~,x[II(~.y[brennen(x,y)])]

The Rationale Readin,~

The rationale reading can be generally stated as in (65). It is examplified by the sentence in
(66a) and its PC-representation is given in (66b).

(65) The Rational ReadinQ

x has the property P as a function of the fact that there is a set z of entities to
which x belongs, with the effect that members of z always have the property P.

(66) a Felsensteiner als Linguist war erfolgreich.
b PAST:[erfolgreich(f) 8~ linguist(f) 8c b'x[linguist(x) -1 erfolgreich(x)]]

Specific to adjunc[ive PPreds under their rationale reading is [ha[ they need to occur
DP-internally. Notice that the adjacency of the modified DP and the PPred in the case of
appositive PPreds does not reflect nexality. A structural translation rule reflecting this
constellation is stated in (67):

(67)
DP -~ ~,Q[a(~z(Q(z) ~ R(z)) 8t b'x[R(x) -~Q(x)]]

DP-~a PP-~(3

I
P

I
als

The DP Felseiisteiiier als Liiiguist-rule is given in formula (68):

(68) 7,Q[Q(f) linguist (f) 8t b'x[linguist (x) -~ Q(x)]]
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This has the ordinary type of DP-translation. Notice, however, that of the two predicates to be
combined - the PPred als Linguist and erfolgreicli - one of them is introduced in (68) and the
other not, thus apparently indicating that (67) fails to represent als Linguist as in a ICW -

constellation with erfolgreich. However, what is present in (68) is the variable Q, which will
in a later step be replaced by erfolgreich. By the circumstance that (67) combines the PPred
with a proxy for the nexal predicate, I count (67) as licensing PPred in a ICW - constellation.
Through processing by the rules seen above, (66a) is ultimately assigned the translation (66b).

In this derivation, the full DP is introduced in Spec of VP. If the full DP is instead not

introduced until Spec of TP, a difference arises in the scope of the PAST operator, namely:

(69) linguist (f) b'x [linguist(x) -~ erfolgreich(x)] 8z PAST: erfolgreich(f)

A version of the derivation leading to (66b) corresponds to the `stranded' rational reading

exemplified in (70)

(70) Felsensteiner rvar als Liiiguist erfolgreich

`Felsensteiner was successful as a linguist'

Syntactic stranding has no consequence for the semantic translation.
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The ScalinQ Readinz
We finally look at the PC-representation offiir-PPreds.
Fiïr -PPreds have a scaling reading which can be stated as follows'Z:

(71) Fiir-predicates:

`.r is P fiir ein Q' means that the relevant `scale' introduced by Q for evaluation of x
with regard to P is restricted to values commonly ascribed to Q-type individuals.

The following structured rule introduces the relevant translation; the syntactic configuration is
AP-adjunction:

(72) AP -~ ~,x['(Scale((3)(a))(x) 8z a(x) 8z b'y[a(Y) -~ Not('(Scale((3)(U))(Y))l~

PP-~a AP -~(3

I
f'ur

Given (72) the sentence Mona ist stark fiir ein Mridchen gives the following translation :

(73)f(Scale(stark)(m~dchen))(m)8zmíidchen(m)8zb'z[mi~dchen(z)-~ Not('(Scale(stark)(U))(z))]

The rule (73) licenses f'ur ein Mddchen as being in combination with stark.

ZZ More precisely the scaling reading needs to be stated as follows:
Given a property P as used in `P(x)', let Scale (P)' be the scale relative to which a judgement `P(x)' is made,
and let `t(Scale(P))' be the 'positive' end of that scale. Then `P(x)' equals `t(Scale(P))(x)'. (E.g., "tall(x)"
equals ` f(Scale(tall))(x)'.) `Scale' is really a two place predicate, reflecting also what other properties Q apply to
x; thus, for representing ` x is a tall man', the full paraphrase is `t(Scale(tall)(man))(x)', and when no restricting
predicate is given, `f(Scale(tall)(U))(x)', meaning the unrestricted `tall'-scale. In 'filr ein Q P" (as in fur ein
Mcidcher7 stark), the reading is `t(Scale(tall)(Q))(x)', with the added implication 'Not(P(x))', i.e., Not
(t(Scale(tall)(U))(x)).
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have seen how non-nexal PPreds consistently occur in a`predicate field'
together with nexal predicates. From the viewpoint of the nexal configuration as canonical for

predication, the `remote' or `split' predication perfotmed by these PPreds might seem as an

`independent phenomenon' problematic to account for. However, here we have seen that it is

precisely the discontinuity of PPreds, or their remoteness from their subjects that enables

them a choice of predication subject as part of a predicate field. Predication as complex

predicate construal is represented by a set of semantic rules which are independently

motivated as assigning semantic interpretations to constructions.
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3.1 An Introduction to What-For-Interrogatives

The What-For-Interrogative (from now on WFQ) is a question form found in all Germanic
languages except in English and Icelandic'.

One of the remarkable fact about WFQs is that they occur in a split- and a non-split version
as illustrated with a German example in (1):~

(1 )a Was fiir eine Frage hat sie gestellt?
what for a question has she asked?
`What kind of question did she ask?'

b[Was ;] hat sie [t; fur eine Frage]' gestellt?

what has she for a question asked

`What kind of question did she ask?'

In (1 a), the WFQ is formed by moving the whole nominal constituent composed of the
wh-word tivas, a preposition and a noun phrase to the sentence initial position.
In split WFQs, only the question word appears sentence initially while the prepositional
phrase fur XP is located sentence-internally. (lb) illustra[es this pattern as a dependency

between the wh-word and a co-indexed trace inside the f'tir- remnant.

' Icelandic does not have anything like a hvadh fyrir question but differentiates between Hvers
konnr `what kind' and Hvadha tegund af 'What rype of' questions. According to Eirikur Rdgnvaldsson
(personal communication) these [wo questions are distinguished by their semantics. While Hvers konar
asks more for a description of the entity in question, Hvadha tegund af explicitly asks for kinds.

ZIn cases where the semantic interpretation of WFQs is not directly addressed, we will follow
general practice and translate them as what kind of XP. We will see later that they do not exclusively
ask for kinds.

3 The bracketing and the indices used in the introductory section do not presuppose an analysis.
They merely serve as tools to make examples more transparent.
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Since the early eighties generative syntacticians have been interested in the distribution and

the internal structure of WFQs. But while with respect to the discontinuous question pattern,

the predominant position has always been that it is licensed by some version of government

which forces the extracted WF-phrase to occur VP-internally (Bennis 1983, Den Besten 1985,

Diesing 1992, Broekhuis 1992), little agreement has been reached with respect to the analysis

of the internal structure of the WF-phrase. So far the following suggestions have been made:

Table I:
The Elements Their Grammatical Functions

wh - word 1. Part of a Complex determiner (Bennis, Den Besten)

2. Interrogative non-argument expression and subject with respect to

the prepositional phrase (Corver)

3. quantilier without meaning (Bennis)

4. Predicate (Bennis 8c Corver 8z Den Dikken)

preposition 1. Part of a Complex determiner (Bennis, Den Besten)

2. Transparent preposition (Corver)

3. Head that lexicalizes a[tWHJ feature ( Bennis 8t Corver 8~ Den

Dikken

indefinite article 1. Part of a Complex determiner ( Bennis, Den Besten)

2. Article of a predicate nominal (Corver)

3. Head that lexicalizes a[fEXCL] feature ( Bennis)
4. Head of a small clause ( BennisácCorverBcDen Dikken)

lexical noun 1. Predicate nominal together with the indefinite article (Corver)

2. Without the indefinite article subject of a small clause (Bennis 8z

Corver 8c Den Dikken)
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When observing table I, one cannot help noticing a certain arbitrariness. Although all findings
are almost exclusively based on Dutch data, there seems to be little in terms of an analysis
that has been maintained over the years. The wh -word has been analyzed as the subject as
well as the predicate of the construction; as wh - operator or as quantifier without meaning,
which supposedly is an element whose quantificational function is solely dependent on the
structure it occurs in. The preposition has been identified as transparent for case, but also as
functional head that lexicalizes [fWH] features. The embedded DP has over the years finally
appeared as a predicate, as a subject and not as a constituent at all.
Given the present state of affairs, it seems worthwhile extending the factual basis for our
analysis of WFQs to other Germanic languages. In this chapter, we will go on to present a
cross-linguistic survey and consider WFQs in Dutch, German, Norwegian and Swedish as
well as English whnt x - questions and What-For-Exclamatives (WFE).

The chapter is organized as follows:

Section 3.2 presents a cross-linguistic review of WFQs within the Germanic language Family.
We will see which properties of WFQs are subject to cross-linguistic variation and which
ones remain stable.

Section 3.3 compares WFQs with WFEs.
Section 3.4 discusses English what x- questions.
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3.2 A Cross-Linguistic Study of What-For-Questions

Historically, the non-split version of WFQs seems to be derived from the discontinuous one,

if we assume that diachronic German reflects a more general pattern4. The two following

examples from German represent the older form of this question type:

(2) a es sey fur kranckheit, was es wáll

it be for sickness what it wants

`Whatever sickness it might be.'

(Hans Sachs, Fastn.16,193 cited in Paul 1919)

b Waz saget ër vur maere?

what says he for news

`What kind of news does he bring?'

(Blatz 1895)

Also for German, Paul (]919) notes that only after continuous WF-interrogatives had been

established, could they appear as complements of prepositions as in the following example,

also drawn from German:

(3) Mit [ was fur Leuten] verkehrt er?

with what for people deals he

`What kind of people does he mix with?'

All West and North-Germanic languages, except English and Icelandic have developed this

particular question form.

y I have not been able to find diachronic data from any of the other Germanic Languages that
would indicate to what extent the German situation is representative for the diachronic development of
this question form in the other Germanic Languages.
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Additionally, it seems as if at least Czech and Polish and Russian possess WFQs and WFEs.s

s Czech has WF-interrogatives from subjects and objects:
(i) Co tu volalu za lidi?

what it called for people
`What kind of people called?'

(ii) Co si to koupil za auto?
what REFL it bought-3S for car
`What kind of car did he buy?'

In Czech, a discontinuous question is preferred over a continuous form (Jindrich Toman, personal
communication).
WF-splits preferably occur with the clitic to `it' and the verb has to agree with the clitic rather than
with the nominal inside the za-phrase (Lida Veselovska, personal communication):

(iii) Co to prislo~??prisli za lidi?
what it came-3Sl??came-3P for people

This might indicate that the argument of this construction is the combination of wh-word and clitic
rather than the za-phrase which would make the Czech construction not directly comparable with the
Germanic WFQ (see for discussion Veselovska 1995)

Polish, possesses continuous and discontinuous WFQs. Both may receive an exclamative interpretation:
(iv) continuous

Co (to) za ksiaik~ kupiles?I!
what (it) for book bought-2P
`What is that for a kind of book he bought?'
discontinuous
Co to kupifies za ksiaikg?l!

While the continuous WFQs can occur without the emphatic marker to this is (almost) impossibe in its
discontinuous variant. It furthermore seems that to is not necessary in discontinuous ditransitive
constructions like the following one:

(v) Co mi tu dajesz za pieniadze?
what me-D here (are)giving-2P.Sg for money
`What kind of money is it you are giving me?'

(My thanks to Ewa Willim for providing the Polish examples. The nature of the element to cannot be
addressed here. It remains to be seen if to is in fact an emphatic marker or an expletive subject, as the
data seems to suggest. In the latter case ((iv) migh[ well be a discontinuous structure.)

Russian does not have the standard split pattern that we find in Polish and Czech:
(vi) Cto za celoveka ty uvidel?

what for man(ACC) you see
`What kind of man did you see?'

(vii) ~`Cto ty uvidel za celoveka?
what you see for man

Some speakers of Russian, however, allow a split pattern in a cleft like constructions:
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Table II presents a sample WFQ featuring both distributional pattern for the Germanic

languages:

Table II: `What kind of questiorz did she ask?'

WF - INTERROGATIVE DISCONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS

DANISH Hvad stillede hun for et Hvad for et spoergsmaal
spoergsmaal? stillede hun?

DUTCH Wat; heeft zij [ t; voor een Wat voor een vraag heeft
vraag gesteld? zij gesteld?

GERMAN Was;hat sie [t; fur eine Was fur eine Frage hat sie
Frage] gestellt? gestellt?

NORWEGIAN Hva stilte han for et Hva for et sptórsmál stilte
sp~rsmál? han?

SWEDISH Vad stíillde han fór frága? Vad fdr frága st~llde han?

The following survey is divided into two parts. Part I discusses the subject-object asymmetry

with respect to the discontinuous question-pattern and splits from PP-islands, part II is

concerned with the internal structure of WF-phrases.

Part I: St~biect-Object Asymmetry

All Germanic languages show a clear subject-object asymmetry with respect to discontinuous

WF-phrases. While splits from direct objects are fully grammatical, splits from subjectsb are

(iix) Cto eto za celoveka ty uvidel?
what this for man(ACC) you saw
`What kind of man was that you saw?'

Russian further has a WF-exclamative which occurs in a split an non-split version:
(ix) Cto eto za sum!

what this for noise
`What a noise is this!'

(x) Eto c[o za ~um!
This what for noise

(My thanks to Valentin Vulchanov for providing the Russian examples.)

fi The terms `extraction from subjects' versus `split from subjects' or `subject-splits' do not suggest a
difference in analysis. They are used interchangeably.
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either forthright ungrammatical, as in [he Scandinavian languages, or when possible, as in
Dutch and German, they obey severe restrictions'. I will first look at Dutch and German and
then briefly discuss some Norwegian examples.

Under certain, still not very well understood conditions, Dutch and Gennan allow
WF-splits from subjects. When we talk about subjects, we do not talk about one unified
category. A first distinction that comes to mind is that between transitive- and intransitive
subjects, i.e., subjects in transitive constructions vs. subjects in intransitive constructions. The
latter group can again be divided into unergative and ergative (unaccusative) subjects. For the
ergative subjects generative grammarians generally assume that they are base generated inside
VP. More classifications can be made. Turning to WF-splits from subjects, we notice that the
grammaticality of these splits can be best described in terms of general distinctions made for
subjects including the ones just mentioned.
Quirky Subjects:

So for example, WF-splits from quirky subjects in German are hopelessly ungrammatical:

(4) a ~Was haben fur Leuten Comics gefallen?

What have for people comics liked

`What people like comics?'

b ~`Was frieren fiir Leute?

what freeze for people

`What people freeze?'

Subiects of Intransitive Constructions:
Den Besten (1989) has shown that extractions from ergative subjects are fully grammatical.
This is not only true for Dutch but also for German, as shown in (5)I(6), which also show the
significance of whether the ergative subject is in its base position:

' While extraction from subjects is severely restricted, extraction from indirect objects is by most
speakers judged as impossible. To my knowledge this restriction holds for all Germanic Languages.
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Split from an er~ative subiect in base position

(5) a Wat zouden Peter voor boeken bevallen? [DUTCH]
what would Peter for books like

`What kind of books would Peter like.'

b Was wurden Peter fur Bucher gefallen? [GERMAN]

Split from scrambled ergative sublect

(6) a ~`Wat zouden (er) voor Boeken Peter bevallen? [DUTCH]

b ~`Was wurden fur Bucher Peter gefallen? [GERMAN]

Subiects of Stage~Individual Level Predicates:

Moreover, from work by Diesing (1992), we know that a clear distinction arises between

extractions from subjects of stage and individual level predicates. Stage level predicates

typically express temporary states such as available or on sale, as well as ac[ivities such as to

play in tlie garden, while individual level predicates indicate stable properties of the subject,

such as intelligent or water resistant. The contrast that Diesing discussed for German also

holds for Dutch, as shown in the following examples:

(7) a Individual Level

German

~Was kónnen fiir Kinder Franzósisch?

what can for children French

`What kind of children are able to speak French?'

Dutch

~`Wat zijn er voor schoenen waterdicht?

`What kind of shoes are water resistant?'
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b StaQe Level

German8

Was spielen fur Kinder auf der Strasse?
what play for children in the street
`What kind of children play in the street?'

Dutch

Wat zijn er voor schoenen afgeprijsd?

`Wha[ kind of shoes are on sale?'

Subiects of Transitive Constructions:

But next to the similarities, Dutch and German subject splits are also different in relevant
respects. First of all notice that Dutch always requires the particle er to co-occur with split
subjects while for German a similar phenomenon cannot be observed. Furthermore, while

Dutch does not allow splits from subjects in transitive constructions, even when co-occurring

with er, such splits, given certain conditions, are quite acceptable in German, as illus~rated

below:

(8) Was hat ~`(eigentlich) fur eine Werkstatt dein Auto repariert?

what has PART for a garage you car repair
`What type of garage did by the way repair your car?'

What renders the above construction grammatical is that the split subject is embedded under
the modal operator eigentlich which here translates as `by the tivay' but often means
something like `strictly speaking' or `in reality' or `really' as in: Ich bin eigentlich krank
`Strictly speaking, I am sick.' or Eigentlich ist er verheiratet which means `In reality, he is
married.' Diesing (1992) discusses cases like the above in terms of the embeddedness of the
subjects and concludes that split subjects are VP-internal. However, when we shift our

g The following example is taken from Diesing's works. In the writer's dialect of German, the question is
ungrammatical under the reading suggested by the stage-level predicate, namely that we are asking for a list of
names of those children that are playing in the street. Acceptable, however, is the following construction where
the stage level predicate appears embedded in a subjunctive:
(i) Was wurden fur Kinder auf der Strasse spielen?

`What kind of children would play in the street?'
Possible answers to the latter question are: der Peter iutd der Bernd 'Pe[er and Bernd' or Kinder deren Etteni
keinen Carten habeii `children whose parents do not have a garden.'
Note that these answers do not constitute kinds.
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attention from the position of the object to the embedding adverb, we notice two things:
Grammatical extraction from subjects of transitive constructions are those that occur in the

scope of a modal operator. Secondly, equally grammatical are extractions from subjects that

occur in subjunctives. Since, to my knowledge, this has so far escaped attention, I would like

[o give a detailed illustration for Dutch and German with three different types of subjects. I

will first present the subjunctive, then the indicative9:

(9) Intransitive

German

a Was wurden fur Gardinen zu den Mijbeln passen?

what would for curtains to the furniture suit

`What kind of curtains would go with the furniture?'

b~Was passen fiir Gardinen zu den Mdbeln?

what suit for curtains to the furniture

`What kind of curtains go with the furniture?'

Dutch

c Wat zouden er voor gordijnen bij de meubels passen?

`What kind of curtains would go with the furniture?'

d~`Wat passen er voor gordijnen bij de meubels?

`What kind of curtains go with the furniture?'

(10) Ergative

German

a Was wurden fur Pflanzen bei solch einer Durre nicht verwelken?

what would for plants during such a drought not wilt

`What kind of plants would not wilt during such a drought?'

b~`Was sind fiir Pflanzen bei der Diirre nicht verwelkt?

`What kind of plants did not wilt during the drought?'

Dutch

c Wat zouden er voor boten bij zo'n storm zinken?

`What kind of boat would sink in such a storm?'

9 The reader should bear in mind that the following judgments need to be understood as contrasts.
I mostly consulted North German speakers, all of which felt a contrast between extractions from
subjects in subjunctives and those in indicatives.
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d~`Wat zijn er voor boten bij de storm gezunken?
`What kind of boats have sunken during such a storm

(11) Transitive

German

a Was kbnnten fur Firmen die Bewirtung ubernehmen?
what could for companies the catering take over
`What kind of companies could take charge of the catering ?'

b~`Was haben fur Firmen die Bewirtung ubernommmen?
`What kind of companies took charge of the catering?'
Dutch

c Wat zou er voor een firma het gazon gaan maaien?
`What kind of company would mow the lawn?'

d~Wat heeft er voor een firma het gazon gemaaid
`What kind of company has mowed the lawn?'

The above examples illustrate that WF-splits from different types of subjects are more
acceptable from subjunctives than from the corresponding indicative constnactions.

Turning now from Dutch and German to the Northern Germanic languages, we see that in
Danish, Swedish and Norwegian splits from subjects are ungrammatical. By way of
illustration consider the following three examples from Norwegian with splits from subjects,
one as part of a transitive construction, the other two as part of an ergative- and an unergative
construction respectively:

(12)a ~`Hva reparerte egentlig for et verksted bilen din?
what repaired really for a garage car your
`What kind of garage repaired your car?'

b~Hva har for slags studenter kommet til seminaret?
what is for kind student came to seminar-DEF
`What kinds of students have come to the seminar?'
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c~Hva hadde for studenter broelt h~lydt?

what have for students screamed loud

`What kinds of students had screamed loud?'

A discussion of the question whether the difference between the situation for the Mainland

Scandinavian languages (MSL) and Dutch and German can be related to the fact that MSL do

not allow subjects to remain in their base position while German and Dutch do is contained

in chapter 4.

The following table summarizes the observations of the foregoing section:

Extractibilitv of various h~pes of subjects

construction quirky ergative stage~ind. - transitive c. transitive c.

type subjects subjects level subjunctive indicative

distinction

Dutch - J r J ~

German ~` ,I ,I ,I ,I f modal

operator
MLS ~` ~ ~` ~` ~`
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Part IL~ The Internnl Striicture of WF-Phrases
Turning to the internal structure of the WF-phrase, we see that Dutch and Swedish, as
opposed to German and Norwegian, allow the indefinite determiner to optionally co-occur
with plural nouns, something otherwise impossible in Dutch and Swedish.~~:

(13) Dutch

Wat heeft Jan voor een boeken gelezen?
what has Jan for a books read

`What kind of books has Jan read?'
Swedish

Vad fdr ena b8cker kápte du?

what for a-PL books bought you

`What kind of books did you buy?'

In Dutch, a further deviation from the standard distribution of determiners can be observed
only in WFQs. Although in Dutch the indefinite article is obligatory with singular count
nouns, in WFQs it is optional. In German, by comparison, the
indefinite ar[icle inside the WF-phrase follows its standard distribution. The following
examples illustrate this point:

(14) Dutch sinaular and plural

Wat voor (een)jongen(s)?

what for (a) boy(s)
German sinQUlar and plural:
Was fiir ~`(ein) Junge?
Was fur ~`ein Jungen (pl)

lo According to Bennis á Corver 8t Den Dikken (1996) who cite Delsing (1993) as [heir
source, Swedish also allows an indefinite article marked for plurality in the following type of
construction:
(i) Pelle och Lisa ár ~`(ena) dj~vlar pá grammatik.

Pelle and Lisa are a-PL devils in grammar
`Pelle and Lisa are some devils in grammar!'
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Another variation with respect to the embedded determiner can be observed in Swedish.

According to Bórjars (1992), Swedish allows apart from the indefinite article also nágon
`some', sádana `such' and andrn `other' in front of the embedded noun. This is possible both
in the continuous and in the discontinuous form:

(15)a Vad fdr nágon bil vann rallyt?

what for some car won rally-DEF

`What kind of car won the rally.'

b Vad fbr sádana bilar gillar du mest?
what for such cars like you most

`Which (one of) such cars do you like?'

c Vad kópte du fbr nágon bil ?

What bought you for some car

`What kind of car did you buy?'

d Vad k~pte du fdr andra bócker?
what bought you for other books

`What other books did you buy?'

Comparing Swedish with Norwegian, we find that Norwegian, just like German, excludes

other determiner-like elements in front of a singular embedded noun. But different from

German, Norwegian allows noen `some' in front of plural nouns. This is only possible in the

non-split pattern:

(16)a Hva for noen biler vant rallyet?

what for some cars won ralley-DEF

`What kind of cars won the ralley?'

b~Hva vant for noen biler rallyet?

Also in Dutch, for some speakers, mzdere `other' and drie `three' may precede the embedded

noun. Again, this is only possible in the continuous question but ruled out for the split

version:
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(17)a Wat voor andere autos vind je mooi?
what for other cars find you nice
`What other cars do you find nice?'

b~`Wat vind je voor andere autos mooi?
what find you for other cars nice

c Wat voor drie autos hebben zij gekozen?
what for three cars have they chosen
`Which three cars have they chosen'?'

d~`Wat hebben zij voor drie autos gekozen?

Turning now to the lexical noun itself, we find that German allows ellipsis of the lexical noun
for singular animates and the use of a pronominal form for plurals:

(18)a Was ist das fiir einer?
What is that for a-SGJNJIv1ASC
`What kind of person is that?'

b Was sind das fur welche?
what are that for which-PL (some)
`What kind of things are that?'

but rules out:

(19) ~Was ist das fur etwas?

what is that for something
`What kind of thing is that?'

while the latter form is possible for most speakers of Dutch and in Norwegian:
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(20) Dutch

Wat is dat voor iets?

what is that for something

`What kind of thing is that?'

(21) Norwegian

Hva er dette for noe?

what is that for something

'What kind of thing is that?'

Given the right context, it is furthermore possible in Dutch to drop the embedded lexical noun

phrase altogether:

(22) Dutch"

A: Ik was in de stad om boeken te kopen.

`I was in town to buy some books.'

B: Wat voor [] heb je gekocht?

What for [] have you bought

`What kind did you buy?'

but again, we observe that ellipsis of the NP is only possible in continuous phrases:

(23) ~Wat heb je voor [ ] gekocht?

To my knowledge, Dutch is the only language that allows total ellipsis of the embedded noun

phrase, when only in some of its variants.12

"Some speakers of Dutch prefer the following construction over the one given in (22):
(i) Wat voor [] heb je er gekocht.

''Apart from the example given here, Geerts, G.W. Haerseryn, J de Rooij and M.C. van den Toorn
in Algemene Nederlandse Spraakkunst give the following example:

(i) Met wat voor wil je beginnen?
with what for want you start
`With what kind of thing do you like to start?'
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Turning now from the embedded DP and variation within its determiner system to the
preposition, less variation can be observed here. Norwegian is the only language that in
certain cases seems to allow prepositionless WFQs. Interestingly, this is again only possible in
continuous phrases. A prepositionless split WF-phrase is ungrammatical in standard
Norwegian":

(24)a Hva (for) hensikt har det aa bli sittende her?
what (for) purpose has it to remain sitting here

b Hva har det ~(for) hensikt aa bli sittende her?
what has it (for) purpose to remain sitting here

Although the above cross-linguistic survey is not exhaustive, nonetheless it allows us to
separate the stable properties of WFQs from what falls under cross-linguistic variation within
the Germanic language family: The stable properties of WFQs are:

All Germanic languages that developed a continuous WF-interrogative also possess its
discontinuous version.

The question operator is in all Germanic languages invariably the wh-word that
conesponds to English what.

If a language allows deviations from the standard internal blueprint
(wh-wordfpreposition f(indefinite determiner)f noun), these deviations are more likely to
occur in the continuous phrase than in the discontinuous one.
All languages exclude a definite article in front of the embedded NP.
With respect to the distribution of the discontinuous WF-phrases all Germanic languages
show a remarkable subject-object asymmetry. While splits from direct objects are fully
grammatical, splits from subjects are not accepted in the Scandinavian languages and must
obey severe restrictions in the West Germanic languages.

13In Tr~ndersk, a dialect of Norwegian, the preposition can also be dropped in the split-WFQ:
(i) Ka wil du helst ha slags farge?

what want you rather have kind color
"What kind of color would you rather like?"

(Thanks to Jostein Ven for bringing this fact to my attention.)
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3.3 An Aside on What-For-Exclamatives

In Dutch and German, WF-phrases are not confined to an interrogative interpretation. They
may also be interpreted as exclamative expressions14. Just as for WFQs, What-For
exclamatives (from now on WFEs) occur in a continuous and a discontinuous variant:

(25) Dutch:

contir~uous

Wat een boeken lees[ hij!

what a books reads he

`How many books he reads!'

discontinuous

Wat leest hij een boeken!

German:

continuous

Was fiir Biicher er liest!

what for books he reads

`What books he reads!'

discontinuous

Was er fur Bucher liest!

While in German WFEs have the same internal structure as WFQs, except in some cases that

we will discuss at a later point in this section, Dutch WFEs differ from their interrogative

counterparts in two respects. They are formed without a preposition and the indefinite
determiner becomes obligatory:

" In Norwegian only clefted WF-phrases may receive an interrogative or an exclamative
interpretation, as shown in the following example:

(i) Hva er det for noe tull hun sier?I!
What nonsense is she saying?I!

In Swedish, WF-phrases cannot be interpreted as exclamatives:
(ii)a ~`Vad fi)r strunt du pratar!

`What a nonsense are you talking!'
b~`Vad fbr en stor bil du har kbpt!
`What a big car you bought!'
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(26) Wat (~`voor) ~(een) auto's heeft Jan gekocht!
what for a cars has Jan bought
`What cars Jan bought!'

These differences in the internal structure between Dutch WFQs and WFEs have led some
syntacticians to derive the exclamative interpretation of WF-phrases from the presence of the
indefinite determiner (Bennis 1995, Bennis 8z Corver 8z Den Dikken 1996). Bennis claims
that Dutch een is a"functional head with an exclamative interpretation". In support of his
view, he notes that the indefinite determiner when used in front of plural nouns may trigger
an exclamative reading even in the absence of the wh-pronoun wat. This is shown in the
following examples:

(27)a Dezejongen koopt me toch een boeken!
This boy buys me still a books
`How many books this boy buys!'

b Een boeken dat deze jongen koopt!
a books that this boy buys
`How many books this boy buys!'

However, the judgements with respect to the examples in (27) are sutble. In some variants of
Dutch een in (27a), and for some speakers also in (27b), can be omitted. It furthermore : eems
that the presence versus absence of een leads to a shift of interpretation. In the presence of
een the exclamation is most likely to concern quantities, as in the case above about the
quantity of books, while if eeii is lacking, also other properties of the exclamand may be in
focus. Comparing Dutch with German, we find that German offers the following possibilities:

(28) a Was dieser Junge fiir Biicher kauft!

b Was dieser Junge Biicher kauft!

c Biicher kauft dieser Junge!

`How many books this boy buys!'
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(28a) represents the standard WFEs but since we are dealing with a plural noun, German

allows in addition to the standard WFEs an exclamation which is syntactically expressed by
the sentence initia] wh-morpheme. Only when the plural noun is topicalized, r.either the
wh - pronoun nor any other direct syntactic sign needs to indicate the exclamation. The same
pattern shown for plurals in (28) can be observed for mass terms:

(29) a Was der Lasse Durst hat!

what the Lasse thirst has

b Durst hat der Lasse!

`What is Lasse thirsty!'

In conclusion, what the above data shows is that Dutch as well as German may derive

exclamations over plura]- and mass term - exclamands by topicalization (27b, 28c, 29b)15. In

all the other cases, Dutch requires for an exclamation over plurals the presence of the

indefinite determiner but licenses the absence of the wh-morpheme, whereas German licenses

the absense of the indefinite determiner but requires the presence of the wh- morpheme.

Although the data is interesting in its own right~b, it is difficult to see in which sense the
above data could lend support to the claim that the exclamative interpretation of WFEs

derives from the presence of the indefinite article. I therefore do not further pursue this idea

here. Instead, I support the more traditiona] view on exclamations and assume that the

exclamative reading can be described as an operator-variable configuration that holds between

an exclamative operator or exclamator and an expression that serves as the exclamand. In

Dutch and German, the wh-morpheme corresponding to English what serves as the

~s As is well known sen[ence mood does not need to be expressed by syntactic means at all.
It may be indicated solely by prosodic means. This is true for exclamations as well as interrogatives.
The following example may be interpreted as a statement, a question or as an exclamation dependent
on sentence-stress-conture:

(i) Er hat die Antwort.~ n
(íi) Er hat die Antwort?

n
(iii) Er hat die Antwort!

16 It highlights the special s[atus of plural and mass term exclamands, as well as the particular role
that the indefinite article plays.
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exclamative operator. It binds a set of variables related to degrees. I will also assume, but I
will not further discuss, that an exclamation is a comparison between an expected extent or
degree of some quality or quantity and its real exten[. The function of the wh - pronoun as an
exclamative marker is underlined by the fact that it can be used with different type of
constituents to form an exclamation. As with NPs, it can also take VPs and APs in its scope.
(In the following examples, the exclamator and the exclamand are underlined.)

Dutch:

(30)a Maar wat etranspireerd had Jan!

but what sweated has Jan
`How Jan has sweated!'

b Wat mooi was ze vroeger!
what beautiful was she formerly

`How beautiful she used to be!'

German:

(31)a Was haben wir eg lacht!

`What did we laugh!'

b Was bin ich heute wieder Treppen gestieQen!

`What did I again climb stairs today!'

The wh - morphemes wat~tivas are only the default variants of the exclamative operator. It can
appear in different morphological shapes in agreement with the exclamand". This is the case
in German, where exclamation over APs forces the occurence of wie `how' instead of was

`what' as exclamator, whereas in Dutch, wat can also be used with APs:

" In Norwegian exclamation over APs and VPs exclude the equivalent of what which is hva as
exclamator. Instead sá `so' and som `as' are used, as in the following examples:
(i) Sá vakker hun pleide á vaere!

so beautiful she used to be
`How beautiful she used to be!'

(ii) Jeg er sá sulten!
I am so hungry
`What am I hungry!'

(iii) Som Jan svettet!
as Jan sweat
`What did Jan swea[!'

The difference between Dutch on the one hand and Norwegian on the o[her seems to be the follcwing:
In Dutch agreement is not obligatory while it is compelling in Norwegian. Sá agrees with nominal and
adjectival constituents while som is used for verbal exclamands.
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(32) a~`Was~wie hubsch war sie fruher!

whatlhow beautiful was she formerly

`How beautiful she used to be!'

One of the interesting facts about Dutch and German WFEs is that they are strikingly

different. Firstly, Dutch WFEs require V2, that is, in root clauses the movement of the tensed

verb to the functional domain of the sentence. In German exclamatives V2 is optional:

(33) GERMAN

continuous WFE with verb second:

a Was fur einen schrecklichen Hut hat Ria gekauft!

what for a terrible hat has Ria bought

`What a terrible hat Ria has bought!'

discontinuous WFE with verb second

b Was hat Ria fiir einen schrecklichen Hut gekauft!

what has Ria for a terrible hat bought

`What a terrible hat Ria has bought!'

continuous WFE without verb second:

c Was fiir einen schrecklichen Hut Ria gekauft hat!

discontinuous WFE without verb second

d Was Ria fiir einen schrecklichen Hut gekauft hat!

(34) DUTCH:

continuous WFE with verb second:

a Wat een hoed heeft Ria gekocht!

discontinuous WFE with verb second:

b Wat heeft Ria een hoed gekocht!

continuous WFE without verb second:

c~Wat een hoed Ria gekocht heeft!

discontinuous WFE without verb second:

d~`Wat Ria toch steeds een hoed gekocht heeft!

Secondly, as Corver (1990) points out, Dutch discontinous WFEs do not observe PP-islands.
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(35) Wat heeft de jager [op [- een herten)] geschoten!
what has the hunter at a deer fired
`What deer the hunter fired at!'

German WFEs however do. The above Dutch construction is sharply ungrammatical in
German:

(36) ~`Was hat der J~ger auf fiir Rehe geschossen!

`What deer the hunter fired on!'

The same holds for other constructions of the same type:

(37) a~Was ist Lea in fur einen Mann verliebt!
what is Lea in for a man in love
`What a man Lea is in love with!'

b~Was hat er unter fur Schmerzen gelitten!

what has he under for pain suffered
`What pain he suffered! '

Corver uses island effects as a diagnostic for movement in WFEs. He notes that besides
extraction from PP-islands, Dutch discontinuous WFEs can occur in multiple exclamations:

(38) Wat hebben een meisjes een jongens gezoend!
what have a girls a boys kissed
`How many girls how many boys kissed!'

which is impossible for Dutch discontinuous WFQs:

(39) ~Wat hebben er voor een meisjes voor een jongens gezoend?
`What kind of girls kissed what kind of boys?'
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On the basis of the above data, Corver suggests that Dutch WFQs are derived by movement

while Dutch WFEs are derived by base generation of the wh - morpheme in sentence initial

position.

When we compare Dutch with German, we find that it is the discontinuous question that

allows a multiple source construction:

(40) Was wurden eigentlich fur M~dchen fur Jungen kussen?

`What kind of girls would kiss what kind of boys?'

while multiple exclamations are impossible18:

(41) ~Was haben fiir Mddchen fur Jungen gekiisst!

`How many girls how many boys kissed!'

Summarizing, the foregoing section I have argued, contrary to accounts that derive the

exclamative reading of WFEs from the indefinite determiner, that in Dutch and German the

wh - morpheme corresponding to English what serves as the exclamative marker.

We furthermore have seen that Dutch and German WFEs differ in relevant respects. Dutch

WFEs require V2, whereas it is optional in German exclamations. German WFEs observe PP

- islands, Dutch WFEs do not (modulo the fac[s mentioned in footnote 18).

'R I would like to mention a set of facts for which I do not offer an explanation but which I nevertheless
would like to report. AI[hough in German, discontinuous WFEs obey PP-island, they become acceptable when
the tensed verb occurs in its base position:
(i) a Was Lea in fur einen Mann verliebt ist!

what Lea in for a man in love is
'What a man Lea is in love with!'

b Was er unter fur Schmerzen gelitten hat!
`What pain he suffered!'

Discontinuous WFEs are also quite acceptable when the exclamand is modified:
(ii) a Was ist Lea in fur einen langweiligen Mann verliebt!

what is Lea in for a boring man in love
`What a man Lea is in love with!'

b Was hat er unter fur unglaublichen Schmerzen gelitten!
`What unbelievable pain he suffered!'
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3.4 English wltat x -Questions
English, just like all the other Germanic languages, possesses WFEs, such as What a
questiou! or What idiots! but English lacks the corresponding interrogative sequence what-
for-a-XP. It is however possible in English to use w{:at as interrogative determiner in
questions such as19:

(42)a What movies do you like?
b What man called? (mostly in British English)
c What castle is that?
d What cookies are you talking about?

All the other Germanic languages do not possess w{:at x - questions (from now on WQ) as is
exemplified below for Dutch, German and Norwegian:

(43) Dutch:

~`Wat muziek heb jij voor hem gekocht?
`What music did you buy for him?'

German:

~Was Musik gef~llt dir?

`What music do you like?'

19 As already mentioned in section 3.1, Icelandic is the second Germanic language that does not
have WFQs. According to Eirikur Rbgnvaldsson (p.c.), Icelandic has what x - questions of the
following type:

(i) Hva a kastali er etta?
`What castle is that?'

(ii) Hva a kákur ert u a tala um?
`What cookies are you talking about?'

For the writer, it is hard to determine if these questions are more like what x- questions or WFQs.
The differences between these two question forms seems to be that the English question is more type
determined, at least for some speakers of English, than the WFQ. Basing myself on RSgnvaldsson, I
will assume that Icelandic rather pairs with English than with the other Germanic languages. For an
analysis of what x - questions, the reader is referred to chapter 5.
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Norweoian:

Nynorsk:

Kva20 musikk likar du?

Bokmál:

~`Hva musikk liker du?

A comparison among the Germanic languages seems to suggest that those Germanic
languages that possess WFQs lack a WQ. A WQ is only part of the grammar of those two
languages that do not generate a WFQ. One possible way to interpret this situation is to say

that WFQs and WQs compete for the same slot in an overall question paradigm, an idea that
will be substantiated in chapter 5.

Our task in this descriptive section will be to compare WQs with which -questions. The
comparison will allow us to formulate some relevant semantic generalizations that apply to

WQs. We will furthermore look at constructions such as What did he buy for dessert?2f
which, on the face of it, have a certain similarity with discontinuous WF-phrases.

A Co~nparison bettiveen Whidi and What x- guestions.

While which questions ask for the selection of an entity from a given set, WQs ask for the

characterization of an entity. Certain situations thus allow WQs but exclude whidi- questions.
The following three examples illustrate this point:

(44)a What difference does that make?

~`Which difference does that make?

Zo Note that in Nynorsk kva stands either for Bokmal hvilke meaning `which' or hva meaning
`what'. Only in Nynorsk, where the distinction between which and what is not possible,
Kva musikk also represents the counterpart of 'What music'.

21 Note that English has a very similar construction that is perhaps more usual or at least as usual
as the one discussed here, namely:

(i) What should we buy as dessert?
For a discussion of the German als constructions, the reader is referred to chapter 2.
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b What incident caused the accident?
oloWhich incident caused the accident? 22

c What answer did you expect?
oloWhich answer did you expect?

The three WQs given above have in common that they are uttered in situations where we do
not select a certain individual. Instead, it is the character of an entity that information is
demanded about.

More specifically, when we see someone unhappy with an answer, we might ask What
ariswer did you expect? because we want to know what type of answer the other person had
in mind (46c). When we ask about an incident that caused an accident (46b), we most likely
do not presuppose a list of possible incidents but rather wish to know of what sort incident
led to the accident Finally what difference does tlaat make? (46 a) is typically asked in a
situation where someone has critically commented on a sequence of actions that someone else
took (e.g., first call the travel agent ar~d therr the hotel!) so that the counter-question is about
the character of a suggested course of action.

Since WQs ask about properties which they do not presuppose, they will be used in a context
where background information is not available. Consider the following two examples:

(45) a What shoes did you buy?

b What man called?

(45a) is employed when the person asking has just learned that the other person went
shopping while which shoes... will be asked when it is already known that the other person
went shopping. Similarly, the question what man called? is used when the person asking saw
the man that called but didn't know him.

Thus, situations where selection is not intended or not possible trigger WQs.

Let us next look at the grammatical constraints that apply to WQs.

zZ The sign 9c stands for `ungrammatical under the in[ended reading'.
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In principle, it should always be possible to ask either for the selection or for the property of
an entity. And in fact, in languages that possess wl~ich - as well as WFQs, it is possible,

independent of context, to ask any of the following two questions:

German:

(46) a In was fur eine Frau hat sich Hans verliebt?

`~`What woman is Hans in love with?'

b In welche Frau hat sich Hans verliebt?

`With which woman is Hans in love?'

In the case of the WFQ (46a) we want a description of the woman that Hans fell in love with.

Who that particular person is, is of no relevance for the answer's validity. In case of a

welche-question (46b) we like to know the name or any other indication that will help us to

identify the woman in question.

According to my informants. in British English the translation of (46a), namely What woman

is Hans in love with? is ungrammatical as well as its plural variant what women is Hans in

love witli?. In American English the plural version of the question seems to be acceptable. A

possible answer would be Swedes. In British English, to trigger such an answer, the question

has to be: What kind of wonien is Hans in love with?

Some dialects of American English, exclusively allows WQs for plurals. Their interpretation

is always generic:

(47) What ~cadcars do you like? (JapaneselGermanlold... cars)

Also, WQs from ïnanimate nouns seem in general more acceptable than those from animate

ones so that the following examples are judged as ungrammatical:

(48) a~`What girl served the coffee?

b~What men did you know?

c~What child did they chose?

while the ones in (49) are acceptable:
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(49) a What places here serve alcohol?

b What answers did you know?
c What sweater did he chose?

Concluding from my informants answers, although animates are not excluded from WQs

altogether (Wlrat n:an called?), as a general tendency WQs over animates tend to lead to
unacceptable results.

Finally, verbs that strongly suggest a selection such as to participate, as well as some other

extensional verbs exclusively select which-questions. Consider the following examples23:

(50) a~`What car participated in that race?

b~`What companies built that piece of machinery?

c~-What picture won the photo competition?

The above questions become again acceptable when the referential identification of the entity
in question is not intended, confirming our initial statement, namely that WQs lead to a
characterization, not a selection, of the individual in question. This is the case in subjunctives:

(51) a What car could participate in this race?
b What companies would build such a piece of machinery?
c What picture could win the photo competition?

In the course of this discussion, we have seen that WQs tend to be restricted to bare plural

and inanimate nominals.

I conclude:

- WQ are questions that ask for characterization rather than selection
. They tend to be restricted to bare plurals and inanimates suggesting a restriction to kinds

of things for their answer.

23 According to one of my informants, the following examples may however be used as echo-
questions in those cases where the hearer has failed to understand part of an utterance.
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Let me finally mention a somewhat different use of WQs, which can be characterized by

appealing to the following type of situation: Cookie Monster sits next to an empty box of

cookies and, asked about the whereabouts of the cookies that were in that box, answers with

the counter-question What cookies are you talking about? In this case, the WQ is used to

deny the existence of an entity.

Now, note that this interpretation of the WQs is also available for continuous WFQs. In a

situation where Maria suggests to Hans that one could watch a late movie on TV and Hans

knows that no movie is on, he might respond with: Was f'dr eineri Film? indicating that there

is no movie that they could watch.

WQs and WFQs thus allow for an interpretation that questions the existence of the entity

seemingly inquired about. For a further discussion of this point, and an analysís of WQs as

well as of WFQs the reader is referred to chapter 5.

EnQlish x-for-an-x-Coustructious.

English does not allow WFQs. It possesses however the following type of construction:

(52)a What did you buy for lunch?

b What did you give her for a gift?

c What should we do for a speaker?

which structurally seems to resemble split WFQs. A question such as What did you buy for

lunch?, just as a discontinuous WFQ, is composed of a sentence initial wh-word and a

PP-remnant inside the clause and differ from constructions such as the following:

(53)a What should I bring for the party?

b What should we do for Sarah?

Its for-clause does not take a beneficiary-complement.
However, a comparison of the syntactic behavior of the English x-for-an-x-construction with

WF - phrases reveals that the two structures are different.

English does not allow the wh-word to pied-pipe the for-clause to sentence initial position, a

configuration that would mirror the continuous WFQ:
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(54)a ~`What for vegetables did you buy?
b~What for a gift did you give her?
c~What for a speaker should we get?

Moreover, English x-for-an-x-constructions have a non-interrogative counterpart. WFQs do
not:

(55)a Jon always buys carrots for vegetables.

b We gave her these pictures for a gift.
c We should get Felsensteiner for a speaker.

German:

d Jon hat immer Karrotten ~`fudals Gemuse gekauft.
e Wir haben ihr diese Bilder ~`furlals ein Geschenk gegeben.
f Wir sollten Felsensteiner ~furlals einen Sprecher einladen.

In conclusion, we have established that English x-for-an-x-constructions are not related to
WFQs. Instead, as already indicated in the above example, they correspond to German
adjunctive prepositional predicates introduced by als.
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In the previous chapter, I have laid out the form, sketched the past and presented a
cross-linguistic survey for WFQs. Here, I intend a synopsis of those theories that either

directly address the construction in question or that are of particular relevance for its

explanation. The syntactic theories discussed here fall in the former category. I see Szabolcsi
and Zwarts's semantic theory of unbounded dependencies ( 1991) as belonging to the latter
category. My goal in this chapter is to highlight the set of assumptions that has motivated
previous theoretical treatments of WFQs. I will first consider purely syntactic accounts,

starting with Den Besten ( 1985), and then present theories of quantification, some of which

are syntactically ( Obenauer 1984), and some of which are semantically oriented (De Swart

1992).

4.1.1 An Introduction to Syntactic Theories of What-For-Interrogatives

What makes the WFQ an interesting construction for syntacticians, is the fact that

discontinuous WFQs are derived by sub-extraction. Den Besten (1985), like Bennis (1983)

before him, argues that continuous WF-phrases constitute the basic form and that

discontinuity results from the extraction of the wh-word. Den Besten observes that extractions

from direct objects and ergative subjects in their base position are grammatical while

extractions from non-ergative subjects, A-bar moved ergative subjects and indirect objects are

not. Since we have already seen grammatical splits from objects and subjects, the following
Dutch examples only illustrate the ungrammatical variants:

(1) Ungrammatical split from a subiect

~`Wat hebben voor mensen je moeder bezocht?

what have for people your mother visited

`What kind of people visited your mother?'

Un~rammatical split from an indirect object

~`Wat heb jij voor mensen je stuk gestuurd?

what have you for people your paper send

`What kind of people did you sent your paper?'

UnQrammatical split from an A-Bar moved erQative subiect

~Wat zouden (er) voor boeken Peter nou bevallen?

what would (PART) for books Peter now please
`What kind of books would please Peter?'
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Den Besten's as well as Bennis's central concern is that grammatical extractions from direct
objects not only violate Ross's Left Branch Condition (stating tha[ no element can be
extracted from the left branch of a noun phrase) but also subjacency. With respect to the
latter notion, the problem is roughly that the wh-word, in his movement to COMP, has to
cross two bounding nodes, namely, NP and IP, a condition that is predicted to lead to
ungrammaticality since the trace of the wh-word cannot be properly licensed.
The technicalities of Den Besten's solution need not concern us here. In essence, what he
claims is that the extraction of the wh-word changes the extracted NP from the category
[fN-V] into a category of the type [-V], which allows by stipulation the lexical verb properly
govern the trace of the wh-word.

Bennis is also interested in an account of WFQs that complies with the licensing conditions
as suggested in Chomsky (1981). Bennis's account nevertheless differs from Den Besten's in
so far as he is more concerned with the internal structure of the WF-phrase. For Bennis the
string `wh-word - preposition - indefinite determiner' constitutes, in base structure, a complex
specifier that is rendered into an extractable phrase through massive reanalysis'.

Equipped with the Barriers framework, proposed by Chomsky (1986), Corver (1990) is able
to give a more straightforward account of the extractability of WF-phrases. Working with a
structure of WF-phrases where the PP is a right adjunct to the wh-element, he relies on
notions such as `L-marking' and `minimality - barrier' to derive the well known subject-obj-
ect asymmetry and the non-extractability of Dutch WF-phrases embedded under higher
prepositions.

In the early '90s, when the VP internal subject hypothesis ( Fukui 8z Speas 1986, Koopman
8r Sportiche 1991) became an integrated part of syntactic theory, WF-splits from subjects
were reconsidered (Broekhuis 1992, Diesing 1992). It then turned out that some extractions
from subjects were not as unacceptable as previously thought. Diesing, working with data
from German, claims that transitive subjects which occur embedded under certain particles
and subjects of stage level predicates can be split while splits from so called `high'-subjects
and subjects of individual level predicates remain ungrammatical. What Diesing and most of

' I will not further discuss Bennis's earlier reanalysis approach since in his 1995 article on Wat
constructions and in his work with Corver and Den Dikken (1996), he has presented an alternative
analysis which will be discussed in detail at a later point in this chapter.
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the other authors writing on this topic suggest is that stage level subjects as well as subjects

embedded under particles, are VP internal so that it is their VP-internalness that makes them

extractable roughly under the same conditions that makes direct objects extractable. Given

Diesing's analysis of extractable subjects in German and a similar analyses for extractions

from subjects in Dutch (Broekhuis 1992), the possibility of subject - splits was taken as

further support for the view that grammatical WF-split will arise only when the prepositional
remnant is governed by the verb. This conclusion is however not as compelling as is often

suggested. On the contrary, evidence can be provided to show that our present understanding

of what VP-internalness means is not only rather vague but also leads to theory internal

contradictions. In the following section, I summarize the arguments that show the limitations

of the term `VP-internalness' as an explanatory notion.

4.1.2 Some well known Paradigms and Government Accounts

Under the view that grammatical WF-splits depend on proper government of the extraction

site by the lexical verb, we expec[ that what-extraction from scrambled objects will be

prohibited. This is, however, not the case, as indicated belowZ:

(2) [Was]; hat er eigentlich [t; fur ein Mddchen]

what has he PART t; for a girl

[vP GESTERN [v~,mitgebracht]]?

yesterday brought along

`What kind of girl did he bring along yesterday?'

Z The evaluation of the examples presented in this following section are based on judgements
given by speakers of North German and might vary considerably from judgments of speakers of South
German. This is a phenomenon well known to linguists that deal with German data.
However, although speakers of German might vary in their judgements, they will most likely agree
that extraction from an object to the left of a time adverb is worse when it is not preceded by a modal
particle such as eigentlich or denn.
The same holds for embedding under manner adverbs. Some speakers of Southem and Austrian
German will accept PP-remnants that are embedded under manner adverbs, a construction
ungrammatical in the writer's variant of German. Nevertheless, as a tendency, speakers of German
probably will agree that extractions without a manner adverb in the path of the wh-word are far more
acceptable than those that involve the intervention of manner adverbs.
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A second case of an unexpectedly good extraction arises from parasitic-gap constructions.
Since it is generally assumed' that direct objects that license parasitic gaps are in an A'-
position, we expect that WF-splits are impossible from these objects. Again this is not the
case, as illustrated below:

(3)[Was]; hat er [t; fur Artikel] [ohne e zu lesen] seinen Studenten
what has he for articles without e to read his students
empfohlen?

recommended

`What kind of article did he recommend to his students without reading?'

Along with the class of unexpectedly good extractions, we find a class of unexpectedly bad
extractions. This is again exemplified below:

(4) a ~[Was]; hatte er sorgf~ltig [t; fur ein Formular] ausgefullt?
what had he thoroughly for a form filled out
`What kind of form had he filled out thoroughly?'

b ~[Was]; hat er grundlich [t; fur ein Buch] gelesen.
what has he thoroughly for a book read

Although the fur-remnant in (4) is adjacent to the lexical verb and therefore stands in a l;roper
governing configuration, a WF-split from a direct object in this position is not possible. Note
incidentally that, in general, indefinite objects as well as PPs may occur embedded under
manner adverbs, as is shown in the following examples:

`Chomsky (1982:66), Bennis and Hoekstra (1984), Bennis (1986), Brcekhuis (1992) among others.
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(5) a Er hatte vorher sorgf~ltig einen Fragebogen ausgefullt.
he had before thoroughly a questionaire filled out

`Before that, he had thoroughly filled in a questionaire.'

b Er hatte das Glas sorgfítltig auf einen kleinen Tisch gestellt.

he had the glass carefully on a small table placed

`He had placed the glas carefully on a table.'

The examples (3) to (5) show that it is, on the one hand, possible to extract from direct

objects which, given standard diagnostics, are outside VPs, and that it is, on the other,

sometimes unacceptable to extract from objects which are inside VP, and, supposedly, stand

in a government relation to the verb. These facts run counter to the predictions made by

government accounts.

Let us now look at extractions from prepositional objects which, if the government account is

correct, should be ungrammatical. Consider in this light the following Swedish examples:

(6) Swedish

Vad; jagar han med [ t; fi)r en hund]?

what hunt he with [ t for a dog ]

`With what kind of dog does he hunt?'

(Bhrjars 1992)

(7) Vad talar ni om fdr bát?

what talk you about for boat

`What kind of boat are you talking about?'

Swedish, in contrast to Dutch and Norwegian, allows split WFQs from complements of

prepositions. According to Bdrjars, who cites Teleman (1969) as a further source, WFQs can

be split regardless of the status of the higher PP. The extracted PP may be an adjunct as

above, a complement or a part of a phrasal verb.
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German, which generally does not license WF-splits from PP-islands nevertheless allows for
the following type of construction4;

(8) An; was~ hatten Sie denn [t; [t~ fur ein Getr~nk gedacht?
about what had you PART for a drink thought
`What drink did you think about?'

(9) ?Gegen; was~ habt ihr euch [t; [tl fur Maf3nahmen gewendet?
against what have you REFL for measures turned
`What kind of ineasures did you oppose?'

which, although slightly sub-standard, are not unacceptable. In the light of government
theories, these constructions contain two violations: non-constituent movement of the matrix
preposition and the wh-word, and an unlicensed trace inside the f'cir -remnant. Considering the
relative acceptability of (8) and (9), it seems highly unlikely that these structures violate two
of the constraints that already individually lead to sharp ungrammaticallitys.

Let us now turn to WF-splits from subjects. The standard assumption among linguists dealing
with Dutch and German syntax is that only VP - internal subjects license

sub - extraction of the wh-morphemeb. But such a conclusion is far from obvious. Let me go
through a list of arguments that speak against this conclusion.

' For the writer the following examples are fully acceptable (8), or slightly deviant (9). It should however be
noted that some speakers of German judge these examples as ungrammatical.

5 An example of ungrammaticality through non-constituent movement is given in (i):
(i) ~`[Mit wieviel]; hat er [t; an Kredit] das Haus gebaut?

with how much has he of loan the house built
`On how big a loan did he built the house."

An example of ungrammaticality through the lack of proper government is according to Van
Riemsdijk and Williams (1986) so called R-extraction from a PP which is not an argument of the
verb:

(ii)~`Wo soll ich den Apfel dran t essen?
Where should I the apple at t eat

6 See Diesing (1992) for German and Brcekhuis (1992) for Dutch. For a critical appraisal of Diesing's work
see de Hoop (1992).
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One of the theory internal arguments that speaks against a simple connection between VP -

internalness and extractability of subjects comes from the placement of object clitics.

It is possible to place object clitics to the right of the split subject and still have acceptable

results. This is shown in (]0):

(10) Euer Papier ist gut! (Your paper is good!)

[Was] haben eigentlich [fur Journals] es abgelehnt?

what have PART for journals it refused

`What kind of journals refused it?'

It is generally agreed upon that at least some German pronouns are syntactic clitics. Es `it' is

among them. According to the licensing conditions for clitics (Kayne 1991) and more

specifically for Germanic clitics (Cardinaletti 199x), these elements need to be part of the

functional domain of the sentence. Consequently, subject remnants that precede clitics cannot

be VP-internal.

A further argument that underlines how problematic the term VP - internalness is as an

explanatiory notion comes from the fact that time adverbs and modal particles, such as

eigentlich meaning `really', which serve as pivots to indicate the so called left edge of the

VP, may also occur to the left of arguments that have been identified as scrambled arguments

for independent reasons. Two examples to illustrate this point are given in (11).

(11)a daf3 doch eigentlich seine; KINDER jeder; lieb haben sollte.

that PART really his CHILDREN everybody love have should

`...that everyone really should love his CHILDREN.''

b?Er hat erst gestern [mehrere Artikel]; [ohne e;

Er has just yesterday [several articles]; [without e;

zu lesen] fiir eine Verdffentlichung abgelehnt.

to read ] for a publication refused

`He has just yesterday several articles without reading refused for publication.'

' Following standard conventions, caps indicate necessary stress placement.
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The direct object seine Kinder `his children' in (lla) is embedded under eigentlich so that
under the `pivot-hypothesis', it should be contained in the VP. Now notice that the possessive
pronoun sein `his', is although not c-commanded by jeder `everyone' bound by it. Inverse
binding is standardly taken as an indication for reconstruction (see e.g.Chomsky 1981). Now,
reconstruction is said to be only possible from an A'-position. Inferring from the binding
relations involved, we conclude that the object seine Kinder, although appearing to the right
of the particle eigentlich, nonetheless qualifies as scrambled object. Similar considerations
apply with respect to (11 b). In (11 b), an object that licenses a parasitic gaps is embedded
under a temporal adverb. Again, according to standard assumptions, objects that license
parasitic gaps occur in A-bar positions, and, hence, outside VP. Nevertheless, as (l lb) shows,
the object may be embedded under a temporal adverb so that we are, according to the `pivot-
hypothesis', dealing with VP-internal objects - again an apparent contradiction arises.
Needless to say, the facts just illustrated can be easily accommodated in a more elaborated
tree structure where, for example, temporal adverbs are adjoined to a tense projection or head
their own projection. These projections will be situated higher than the position that the
scrambled object takes, in order to represent the above described word order. But a more
elaborated tree structure also means that embedded sub-extracted objects do not necessarily
occupy their base position, but may be hosted in a position for scrambled objects. The same
argument can be made and has been made for subjects (Jonas 8z Bobalijk 1993). In
conclusion, the `flexibility' that a more complex tree structure offers, highlights the
problamatic nature of government accounts. Also the more elaborated tree structure cannot
conceal that we do not have a clear syntactic diagnostic for what VP-internalness means.

Let us now turn to what might look like circumstantial evidence in favor of government
accounts. One of the observations we listed in our cross-linguistc survey of WFQs in chapter
3 is that Mainland Scandinavian languages (MSL) do not license WF-extraction from subjects.
Now let us suppose, for the sake of the argument, that sub-extractions are only possible from
VP-internal arguments, as government theories claim. Then the fact that subjects in MSL are
not extractable seems to indicate that they cannot occur VP-internally. This is in fact what
Holmberg (1993) claims for transitive constructions. His main evidence is again the
placement of adverbs. He claims that MS-subjects either always appear in Spec of AGRsP or
in Spec of TP, as Jonas 8r Bobalijk (1993) claimed before him for Icelandic. But Holmberg
also notes that the evidence he brings to bear is highly theory bound and indirect. We
therefore may conclude that also for the MSL an independent diagnostic for VP - internalness
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of arguments is hard to come by. But although in conclusion government accounts are rather

problematic, the data unveiled in the course of the discussion raises potentially interesting

questions. Recalling that in German extraction from transitive subjects is only possible when

they occur in the scope of certain modal operators. What, however, escaped our a[tention so

far is that modality more generally plays an important role in the licensing of WF - splits

from subjects. As pointed out in chapter 3, in German, extractions from subjects in

subjunctives are more acceptable than extractions from subjects in indicatives. By way of

illustration consider one of the examples from chapter 3, repeated here as (12):

(12) a Indicative;

~Was lieferte fur eine Firma das Kalte Buffet?

what delivers for a company the cold buffet

`What kind of company delivered the cold buffet?'

b Subiunctive:

Was wurde fur eine Firma ein Kaltes Buffet liefern ki)nnen?

what would for a company a cold buffet deliver could

`What kind of company would be able to deliver a cold buffet?'

What (12) shows is that it is not the embedding of the subject that renders (12b) more

acceptable than (12a), since in both examples the subject occupies the same syntactic position.

Instead, it seems to be the modality of (12b) that makes WF-splits from subjects more

acceptable.

Conclusion

Government accounts of discontinuous WFQs are too strict in that they rule out extractions

from objects which for independent reasons have been characterized as

VP-external. They are at the same time too permissive, since they predict that as long as a

direct object is VP-internal, what-extraction is allowed. In particular with respect to licit WF-

extractions from subjects, it has become apparent that it is not the depth of embedding per se

which makes subjects in Dutch and German extractable. Based on the observation that subject

splits are possible in the scope of modal adverbs and in subjunctives, we conclude that

modality plays a more central role in the licensing of

WF-splits from subjects than so far has been acknowledged.
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4.1.3 Predicate Inversion - The Internal Structure of WF-Phrases

Starting in the early 90's, more attention was paid to the internal structure of WF-phrases.
Corver (1990, 1991) considers agreement and case assignment, and shows that it is not the
wh-word but the embedded noun that determines verb agreement, and not the preposition but
the verb or a matrix preposition that determines the case of the wh-phrase. Bennis (1995)
offers an analysis of the elements that form the WF-phrase and takes
WFQs as well as WF-exclamatives into consideration. Building on the observation that voor

is part of the Dutch WFQs but not of the Dutch WFEs and furthermore, that the indefinite

determiner eeit is optional for WFQs, but obligatory in WFEs, he suggests that voor
determines the wh- interpretation of WFQs while the indefinite determiner induces the
exclamatives interpretation. Bennis 8~ Corver 8t Den Dikken (from now on B8cC8cD) present
a theory which not only covers WFQs and WFEs bu[ also constructions such as a hell of a
problem (N of an N constructions). Embedded into the latest developments within syntactic
theory (Chomsky 1993, 1995a, 1995b, Kayne 1994), they suggest a predication inversion
account for the constructions in question. In the following, I would like to discuss some
aspects of their analysis, and confront it with data that I have discussed in the previous

sections.

BBzCÓtD claim that WFQs, WF-exclamatives and N of an N constructions are derived by
Predicate Inversion (PI), a transformation that moves a predicate to the left of its siabject.
Applied to WFQs this means that the wh-word what is analysed as a predicate and the
embedded noun phrase is treated as its subject. The alleged wh-predicate and its subject are,
according to the authors, base generated in a small clause structure. As the head of this small

clause, the authors recognize the indefinite article or its zero allomorph. Hence, indefinite

article and noun do not form a constituent. As evidence in favor of this claim, the authors

point to the behavior of Dutch een which, as I have outlined out in chapter 3 may co-occur
with a plural noun in WFQs and WFEs. BBzCÓcD suggest two different derivations to arrive

at the surface string of WF-phrases, namely predicate inversion (A-movement) and predicate
fronting (A'-movement). These two derivations make it possible to derive both variants of
Dutch WFQs; the one with determiner and the one without. Structure (13) shows a
determinerless WFQ, while structure (14) represents a WFQ containing a determiner:
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(13) DP Predicate FrontinQ

I `

wat; D'

I `

voor XP
I `

NP X'
I `

X PRED
0 t;

In (13) tivat has moved from its base position in the underlying small clause structure (XP) to

Spec,DP. According to the authors, this movement is triggered by voor which is seen as the
lexical spell out of a[tWH] D-head. The head of the small clause remains empty in this

sttvcture.
The structure containing a determiner is deríved by predicate inversion (the above and the

following structures are directly taken from B8cC8~D's work):

(14) DP Predicate Inversion

I `

wat~ D'

I `

voor FP

I `
t~ F'

I `
XtF XP
een I `

NP X'
I `

X PRED
t; t~

In the case of predicate inversion, the wh-predicate first moves to SPEC,FP and then to
SPEC,DP. According to theory internal assumptions routed in a minimalist locality theory

(Chomsky 1993), the authors assume that in order to make the first movement possible, the
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head of the SC has to undergo domain extending head movement to the head of the higher
functional projection. In a predicate inversion derivation, the indefinite article thus must occur
in order to license the movement of the predicate to the left.
Let us also have a quick look at the analysis that B8zC8rD present for WF-exclamatives.
Since the preposition voor is lacking in Dutch exclamatives but een becomes obligatory8, the
authors assume that ee~t is the lexicalization of a[fEXCL] D-head which will cause the wh-
predicate to move from its base position to SPEC,DP.

B~GD 's approach is problematic in several respects. First of all, and the authors might agree,
the erratic behavior of the indefinite determiner by itself is not sufficient evidence for the
claim that the noun and the indefinite article in WF-constructions do NOT form one
constituent. Particularly not when we can find evidence to the contrary. Moreover, as the
authors point out themselves, their analysis is solely based on Dutch data and as plausible as
a PI-approach might appear on the basis of the Dutch facts, the more implausible it becomes
when we look at other Germanic languages.

In German WFQs,e.f., the indefinite determiner has a standard distribution. It cannot co-occur
with plural nouns due to the difference in number agreemenL In B8tC8cD framework a
determiner and a common noun do not form a constituent. The basic agreement between
nouns and their articles which is mostly reflected in the morphology and the distribution of
the latter corresponds in the PI analysis to two different syntactic derivations of the WFQ as a
whole. The PI-analysis applied to German WFQs would mean that WFQs containing plurals
need to be derived by A-Bar movement while singular nouns within WFQs would always
lead to an `A-movement-derivation', in the author's terms predicate inversion. However, a
correlation between argument versus non-argument movement and number agreement on
nouns seems, at least to my mind, highly unlikely9.

a An exception are epithets. Consider Ihe following example:
(i) Wat ~`(een) idioten zijn dat zeg!

`What idiots that are!'
wa[ zijn dat (een) idioten zeg!

~I'he authors assume that the zero allomoiph of the indefinite article is only licensed as head of X when it
does not agree with any explicitly singular noun phrase. This basically means that the zero allomorph may only
occur with plural nouns. Via this additional stipulation, the authors make sure that the observed agreement can
be derived, even under thcir derivation.
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Particularly revealing is the fact that in German WFQs, mass terms tend to occur with an

indefinite article leading to a kind interpretation for the embedded noun:

(15)a Was fur (einen) Wein trinkst du da?

what for a wine drink you there

`What kind of wine are you drinking?'

b Was fur ?(einen) Zucker soll ich nehmen?

what for a sugar should I take

`What kind of sugar should I take?'

In B8zC8cD's framework, this fact should translate into the claim that mass terms on their

kind interpretation need to be derived by predicate inversion. Also for mass terms the authors

thus would have to claim that the their grammar s in a significant way connected to the

notion of A-movement as opposed to A-Bar movement. To my mind such a connection does

not exist~o. Moreover, since the indefinite article and the noun do not form a constituent in a

PI account, it stays a mystery why the indefinite article should force a kind interpretation of

the mass term it modifies. Turning [o exclamatives, and although the authors make only

claims for Dutch, it still might be interesting to look at a language as related to Dutch as

German and observe that German demands the presence of the preposition f'ur in exclamative

constructions. According to B8cC8zD voor is the lexicalization of a[fWH] D-head. If so, it is

somewhat awkward that its German variant f'cir has to occur in exclamatives. I also would like

to draw attention to the following fact. In Norwegian, continuous WF-exclamatives do not

contain a wh-word but only the preposition for (unless they occur in cleft constructions). The

PI-framework applied to Norwegian exclamatives, would thus lead to the following

assumptions: We invert a zero-predicate ( recall there is no wh-word) to the phrase initial

position which would be the specifier of the prepositional phrase headed by for. Since it is

claimed that the preposition in WQ-phrases contains wh-features, predicate inversion in

Norwegian exclamatives should lead to an interrogative interpretation of the whole

lo The fact that mass terms, as part of WFQs, are preferably used with indefinite determines
but might also occur without, will lead in a PI-framework to additional stipulations wi[h respect to the
derivation of WFQs that contain mass terms. However, `preferences' of the type observed with respect
to mass terms might be highly dependent on pragmatic considerations. It therefore seems doub[ful tha[
they should be reFlected in iwo different syntactic derivations.
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construction, certainly an undesirable result. Finally, the indefinite determiner which
supposedly lexicalizes the exclamative features does not even have to occur in Norwegian
exclamatives as the following example shows:

(16) Continuous:

a For noe tull hun sier!
for some nonsense she says
`What a nonsense she says?'

In summary, I conclude that the PI theory of WFQs and WFEs rests on a set of assumptions
which is driven by highly theory internal considerations and geared to mirror the Dutch
situation. Confronted with construction specific data from other Germanic languages, it
becomes obvious that these assumptions have very little explanatory force.

4.2. Quantif;cational Theories
`Quantification at a distance', `weak island effects 'or more generally `intervention effects',
these are the headers under which WF-interrogatives have been discussed in theories of
quantification. Quantification at a distance is a term used by Obenauer (1984) in his analysis
of French constructions of the following type:

(17)a Max a vendu beaucoup de livres.
Max has sold many of books
`Max sold many of the books.'

b Max a beaucoup; vendu [NP [QPe;] de ]ivres]
Max has manylmuch sold of books
`Max sold many of the books.'

c Combien de livres a-t-il vendus?
How many of books has-he sold?
`How many books did he sell?'
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d Combien; a-t-il vendu [NP [QP e; ~ de livres] ?

How many has-he sold of books

`How many books did he sell.'

In French, certain quantifiers of nouns can either occur inside the NP or seperated from the

NP they quantify over. In the latter case, they either precede the verb ( as beaucoup in (17a)

or, if interrogative, occupy Spec, CP (17d). The ~rammaticality of

(18) ~`Combien; as-tu beaucoup consulté [NP [ QP e;] de livres] ?
how many has-you much consulted of books

versus the grammaticality of the following example:

(19) Qui; a-t-il beaucoup consulté t;

who has-he much consulted

`Who did he consult a lot?'

led Obenauer to argue that quantification at a distance is restricted by A-Bar Intervention. An

adverb like beaucoup will thus block the extraction of another QP such as combien in (18)

but not the extraction of an NP such as qui in (19). This is so, according to Obenauer,

because beaucoup functions as a closer binder of the trace inside the post-verbal NP. The
configuration is shown below:

(20) a [QP, Combien ; ] ....... V [NP [QP~ e~ ] ... l

b~[QP, Combien] .......[Q~ beaucoup] V[ NP [ QPi [e] ...]

Now note that beaucoup- as well as combien-extraction crucially involve the prepositional

phrase [de NP]. Building on Obenauer's facts and the observation that there exists a class of
interveners that both constructions are sensitive to, De Swart (1992) concludes, citing

Obenauer and Rizzi~~ for the same conclusion, that split WFQs belong to the same class of

extractions as in the cases Obenauer discusses for French. Again, this is supposedly so

" Rizzi (1990)
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because both constructions involve a wh-word in Spec,CP related to a prepositional group
placed elsewhere in the sentence. But although, as we will see shortly, it is true that
WF-splits are blocked by some of the interveners that also block combien-extraction, one
cannot fail to notice obvious differences between split-partitive constructions like the French
combiei:-extraction and the discontinuous WFQs in the Germanic languages. Let us next
consider at some of these differences.

Quantifier extraction in French involves the partitive prepostion de, English `of'. Partitives,
such as cornbien phrases, denote a subset of the superset of individuals which is given by the
NP that is embedded under the preposition de. WF-phrases, on the other hand, denote a set of
properties leading to the identification of the individual in question (see for further discussion
chapter 5). The nominal embedded in a WFQ is a predicate nominal while such a
requirement might not hold12, for combien de - phrases.

A careful comparison of the syntactic behaviour of both constructions furthermore reveals that
they display interesting syntactic differences. So, let us now look at these differences by
comparing ihe syntactic behaviour of the Germanic counterpart of the French conlóien de -
question and WF-phrases. The language of exemplification is German.

Partitives allow topicalization of the contained prepositional phrase across a sentence
boundary while this is impossible for WF-phrases. Observe the following paradigm.

1ZCombien de - phrases correspond to three different constructions in German illustrated :n (i):
(i)a Wieviele der Koffer... (embedded genitive)

how many the-GEN suitcases...

b Wieviele von den Koffern...
how many of the-ACC suitcases...

c Wieviele Koffer...

Whíle in (i a~b) quantification is over a specific set of suitcases, this is not the case in (ic).
The author has not been able to verify if combien de phrases correspond to (ic), as is suggested by
their morphology (co~nbien de(~s)).
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(21)a Besonders [von den ~lpfeln]; móchte ich wissen, wieviel [ t;]

especially from the apples like I know how many

noch im Korb sind?

still in-DEF basket are

`Particularly for the apples, I like to know how many are still in the basket?'

b~`Besonders [fur .~pfel]; mdchte ich wissen was[ t; ] noch

especially for apples like I know what still

im Korb sind?

in-DEF basket are

~"Particularly for the kind of apples, I like to now what are still in the basket.'

Moreover, split WFQs are far more restricted than is the case for split partitives. The latter

are not only allowed from direct objects, as it loosely speaking is the case for split WFQs, but

also from subjects or indirect objects. Consider (22):

(22) Split partitive from subiects

a Wieviele; haben [t; von den Kindern] schon geschlafen?

how many have from the children already slept

`How many of the children slept already.'

Split WF-interroQative from sublects

b ~ Was; haben [t;fiir Kinder] schon geschlafen?

what have for children already slept

`What kind of children slept already?'

Split -partitive from indirect obiects

c Wievielen; hast du [ t; von diesen Kindern] das Mittel gegeben?

how many have you of these children the drug given

`How many of these children did you give the drug?'

Split WF-interroQative from indirect obiects

d ~`Was; hast du [t; fur Kindern] das Mittel gegeben?

what have you for children the drug given

`What kind of children did you give the drug?'
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There is another difference between split partitives and split WFQs that only arises in
German. In German, the prepositional remnant of a split partitive may exceptionally follow
the verb, while this is absolutely unacceptable for split WF-interrogatives13:

(23)a Wieviele hast du verkauft von den Buchern?
How many have you sold of the books
`How many of the books did you sell?'

b~Was hast du verkauft fiir Biicher?
What have you sold for books
`What kind of books did you sell?'

A further difference between split partitives and split WF-phrases occurs with respect to
manner adverbs. Combien-extraction is not blocked by manner adverbs such as soigneusemei:t
`carefully'; manner adverbs, however, block WF-split in the Germanic languages. Here is a
Dutch example:

(24) ~Wat heeft de douanebeamte grondig voor koffers doorzocht?
what have the customs-officers carefully for suitcases searched
`What kind of suitcases did the customes-officers search carefully?'

Summarizing the argumentation so far, we have seen that split partitives and split
WF-interrogatives are different from one another in relevant aspects. First of all, these
constructions behave differently under topicalization. Secondly, WF-splits are asymmetric
with respect to argument splits. While splits from direct objects are generally well formed,
split from subjects, if possible at all, must obey strong restrictions. Split partitives, on the
other hand, may affect all arguments alike.

13 According to Corver (1991) `voor '-PPs in Dutch can be extraposed:
(i) Wat heeft Jan gekocht voor boeken?

what has Jan bought for books
'What kind of books did Jan buy?'
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Finally, the class of elements that must not intervene between the wh-operator and its

restrictive clause do not overlap strongly. Manner adverbs restrict WF-splits but not

combien-extraction in French. Note incidently that, differently from French, in the Germanic

languages manner adverbs are effective interveners for split partitives as illustrated by the

following contrast:

(25)a French:
Combien le douanier a-t-il soigneusement fouillé

how many the customes officer has-he carefully searched

de valises?

of suitcases
`How many of the suitcases did the customes officer search carefully?'

German:

b~Wieviele hat der Zollbeamte grundlich von den Koffern durchsucht?

Still, manner adverbs do not affect WF-split in the same way that they affect split partitives.

While remnants of split partitives that occur to the left of manner adverbs are grammatical:

(26) Wieviele hat der Zollbeamte von den Koffern grundlich durchsucht?

this is, strangely enough, not the case for split WFQs'~:

(27) ~Was hat der Zollbeamte fur Koffer grundlich durchsucht.

Let us now turn to De Swart's original observation, namely that there exists a class of

interveners that combien de - constructions and WFQs are sensitive to, and consider this

observation against the background of the apparent differences between the two constructions

in question, rather than in the light of their surface similarities. Crucially, discontinuity in

case of WFQs is severly restricted while for the partitive, it is possible from all arguments.

Nevertheless both construction types share their sensitivity for a certain class of interveners,

14 Notice that example ( 27) is grammatical with narrow focus on the manner adverb:
(i) Was hat der Zollbeamte fur Koffer GRUNDLICH durchsucht?
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and the question is why. De Swart's work represents one possible answer to this question. So,
let us review her work next.

There is a core of quantifiers that restrict combien-extraction as well as split WFQs. Here are
some relevant examples from Dutch:

(28)a ~`Wat heb je veel voor boeken gelezen?

what have you a lot for books read
`What kind of books did you read a lot?'

b~Wat heb je nooit voor boeken gelezen?
what have you never for books read
`What kind of books did you never read?'

c~`Wat heb je twee keer voor boeken gelezen?
what have you two times for books read
`What kind of books did you read two times?'

De Swart dismisses Obenauer's analysis15. In her own account of the phenomenon, she
makes esstially the claim that in the constructions in question, the wh-word and its trace may
not be seperated at the level relevant for interpretation.

For a configuration

1sAs far as I can see, De Swart gives two main arguments against Obenauer:
a) 'beaucoup ' can create intervention effects also in those cases where it cannot possibly work as a
binder for the trace in the NP source:

(i) ~`Qui cette femme a-t-elle beaucoup aimé d'autre?
Who this woman has she a lot loved of else

(ii) ~`Cette femme a aimé beaucoup d' autre.
This woman has loved a lot of else

b) In Obenauer's analysis, pre-verbal beaucoup quantifies over events which makes it similar to
frequency adverbs, and in fact frequency adverbs also create ungrammatical extractions although
frequency adverbs obviously do not bind the trace in the post-verbal NP:

(iii) ~`Combien as-tu souvent consulté de livres?
How many of the books have you consulted often
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(29) Q2j ..........Ql...........[NP [QP ej [ prep N]

where QZ stands for the wh-word and [ e] for its trace inside the remnant, a quaniifier Q,

may only seperate Q, from its restriction if Q, has wide scope over Q2. What De Swart
claims is the following: All harmfull interveners such as iterative adverbs and negation take

as a rule narrow scope with respect to a wh-operator. Under a relativized minimality account,

it remained a secret why some A-Bar binders block extration ( a lot, never, two times ) while

others do not (often, always). De Swart 's characterization of quantificational elements
according to their scopal properties solves this problem. Crucial to De Swart's argumentation

is the difference in interpretation that arises with respect to the split and non-split versions of
the following sentence:

(30)a Wat voor boeken heeft iedereen gelezen?

what for books has everybody read

`What kind of books did everybody read?'

b ~lit-pattern:

Wat heeft iedereen voor boeken gelezen?

what has everybody for books read

According to De Swart two readings are available for the continuous form, one where

iedereen gets wide scope, in which case we ask for everyone which books did he read. and

one where iedereeii has narrow scope in which case we want to know which books are such
that everyone has read them. De Swart claims that the split version is not ambiguous. The

predominant reading is, according to her, the pair-list reading, that is, we like to know for

eachone which books he has read. This is [he reading that corresponds to the wide scope of

the universal quantifier. The difference between an ambiguous reading for non-split

WF-phrases and an unambiguous reading for the split version is essential for De Swart's

analysis, on which iedereen needs to take inverse scope to render the split construction
grammatical.

Unfortunately, the jugdements with respect to De Swart's example are not as clear cut as one

would hope. Honcoop (1996, S) points out for Dutch that "many native speakers of Dutch

find De Swart's judgements counterintuitive in the sense that they all claim that a single
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constituent answer to the question in (30b) (like for instance the Confessions of O.J.Simpson)
is perfectly natural, and, moreover, certainly much more natural than the pair -list answer."
The reading that Honcoop characterizes as the less natural one is exactly the reading that
according to De Swart should be the only reading available for split WF phrases containing a
nested universal quantifier. As just seen, the data is very subtle. It is not at all obvious which
of the two possible readings is the dominant reading for the split pattern (if there is a
dominant reading at all). Moreover, it seems that we can easily construct split patterns with a
universal operator in the path of the wh-word which not only can but need to receive a single
constituent answer. The following two examples drawn from German illustrate this point:

(31)a Was hat jeder schon mal fur einen Fehler gemacht?
what has everybody once for a mistake made
`What kind of mistake has everybody once made?'

b Bei einem grossen und vier kleinen Stucken Kuchen, ist es doch gar keine Frage
`With one big and four small pieces of cake, there is no question...
...was jeder fur ein Stuck nimmt.
...what everybody for a piece takes
...what kind of piece everybody takes.'

Question (31 a) inquires about the one type of mistake that everybody makes (at least) once in
hislher life. A pair-list reading is not an appropriate answer to (31a). (31b), with the
embedded WF-split, also strictly excludes a pair-list interpretation. (31b) can only mean that it
is predictable from the way the cake is cut that it is most likely the big piece that everyone
will choose. Generalizing over the facts just reviewed for Dutch and German, we conclude: A
one constituent answer for the Dutch example given by De Swart is acceptable, contrary to
what her analysis predicts, and, furthermore, given the evidence from German showing [hat
narrow scope readings of the universal operator may in fact be the only reading acceptable for
certain splits, De Swart's approach, in its present form, seems rather problematic.
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Let us pause here and see where we stand in our discussion of quantificational theories of
WFQs. Characteristic for theories of this type is that they are exclusively couched in terms of
island effects1ó, while syntactic theories either see their main theoretical interest in the
formulation of constraints that determine extraction domains or are very much driven by

theory internal considerations dué to a recent shift of paradigm from the Principle and

Parameter approach to a minimalist theory of syntax. It is therefore not suprising that, so far,

very little has been said about the internal structure or the semantics proper of the WFQs.
Nevertheless, in our discussion, we have touched on important issues. We mentioned the
relevant semantic difference between discontinuous partitives and WF-splits and discussed in
length the syntactic differences between both construction types, which in quantificational

approaches are necessarily treated under one and the same header. This is so because both

constructions prove to be sentitive to some of the same intervening elements. In the

discussion of Obernauer's and De Swart's work, we saw that manner adverbs are harmful
only to WFQs but not to combien-extraction.

I now would like to turn to Szabolczi and Zwarts's work. To facilitate the discussion, I again

list those elements that create opacity, and add some other factors that are also island

inducing and confront them with some of the expressions that stay neutral with respect to a

discontinuous WFQs:

16 Islands in general are opaque domains for movements. The distinction between weak and
strong islands, I understand as follows: weak islands create opaci[y only relative to some elements
while they allow others to escape. So, for example NPs may move from an island created by
`beaucoup' but QPs like 'combieii' may not. StronQ islands, on the other hand, are absolute. They do
not allow anything to escape from within.
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Table III Non-comnrehensive list of interveners for WF-interroQatives

weak island inducing terms Neutral terms

negative markers iterative adverbs

(not, nobody, no X) (often, always, sometimes...)

seldom, rarely, few time adverbs

(today, yesterday...)

frequency adverbs quantified NPs
(not more than three times, at least three (everybody, manylall people...)

times...)

manner adverbs
(carefully, slowly...)

Table III demonstrates that the dividing line between weak island creating and neutral
elements cuts right through the syntactic class of A-Bar binders. The table, at the same time,
illustrates a claim made by Szabolczi and Zwarts ( 1991) namely that we can account for
intervention in purely semantic terms. For Szabolczi and Zwarts (from now on SBcZ), weak
islands are induced by monotonic downward and non-monotonic elements, and in fact all the
elements in the left column of Table III, except for manner adverbs, fall in one of these two
categories. So, let me next review some of SBzZ's main points and their relevance for WFQs.

SBcZ 's central claim is that weak islands should be accounted for in terms of monotonicity
which is a concept relevant with respect to entailments. An intervening element is upward
monotonic if it preserves inclusion relations. It is downward monotonic if it reverses them.
An element destroys inclusions if it neither preserves nor reverses entailment. Such an
element is called non-monotonic. One way to test monotonicity is the use of coordination.
Consider the following pair:
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(32) a I was running and sweating yesterday

b I was running yesterday.

Let us call situation (32a) X and situation (32b) Y, then Y includes X or Y? X. Yesterday is
the function f. Now notice that f preserves the inclusion relation between X and Y, meaning

that if I ran and sweat yesterday then I must have run yesterday. ( 32) thus shows that

yesterday is upward monotonic.

Let us now look at the following pair:

(33) a I never run and sweat.

b I never run.

From the fact that I never run and sweat it does not follow that I never run. Therefore never

is not upward monotonic. If, however, we reverse the relation between X and Y, so that we

get I never run ----~ 1 never rurz and sweat, we create again a valid conditionaL Therefore

never is downward monotonic. The same applies to seldom, rarely and few.

Finally, for frequency adverbs, such as two tinzes, not nzore than three times etc., SBzZ claim

that they are non-monotonic, and, hence also island inducing.

In conclusion, it looks as if all weak island inducing elements that are listed in the left

column of Table III, again with the exception of manner adverbs, are either non-monotonic or

downward monotonic, while elements that stay neutral with respect to split WFQs are upward

monotonic. Unfortunately, some complications arise. SBcZ do not only categorize frequency

adverbs such as two times, at least~inore than three tinzes but also the more indefinite type

such as often, rarely, seldozn etc. as non-monotonic on the basis of the reasoning that

frequency standards are specific and vary with respect to the predicate that they are associated

with. So, for example, to take a shower and to wash your hair, you might do two times a

week, which could be considered as often, but just shower, you might three times a week,

which might not qualify as often at all. If SBLZ were right with respect to iterative adverbs,

they should create weak islands for WFQs but they do not. As indicated in Table III, they

generally are non-affective interveners". For De Swart, unlike SBzZ, iterative adverbs are

" As pointed out by de Swart, veel `a lot' is an exception to the generalization that iterative
adverbs are not harmful to the split WF-question pattern:

(i) ~`Wat heb je veel voor boeken gelezen?
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upward monotonic. As diagnostic, she uses "if...then" constructions. In "if....then"
constructions such as the following, the "if" clause functions as the restriction and the "then"-
clause as the second argument:

(34) upward-monotonic

if she knits something Anna always knits Norwegian sweaters.

if she knits something Anna always knits sweaters.

downward-monotonic

if she knits something Anna never knits sweaters.

if she knits something Anna never knits Norwegian sweaters.

De Swart's conclusion is confirmed by the behavior of iterative adverbs which, as I just said,
are mostly tolerated when nested in a discontinuous WFQs.

Comparing SBcZ and De Swart's approaches, it becomes evident that one of the central
problems of a monotonicity driven approach to interven[ion is to define an appropriate context

to test monotonicity properties. As pointed out by SBzZ them~selves as well as by De Swart,

iterative adverbs in a context like the following :

(34)a She always sings in the bathtub.

b She always sings

are neither upward monotonic nor non-monotonic, but downward monotonic.

A second problem arises with respect to definite and indefinite determiners. SBzZ claim that
indefinite determiners are upward monotonic, according to their behavior in an entailment
pattern they present. Consider the following example:

`What kind of books did you read a lot?'
However, the same quantifier embedded in an NP does not cause any trouble:

(ii) Wat hebben veel mensen voor boeken gelezen?
`What kind of book did many people read?'
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(35) a A student or a professor called. --------~ A student or professor called.
b The student or the professor called. ----~---~ The student or professor called

If we take the indefinite determiner to be f then ( 35a) corresponds to the formal pattern

(36) !(x u Y) ~------- f(x) u f(Y)

which is upward monotonic. Notice that the definite determiner is non-monotonic since the

union of sets only includes one individual (35b) while this cannot be true for the individual

sets. Given that the indefinite determiner is upward monotonic, we expect that it can separate
the wh-word from its restrictive clause. We, furthermore, expect that the definite determiner
causes some problems since it is non-monotonic. Both predictions run counter to what
happens. Consider the following German examples:

(37)a Was hat die Braut fur ein Kleid getragen?

what has the bride for a dress worn

`What kind of dress did the bride wear?'

b~`Was hat eine Frau fiir ein Kleid getragen?

what has a woman for a dress worn

`~`What kind of dress did a woman wear?"

c Was hat Jost dem Gastgeber fur einen Wein geschenkt?

what has Jost the host for a wine given
`What kind of wine did Jost give (to) the host?'

d~Was hat Jost einem GastQeber fur einen Wein

what has Jost a host for a wine

`~What kind of wine did Jost give to a host?'

gegeben?
given

(37a) versus (37b) shows the contrast between an intervening definite and an intervening

indefinite subiect. (37c) versus (37d) shows the same contrast for an intervening indirect

object. In both cases we see that NPs preceded by a definite determiner stay neutral when
they occur in the path of the question operator while NPs preceded by an indefinite
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determiner are harmfull interveners. But indefinites do not only block a discontinuous
pattern, they are also not tolerated in continuous WF-interrogatives, a fact that to my
knowledge has so far escaped attention. Observe example (38):

(38)a ~`Was fur ein Spielzeug hat Jost einem Kind geschenkt?
what for a toy has Jost a child given
`~What kind of toy did Jost give a child?'

b~`Was fur eine Frage hat Hans einem Lehrer gestellt?
what for a question has Hans a teacher posed
`~`What kind of question did Hans ask a teacher?'

Indefinites, on their generic construal, may, on the other hand, participate in WFQs:

(39) Was; wurde Jost einem Kind [ t; fur ein Spielzeug] schenken?
what would Jost a child for a toy give
`What kind of toy would Jost give to a child?'

Summarizing; while definite determiners do not act according to the predictions made on the
basis of their monotonicity, indefinite determiners seem to constitute a problem of a totally
different type, since they are also not acceptable in continuous WFQs. In conclusion, we have
seen that it is one thing to find a consistent diagnostic for monotonicity and that it is still
another thing to predict the behavior of elements in the path of a discontinuous WFQ on the
basis of their monotonicity. Moreover, with the indefinite determiner, which is classified as
upward monotonic by SBzZ , we have found an element which not only blocks the
discontinuous question pattern but also resists interpretation in continuous WFQs - for reasons
yet unknown (but see chapter 5 for a possible explanation).

To connect the discussion of the present chapter with the topic of the following chaptFr, let
me point to a additional aspect of SBtZ's work. As we have seen, monotonicity is a semantic
concept which tries to capture the effect of functions on proportional relations or relations of
sets. So, why should monotonicity affect discontinuous WFQs at all? SBzZ do not address
WFQs directly. They, however, answer a more general question, namely why the monotonic
properties of certain elements only affect certain wh-words and not others. Their answer runs
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as follows: Upward monotonic functions preserve inclusion relations. But stability of

entailment only matters in constructions that express such relations. Since questions for

arguments do not do so, they escape weak islands. In cases, however, where we join sets,

preservation of entailment becomes crucial. In SBcZ terms this means:

- Wh-phrases that range over individuals must be immune to weak islands.

- Wh-phrases that range over higher order entities can be sensitive to weak islands.

Co~nbien-extractions are island sensitive since the question Combienlwieviel `how many' asks

for a sub-set and requires a proportion as its answer. But when applying SBzZ reasoning to

WFQs, it is far from obvious, given standard analyses, why this question form should be

sensitive to functions that affect inclusion relations. To my mind, the key to an answer and to

many of the questions raised in this last chapter lies in the syntax and semantics proper of

WFQs. This will be the topic of chapter 5.



5. The Representation of What-For-Questions

5.1 A new Look at WF-Interrogatives
In this chapter, I proceed to the central concern of this dissertation and propose a
representation of WFQs within a question paradigm to be developed here.
The chapter is divided into six parts.

In section 2, I will show that WFQs, in their answer, are not limited to a specific nominal
type. In particular, I will compare German welclze 'which' - questions and welche Art von
`what kind of'- questions with WFQs, and show that the latter type not only may quantify
over kinds of things, but also select unique individuals for their answer. In this sense, WFQs
are not determined for types.

In section 3, I suggest that the meaning of WFQs and of questions in general can be best
captured when we individuate them in terms of how they delimit the range of possible
answers. The classical way to determine the meaning of different questions is to distinguish
among them in terms of their possible answers (Karttunen 1977). I would like to take a
somewhat different course. Someone who asks a question not only demands relief of his
ignorance ( Higginbotham 1995), but, at the same time, he indicates the space of possible
answers ( Higginbotham 1995) by using a specific question form . I therefore suggest that
Wh-words are complex functions, consisting of a question operator and a nominal restriction
delimiting the domain of query. To make my proposal more explicit, I will present a formal
treatment of a small set of questions taken from German.

In section 4, we will see that the present approach also accommodates English WQs and
provides an explanation for their similarity with WFQs.

Section 5 is dedicated to the question, why indefinites in WFQs, which occur in the scope of
the question operator may not receive a bound variable interpretation.

In section 6 I discuss multiple source WFQs in German.
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5.2 The Semantic Range of WF- Interrogatives

In the following, I compare what kind of- and which-questions with WFQs. The language of .

exemplification will be German.

WFQs are thought to range unequivocally over kinds, cf. Pafel (1995). De Hoop (1992)
categorizes answers to WFQ as "sub-kind denoting NPs, comparable to bare plurals modified

by an adjective". By way of an example, she gives the English question What kind of children

were playing in the garden? and notes that tl2ose children and Kirsty and Tessa do not qualify

as good answers for this question, while schoolchildren and nasty children do (p. 189). Now,
it does not come as a surprise that a question that makes explicit reference to kinds by using

the taxonomic noun kind in the question only allows sub-kinds as its answer. However, when

we turn to WFQs, we notice that the range of possible answers changes drastically. Given

certain conditions, discourse linked individuals as well as lists of names qualify as answers.

The following German example which rephrases de Hoop's English example as a WFQ

illustrates this point:

(1) uestion:
Was fur Kinder haben im Garten gespielt?

what for children have in-DEF garden played

Answer:

a diese Kinder von nebenan

those children from next-door

b natiirlich Kristy und Tessa

naturally Kirsty and Tessa

`undoubtedly Kirsty and Tessa'

c Kinder, die wissen wie man die Gartentur aufkriegt

children who know how one the garden door opens

`children who know how to open the garden door'

d absolute Chaoten
`absolutely chaotic people'

(1) makes clear that a sub-kind is just one of the possible answers to a WFQ. Except for

chaotic people, none of the other answers constitutes a kind. But although answers to a

WFQ are not limited to kinds, this does not entail that anything in terms of an answer is

possible. Certain restrictions apply which, specified for the example given above, are the
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following: Those children in ( la) by itself is not a particularly good answer, while those
children from next door is. Secondly, a list of names ( ]b) is excluded if the people named are
not known to speaker and hearer. Names as an answer are only felicitous if they refer to
familiar individuals.

After this first examination of possible answers to WFQs, at least this much is conspicuous:
WFQs are not confined to sub-kinds. A unique individual will equally well serve as an
answer as will a set of individuals. There are, however, conditions, not yet well defined, that
restrict a specifc individual-answer. Since we have been somewhat misled in our conception
of what is a possible answer to a WFQ, it seems a good idea to find a more adequate answer
to the question of what type of nominals qualify as a possible answer to WFQs.

Consider the following question triple:

(2) a Welcher Typ Frau sitzt in diesem Ausschuf3?
which type woman sits in this committee
`Which type of woman sits in this committee?'

b Welche Frau sitzt in diesem Ausschuf3?
which woman sits in this committee
`Which woman sat yesterday in that committee?'

c Was fur eine Frau sitzt in diesem Ausschuf3?
what for a woman sits in this committee

(2a) asks for the type of woman and (2b) for a particular woman that sits in a certain
committee, which makes a young University graduate and Hilda good answers to (2a) and
(2b), respectively. The WFQ in (2c) can be answered by naming a type of woman which
makes again the young University graduate a good answer. (2c) could likewise be answered
by giving a description of the woman, e.g. a tall one with black hair.

Note that a description will also do as an answer to a welche `which'-question. However, in
the latter case the description has to lead to the identification of a specific person while a
description as an answer to a WFQ can be given in ignorance of who the individual is that
will fit the descrip[ion.
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Notice furthermore that it is i~ossible to answer the WFQ in (2c) by giving a name whereas

a name is a good answer to the welche-question in (2b).

(2) illustrates that a WFQ can be answered by talking about kinds of things or about

particular individuals. Crucially, and this is the essence of what example (2) tells us, as an

answer to WFQs, individuals cannot directly be referred to. Instead this question type requires

that we talk about them by means of a description.

To emphasize that WFQs select individuals without identifying them, consider the following
situation, where someone is asked to identify the policeman that beat him:

(3) a Welcher Polizist hat Sie geschlagen?
which policeman has you beaten

`Which policeman has beaten you?'

b qoWas war das fur ein Polizist, der Sie geschlagen hat?
what was that for a policeman who you hit has

In (3a), the welche-question calls for the identification of a specific individual from a defined

group of policemen. The WFQ in ( 3b) cannot be used in this function. During the

confrontation of a victim with several suspects, a welc{ie-question has to be employed to have
the victim point to one of the suspects. Nonetheless, (3b) is a grammatical question. To

answer it, certain characteristics of the policeman in question can be named (He was rather
small...). But again as a crucial difference between a which- and a WFQ, the latter can be

answered without knowing which specific person will fit the descriptions given.

Let us next consider a situation where we do not search for an individual but where the the
individual is contextually given. The following question-answer pair, uttered for example at a

reception, illustrates such a situation:
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(4) Was ist das fiir einer?

what is that for a-3P~SING.

`Who is THAT?'

a ~`Thilo

b Marions neuer Freund

Marion's new boy-friend

Again we see that WFQs cannot be answered by giving the person's name (4a). Instead, we
have to describe the person, for example, in terms of his relationship to others (46). The
crucial point here is this: In addition to the answers given in 4a and b, and against what I

have claimed so far, the above WFQ can be answered by giving a proper name. For example,

der Thilo `the Thilo' is a fine answer. To understand why this is so, we have to view the
question within its context. Since the individual inquired about is already present, the WFQ
does not serve to identify the individual. Instead we are solely concerned with [he
characterization of the individual [hat is already contextually given. Thus, if Thilo is a
familiar character then Thilo as an answer means that the individual present can be evaluated

within the set of those properties that the name Thilo stands for.

I now would like to ask if kinds of things always constitute good answers to WFQs. Since we
already know that WFQs ask for descriptions, we need to find a situation that excludes a
description but still allows reference to kind of things.

Such a situation is provided by the following example: At night, some car hits your car and
you report the accident at the nearest police station. Since it was dark and everything went so
quickly, you cannot remember much about the other car. A policeman asks you:

(5) Wenn Sie sich schon nicht an die Zulassung, die Farbe oder den Zustand des Fahrzeuges
erinnern kdnnen, wissen Sie denn wenigstens:

`If you cannot remember the licence number, the colour or the shape the car was i n,
can't you at least remember... ":
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a welchen Autotyp der Angeklagte gefahren hat?

which kind of car the suspect driven has

`Which kind of car did the suspect drive?'

b~`was fur ein Auto der Verd~chtige gefahren hat?

what for a car the suspect driven has

(5) depicts a situation where a description of the object in question is impossible whereas the
indication of its type still might. Since a WFQ requires a description as its answer it is

excluded, whereas a welche Art von- question is not.

So far we have seen the following: The sets of answers to WFQs and to welch~~ Art

von-questions overlap only partially.

As a final interessting fact let me point out that to ask for kinds of things may even lay
outside the range of inquiry defined by WFQs. Consider the following example:

John and Mary are looking at old family pictures, and Mary asks:

(6) und was sind das fur Leute auf diesem Bild?

and what are that for people on this picture

`and what people are on this picture here?'

John answers: 'Thnt is uncle Robert, Willy, the neig[tbour's boy, m~d that one with the hat

that is me. ' John's answer will satisfy Mary since she indicates by using a WFQ that it is a

description of the people on the picture that she is asking for. Given Mary's interest, she

would not have employed a welche Art von-question since class membership (sailors,

teachers, red cross workers) is not her concern. Hence, in the situation given in

(6), WFQs and welche Art von-questions range over distinct sets of answers.

We have reached the end of the discussion, the aim of which was to call for a revision of our
present understanding of WFQs. I have shown that WFQs are not syntactic variants of

welche Art voit-questions. Instead, we have to conclude that:
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. WFQs ask for descriptions, or, simply, predications.

. Proper names are answers to WFQs if interpreted as predicates.
- WFQs are not determined for types of individuals, and, hence, are answered without

directly identifying the individual that the description applies to. In this sense, WFQs are
referentially non-determined questions.
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5.3.1 The Representation of Questions

Although continuous and discontinous WFQs offer the same information, all languages that

possess this question type provide both variants. In terms of an economy principle which is

thought to apply to language (Chomsky 1993, 1995a, 1995b), there neither seems to be the

need nor the justification for having two forms expressing the same information. So, on the

face of it, it seems as if to compute parts of a nominal expression dispersed over the
sentential projection, as in the case of discontinuous WFQs, is paying a high prize for

absolutely no gain.

In the treatment of questions to be presented now, I offer a solution to the above puzzle

within a framework that distinguishes between referentially determined and referential non-

determined questions. Wh-phrases will be presented as consisting of two distinct functions,
namely, a question function and a(pro)nominal function which will be decomposed for

interpretational reasons. The intuition that I would like to capture is the following: Somebody

who is asking a question does not only search for information, but, by employing a certain

question form indicates at the same time the possible range of answers. Ques[ions request a

choice and different question forms delimit this choice by carving out different domains of

query. I will distinguish between different types of nominal restrictions. They can either

represent sets of individuals leading to referentially determined guestions, or sets of properties

which makes them referentially non-determined. As we will see, it is the latter type that can

be construed as part of a matrix predicate, as is the case in discontinuous WFQs.

It is by no means a new idea to decompose questions. Semantic and syntactic treatments of

questions explicitly or implicitly need to distinguish between a question function and its

restriction. Most approaches to question semantics take Karttunen (1977) as a starting point

and individuate questions by means of sets of true answers. Wh-phrases are, under this view,

existential NPs which occur in the propositional restriction of the question operator.~

~ In an HamblinlKarttunen approach a question like Which girl likes John? is defined as the set
of propositions of [he form; "for some x, x a gírl 8c p-" x likes John", which in its formalized
version spells out as:

(i) Á.p ~x [girl' (x) n v p 8c "p - "like ~` (j, x)]
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In generative syntax, wh-words are moved to the sentence initial SPEC,CP to check the wh-
feature [twh] contained in the C head. While the feature that needs to be satisfied by the
movement of the wh-phrase has a monadic value, wh-phrases comprise, in addition to the wh-
feature, a(pro)nominal part specifying, for example, animacy (who~what), space (where), time
(when) as well as other nominal properties.
It therefore seems that a theory that views wh-movement as wh-feature checking predicts that
this requirement can be fulfilled only by moving that parts of the question that satisfies this
feature. In particula,r from the point of view of a minimalist approach to syntactic movement
for which the ecomomy of movement is one of its tenets, we probably would expect that
languages more generally would allow autonomous movement of what corresponds to the
`wh-part' of the ques[ioned phrase.

To put it somewhat differently: suppose question formation is derived by the formal
requirement to check a sentence initial wh-feature, and suppose that languages obey an
economy principle, why is it that we do not find syntactically forced morphological
decomposition of wh-pronouns? Even if we assume that such a phenomenon is prevented by
independent morphological constraints, this would still leave us with the question why we do
not more often see autonomous movement of noun phrase internal wh-words. So, why, for
example, can English which not move to sentence initial position leaving its nominal
restriction behind?

To derive question movement from wh-feature checking implicitly allows for decomposition
of wh-questions since movement is forced by the checking of the wh-feature alone. But while
syntactic theory appeals to morphological decomposition, factually morphologically
decomposed wh-words do not seem to be an option within natural language whereas syntactic
decomposition of wh-questions remains the exception.

Still, the intuition behind wh-movement in terms of wh-feature checking seems to be correct.
Syntactic movement of questioned arguments seems to be exclusively forced by the
interrogative interpretation of the sentence, and, in that sense, it is in fact the question
function of the wh-phrase alone which `triggers' syntactic wh-movement. But instead of
postulating wh-movement for morphological reasons, the present approach will represent
question formation as dríven by intemretational reasons only, in such a way to be made
explicit.
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5.3.2 German Wh-Questions

I will treat the following types of questions:

(7)Table I:

Referentially determined Questions

- welch (which)

- wer I was (who~what)

- welche Art von (what kind of)

- which -questions

- pronominal questions

- questions for kinds

Referetztially non-detennined Questions~

- was fur ein

- was...fur ein

- continuous WFQs (CWFQs)

- discontinuous WFQs (DWFQs)

The right column in the above tables shows the terms that I will use to label the

corresponding questions.

From this point on, I will take the representation of wh-movement in standard generativé

syntax and introduce step by step the additional formalism that I think is necessary to allow a

full interpretation of the different question types. Semantic and syntactic information will be

represented on an annotated S-structure, a form standard in generative semantics, and

introduced here in chapter 2.

Let me point out that in the following treatment of questions, tense or any of the syntactic

and semantic effects related to it, will not be represented. Structural representations given in

the following will therefore only show the CP and VP domain of the construction in question.

z English whnt x-questions which are also referentially non-determined questions will be treated in
section 5.4.
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Referentially deternrirred Questiorrs
Take a question such as Welches Becch irnt Maria gelesetr? 'Whiclx book did Maria read?'.
This question is represented in X-bar theory as follows:

(g)
CP

~ `
welches Buck;

I VP
[fw'h] ~ `

Maria V'

e; ~ `
Va

~
lesen

Welches Buch hat 1,laria gelesen?
`Which book did Maria read?'

It has been noted many times before (Chomsky 1964, Katz~Postal 1964, Kuroda 1969,
Ouhalla 1995) that wh-words indicate morphologically that they stand for two distinct aspects
of question formation, namely a question function and a pronominal function. In German, wh-
pronouns correspond closely to determiners, as shown in table II:
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Table II
(w)elch ----~ (s)olch ----~ welchlsolch -er (masclsing~nom)
which such -e (ferrtrsinglnom)

-es (neutlsinglnom)
(w)as ----~ (d)as
what the(neut.~sing.)

(w)er ----~ (d)er
who the(masc.~sing.)

Although question words consist of two grammatical functions, namely their question- and

their pronominal component, they are, as far a I know, never decomposed - neither

morphologically or syntactically'.

What I would like to argue here is that although wh-words never decompose morphologically

or syntactically, their two functions nevertheless need to be kept apart interpretationally.

While the pronominal function provides the restriction, the wh-element serves as a sentence

operator. To capture this difference, I will assume that the question operator is in a further

interpretational movement elevated from SPEC,CP to a position c-commanding CP. I take this

further projection to represent the canonical position of sentence operators, and refer to it as

WP. The question operator itself will be represented by W. It represents an abstract SEARCH -

function ranging over questions. The analysis of questions in terms of a SEARCH - function

makes sense only for matrix, or `direct' questions. For so-called `indirect questions', like the

embedded clause in The footprints reveal tivho is the thief, I assume that they should not be

linked to an operation of query at all, but rather be represented along the lines of Karttunen

(1977), namely as the set of true instantiations of the sentence schema in question. Many of

the matrix

wh - constructions addressed here have counterparts in embedded positions, and I assume that

the formal analyses developed here carry over to the embedded variants. However, in this

work, I will not go into this dimension of the analysis.

' In Iraqi Arabic wh-words are morphologically more transparent than wh-words in the Germanic
languages (Ouhalla 1995):

(i) men-o
who-3sg,masc.

(ii) "seno-o
what-3sg,neut.
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Returning to the question operator W, I will assume that after elevation to WP, W will
directly c-command its restriction as shown in the following tree diagram:

(9)
WP

r `
W CP
I r `
;w ;DP ,

, ` .

Do NP

anchor variable Buch VP
layer layer ~ `
I I Maria
e~ elches V'

I ~e;

Welches Buch hat Maria geleseit

`Which book did Maria read?'

Vo
~

leseit

As a further factor relevant for the interpretation of questions, I will assume that Do is
composed of what I will call two layers, an anchor layer and a variable layer, representing
different interpretational functions of Do.
The interpretation of questions thus demands two more structural layers for their syntactic
representation than is standardly assumed, namely an additional position which c-commands
CP and contains sentence operators, and a sub D-zero level representing interpretationally
distinct functions of wh-pronouns. Although additional structure is introduced here for
interpretational purposes, we still remain within a frame of possible extensions of X-bar
theory'.

" An extension of the sentential projection has been suggested for syntactic reasons e.g. by Zwart
(1993 and references therein). Zwart splitd CP into a WP and a TopP.
For an extension of X-bar theory to morphological structure, and thus to a'below-zero' structural
representation, see Selkirk (1982), Lieber (1992) and Ackema (1995).
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Taking the interpretationally extended syntactic structure as input, I will now make use of a

node by node annotation representing further crucial aspects of question meaning. In addition

to the asymmetrie co-indexation used to indicate trace binding5, I will further apply

elementary predicate logic, including ]ambda calculus, as used in chapter 2. The following
structure now constitutes the full representation of a referentially determined which-question.
The variable II ranges over DP-denotations and serves to `reconstruct' the object from its

SPEC,CP position.

The Representation of which-gieestions

(10)

WP -~ Search(~xk[TRANS(CP])-Search(~,xk[Buch(xk) ác lesen(Maria,xk)])
~ `

Wk[fDwl] CP-~TRANS C'(~II;[TRANS(DP;,k)])-Buch (xk) 8z lesen (Maria,
~

w r `
~DP~,, ' . -----~ ~,Q[Buch(xk) ~ Q(xk)]

~neulsm ~ ~
o ~

D k P~neutsingi `
, ` I

anch.lk vbl.lk Bucl: VP -~ II;(~,y[lesen(Maria,y)])
~.w. ,dwq I I `

e elclies Maria V'-~ 7t,z[II;(~,y[lesen(z,y)])]
-~~,P~,Q[P(Xk) ~ Q(xk)] I ~

DP; Vo-~ ~,II ~.z[II(~ y[lesen(z,y)])]
I 1

e lesen
-~II;

Welches Buch l:at Maria gelesett?
`Whicl: book did Maria read?'

Since the formalism has already been introduced in chapter 2 and since it is standard for

semantic representations in generative grammar, I will concentrate on the aspects of the

analysis that are specific to the interpretation of referentially determined questions.

Several aspects distinguish the present representation from the standard representation of wh-

questions. As was mentioned earlier, in standard syntactic theory the wh-word or -phrase is

5 Cf. Higgenbotham (1983), Hellan (1988)
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moved into a specifier-head-configuration to satisfy a morphological requirement imposed by
the a wh-feature in C. The present theory assumes that syntactic wh-movement is driven by
semantic reasons only. In other words, wh-movement is optional movement and as such not
morphologically driven. If, however, it is syntactically reflected, as in the Germanic
languages, it is syntactically restricted by factors such as directionality, subjacency and
constituenthood. It is particularly the latter restriction that is of interest to us here. Within the
Germanic languages, it is a basic fact that phrases containing a wh-element move as a wholeb
To capture this fact, I will assume that question operators have to directly c-command their
restriction, where `directly' translates as syntactic adjacency.
Let us now consider the internal specification of the questioned DP. Look again at the which-
question given in (10).

For which-questions, the DP carries an index k. k represents an individual variable and
originates in the variable layer (vbl.l) of the D head. DP is further specified as neuter and
singular. Both nominal fea[ures are generated in the NP-part of the restriction.
Given this specification at the DP level, the nominal restriction indicates that the indi~~idual
variable k needs to be bound in the domain grammatically specified as [tneut,fsing]. With
respect to the question-operator this means that the variable k it binds represents a singular
individual confined to the grammatical class of neuter expressions. Moreover, additional
lexical information is available, and will direct the search function initiated by the question
operator to the appropriate nominal, which in our case is BUCH.

A crucial aspect of the representation suggested is that under the generalized search function,
question operators will be specified for the type of search function they induce. A question
operator that is specified for an individual variable only, leads to what I will call a
referentially determined Question. Such a question operator has the feature matrix [fdwl]
standing for `downloaded', a mnemonic term for referentially determined.

6 In German, as in English, the following is ungrammatical:
(i) ~Welches; hat er [ t; Buch] gelesen?

~`which did he read book?
(ii) ~`Wie; ist er grof3?

~`How is he big?
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Allow me to summarize. Syntactic question formation is triggered by semantic constraints.

The question operator W represents a function over propositions or, simply, W(p). As an

abstract search function it generalizes over different question types.

So far we have seen that for which-questions the domain of query is restricted to individuals

within a field specified by the grammatical and lexical features of the embedded nominal.

This makes which-questions referentially determined questions.

The Representatio~i of pronominal 9uestions

Let us now observe at pronominal questions, which just like which-questions are referentially

determined questions; in feature specification [fdw]]-questions.

The representation of German wer 'who' is exemplified as follows:

(11)
~ WP Search -~(~,(xk)[ Animate(xk) 8z sttiren(xk, Maria)])

`
Wk[fDwl] CP -~ Animate(xk) ~ st~ren (x;;, Maria)

~
;w

~DP~k~ -----,--------------~~.Q[Animate(xk ) ~ Q(xk)l
, ~ranimate~ ~

D~k, ` NP~,animale~` VP -~ IIi(~.x[stóren(x,Maria)])

~ ` ~ ~~
an.l~k, vbl.l~k, 0 DP; V' - ~ ~.x[stbren(x,Maria)]
~,w, ,awi~ I Í

' `e~ er e DP
-~ ~,P7,.Q[P(xk) 8z Q(xk)] I V" -~ ~.Il~,x[~,P[P(m)]

1 1 (~,y[stóren(x,y)J)]
Maria gestórt
~,P[P(m)J

Wer liat Maria gest~rt?
`Who disturbed Maria?'
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I will keep the analysis of the nominal restriction constant for all representations. This means
that also for pronominal questions, the DP will be composed of a referential shell, embodied
by the anchor and the variable layer, and a nominal shell.

In the case of pronominal questions, the latter is lexically empty but specified for animacy.
Abstracting from differences in the representation of VP due to the different placement of the
trace, wer 'who' and was `what' questions differ from one another only with respect to the
feature specification of the lexically empty NP. In the case of was, NP is specified as [-
animate].

The Renresentation of ~uestions for Kinds

Questions for kinds also belong to the class of referentially determined questions. Since we
have already discussed the essential characteristics of questions of this type, I will concentrate
on the representation of the nominal restriction. The computation of the construction as a
whole will follow the principles outlined so far. The placement of the trace within VP
correspond to that illustrated for which-questions.

A phrase such as Welche Art vorz Buchern 'Which kind of books' has the following structure:

(12)
DPG;,k, - ~ ~,Q(von(Buch)(xk) 8c ART(xk) 8z Q(xk))

cART,tneuq pb

~ `

DGk, NP -~ ~,x[von(Buch)(x) á Art(x) ]

an.l.k, vb1.1.Gk, 1 `
c4,ï,tÓM~~ I I

I
e~ elche N PP -~ von(Buch)

I `
Art P NPG,nen,,Pt,f [

von Biichern
Welche Art vaz Buchern
`Whicl: kind of book '

Specific in questions for kinds is the occurrence of the taxonomic noun Art `kind'. It is a part
of the nominal shell, and restricts the search function to kinds of things. Kinds are treated
here as entities. Welche Art von-questions are thus characterized as referentially determined
questions restricted to kinds.
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The Renresentntion of referentinlly non-determined Questions

So far we have looked at referentially determined questions. These are questions where the

question operator binds an individual variable in the domain specified by the wh-restriction.

We now turn to referentially non-determined questions. For our German sample, these are

continuous WFQs (CWFQs) and discontinuous WFQs (DWFQs). Other questions belonging

to the class of referentially non-determined questions are English

what x-questions (WQs). These will be discussed in section 5.4.

The crucial difference between referentially determined and referentially non-determined

questions can be defined in terms of the different character of their restrictions. The

restriction in referentially determined questions is a referential DP, whereas the restriction for

referentially non-determined questions is a nominal predicate.

To put it in another way: referentially determined questions ask for an individual whereas

referentially non-determined ques[ions ask for a choice of property, leading to the individual

or a set of individuals. The core property of referentially non-determined questions is that the

domain of query is given as a predication, and it is within the domain of this predicatio:i that

we find the individual that constitutes the answer.

We will first look at CWFQs and see how the present approach implements the basic

characteristics of this question type.
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Consider the following structure, representing a CWFQ, where translations are assigned
leading up to a search defined over properties and entities:

(13)
, WP -~ SEARCH (~,Pm,~,xk[P,,,(Xk) l~ Buch(xk) óc lesen(Maria,xk)])

W~k.m~[-DWI]
`

~ CP -~ Pn,(xk) áz Buch(xk) 8z lesen (Maria,xk)

iW ~ ~
~DP ~k.m~ --..J ~Q[P~,(xk) 8 Buch(xk) ~ Q(x)]

r `
Dk PPm -`------~ ~,x[Pm(x) 8~ Buch(x)l

, ` ~ ` ~

an.lk Vbl.l Pm DPm ~.
[-dwl] r ` `
e~ as f'tir Dm NP

~ ~ VP -~ II;(~,Y [lesen (Maria,Y)])
ein Buch ~ `

DP V'
I ... ~

Maria DP; V
~ ~

e leset:

Was f'tir ein Buch hat Maria gelesen?
Wltat for a book Itas Maria read

The question operator is specified as (-dwl], which stands for `non-downloaded', a mnemonic
term for referentially non-determined and used here as a feature specification. The property
and the individual variable are tied together by the preposition f'ur, which means that unlike
earlier semantic approaches to WFQs (Beck 1995, Honcoop 1996), the preposition inside the
WFQs is treated as a meaning bearing element. Its specification is given in (14), quite similar
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to the form argued for in chapter 2, except for the subscript `m', which is the index mediating

the property variable up through the structure.'

(14)GranrnraticalSpeciFication oF the Prepositioit inside of WFQs;

FLJR

PF

Grammatical Form

Meaning

Frame

[fy:r]

Cat: P

Index: m

~Q,~x [Q(x) ~ Pm (x)l

-DP~~„

Regarding DWFQs, most of the formalism that allows their representation has already been

developed for the preceding question forms. Still, some problems remain, which have to do

with the stranding of the PP-remnant in the argument's base position. But before I discuss

these more technical question arising from the implementation suggested here, I would like to

recall the two central questions concerning DWFQs:

- CWFQs and DWFQs convey the same information. Why do languages that possess W F Q s

always feature a discontinuous pattern next to a discontinuous one?

- Why are discontinous WFQs largely restricted to direct objects?

' For discussion of adjunctive prepositional predicates, see chapter 2. There I also derive the
properties of the predicative operator fiir.
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Let me first give the structure of DWFQs, then discuss some of its more technical aspects to
finally turn to the question of why WFQs occur in a discontinuous pattern.

Represeittation of discontinuous WFQs

(15)

, WP

W~k~nu~"DWI~ `

I

;w ,
~DP~k~
' `

D~k, NP

r ` ~
an.l~k, vbl.l~k, 0

~ (
e~ as

CP -~ Pn,(x) 8z Buch (x) 8z lesen (Maria, x)] )

VP
, `

Maria

,

~ `
D~f.k~ PPm

I ~ `
e Pm DP,,,

~ r `
fiir Dm NP

f I

lesen

ein Buch

Was hat Maria f'tir ein Buch gelesen?
What l:as Mariafor a book read?

In DWFQs, only the question word moves to SPEC,CP. The question operator W will then be
further elevated to WP for interpretational reasons. I will assume that in DWFQs too, the
question restriction is a full NP. But unlike pronominal questions, where rvas contains a
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nominal shell specified for animacy, the nominal part of was in DWFQs remains empty . Its
only function is to provide the individual variable k, which, as I have assumed throughout, is
bound by W under direct c-command. Now notice that on standard assumptions about X-bar

theory, the wh-word needs to be a DP in order to be moved to Spec,CP. Here we have

assumed that the wh-word originates as an interrogative determiner taking a PP complement.

As such, it is a head and if defined in terms of projection features, it will receive the
specification [-maximal,fminimal], according to a system of relational features first suggested

by Muysken (1982). It is standardly assumed that the level of projection is an inherent
property, so that a morpheme generated as a head remains a head throughout the derivation,

and thus can never move to an XP-position (Uniformity Condition). Was in DWFQs is a wh-

determiner that combines wi[h a PP to form a DP. In its base position was is a head and as

such specified as [fmínimal]. Was then moves to SPEC,CP. In order to make such a
movement possible, it has to be maximal projection. I[herefore like to suggest that was, after

wh-movement, expands and takes a zero NP as its complement. The wh-determiner and the

zero NP form a DP. Bu[ since the complement of the wh-determiner is a zero element, the

projection as a whole carries the projection feature [fminimallfmaximal].

Consideration of the translation of the VP in DWFQs would now be of interest. As a relevant

difference between the discontinuous and continuous question patterns, the PP remnant

remains in base position so that VP now comprises in addition to the verbal predicate, the

nominal predicate that is in[roduced by the preposition f'ur. This leads to a situation where

both predicates contained in WFQs occur under syntactic adjacency. Going back to the

question of why languages wi[h WFQs always feature discontinuous WFQs next to a

continuous pattern, an answer has now come within reach. Supposing that syntactic continuity

of grammatical units is a basic constraint in language processing, perhaps a principle of

simplicity. What we observe with respect to WFQs is that both question patterns for this

question type obey such a principle. In CWFQs, it is the syntactic continuity of arQUments

that is observed leading to the wholeness of the WF-phrase; while for DWFQs it is the

syntactic continuity of predicates that is observed. With the PP-remnant inside the VP the

accumulated predicational load of DWFQs can now be computed under syntactic adjacency.

In the translation assignment these predicates moreover count as being in combination with

each other, since they are bound together in the rule which establishes the V' translation.
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Turning to the second pertinent question concerning DWFQs, it should be clear to begin with
that the semantics of WFQs does not prevent a discontinuous question pattern for subjects.
Syntactically however problems arise related to the grammatical status of the PP-remnant that

is stranded after extraction. PPs are licensed syntactic elements when stranded in object
position. When stranded in subject position, they, however fail the structural requírements

imposed on subjects on two accounts: Neither as PPs nor as predicates can they function as

standard subjects.
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5.3.3 An Aside on the Indefinite Determiner inside of the WF-phrase.

In the preceding section as well as in chapter 2, I have argued that the complements of the

preposition fur, when used in adjunctive prepositional predicates (PPreds) or in WFQ-

restrictions, are predicate nominals. For WFQs we have seen that these complements may

never be preceded by a definite article, whereas the Germanic languages vary with respect to

the constraints that they impose on the occurrence of other indefinite elements preceding the

common noun.

In this section, I would like to address two issues. The first concerns the categorial status of

predicate nominals, and the second the parametric variation that we observe for Dutch and

German with respect to the use of the indefinite determiner in WFQs.

It has become a popular view within syntactic theory to derive referential properties of

nominal phrases (again I use the term `nominal phrase' or `nominal' as a theory neutral term

for nominal expressions) from their internal structure. For instance, Longobardi (1993) claims

that DPs are arguments, wherease predicative nominals are NPs lacking a DP-layer.

In contrast, the view defended here, the referential properties of nominal phrases are a

characteristic of language use and should not be encoded as part of the basic computational

system of languageg. Although the internal structure of nominals must conform with their

referential use, the latter is not determined by the noun-phrase internal structure. Instead, it is

by virtue of the structural and interpretational properties of the construction as a whole that

language determines referential properties of noun phrases. Differences among languages arise

with respect to the means and the extent to which they reflect referentiality in the internal

syntax and morphology of their noun phrases.

From this point of view, there is no reason to assume that nominals embedded in WFQs,

although predicate nominals, are structurally anything else but DPs. Just like any other DP,

they possess a D head which takes an NP complement to form a DP. But in contrast to

standard D heads, the determiner does not serve any function in the referential anchoring of

its NP complement. To express this fact, I will assume that an indefinite detetminer, when

part of a WFQ, does not contribute to the meaning of the DP as a whole. This is already

anticipated in the analyses given in (13) and (15) above. Representative of this analysis is the

grammatical specification of the indefinite determiner as part of WFQs (The German

motpheme ein represents one of [he possible spell-outs of the indefinite determiner):

R See Reinhart (1995) for a similar argumentation with respect to the interpretation of indefinites.
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(17) Grantmatical Snecifrcatioit of t{ie indefinite Deten~liner ernbedded in WFQs:

PF: [aj n]

Cat: Det
EIN Grammatical Form:

Index: m
Matrix: a(case, count, cardinality, gender...)

Meaning: 0

But in spite of the special property that the indefinite determiner gains as part of WFQs, it
nevertheless, still serves in its standard function, that is, it expresses in addition to case the
nominal features of its complement such as countability, cardinality and gender.
It is with respect to this latter function that we see parametric variation among the Germanic
languages. The difference between Dutch and German serves as an example.

Recall that in Dutch, WFQs, the indefinite determiner is optional and may also occur with
plural nouns, whereas in German, it is obligatory with singulars and cannot occur with
plurals. In spite of these differences, the embedded indefinite article in both languages acts as
a standard determiner and expresses nominal features. In both languages it is specified for
gender:

(17) German:

Von was fur einer schwarzen Katze redest du?
from what for a-D~FISING black-AGR cat talk you
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Dutch:

a Over wat voor een zwarte poes heb je het?

over what for a black-AGR cat have you it

`What black cat are you talking about?'

b Over wat voor een zwart paard heb je het?

`What horse are you talking about?'

One of the differences that Dutch and German show with respect to the nominal morphology

is that German makes a three way distinction (masculine, feminine, neuter) for nouns,

whereas Dutch only distinguishes between de-nouns and het-nouns. Although the indefinite

article in Dutch is not suffixed for gender, in the way it is in German, it nevertheless has to

bear a gender specification. This can be deduced from the fact that it is necessary for an

adjective embedded under the indefinite determiner to agree. In Dutch, adjectives following

indefinite determiners agree only if the indefinite article is followed by a noun of the de-class.

In WFQs too, Dutch adjectives show sensitivity to gender agreement covertly expressed by a

preceding indefinite article.

The above pattern is interesting for the following reason. In Dutch WF-phrases as well as in

German, the indefinite determiner expresses nominal features in accordance with its standard

function as a determiner. Another fact that underlines this conclusion comes from the use of

mass terms. An indefinite determiner preceding a mass term leads to a kind interpretation of

the expression, as illustrated with the following Dutch example:

(18)

Wij produceren een leer dat voor de schoenproductie gebruikt wordt.

we produce a leather that for the shoe production used is

`We produce a leather that is used for shoe production.'

The same can be observed inside of WFQs:
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(19)a Wat voor leer vind je het mooist?
what for leather find you the nicest
`What leather do you find the nicest?'
Answer:

zwart leer, lamsleer, nappaleer...
`black leather, lam leather, nappa leather'

b Wat voor een leer vind je het mooist?
what for a leather find you the nicest
`What kind of leather do you find the nicest?'
Answer:

lamsleer, nappa leer, ?zwart leer
`lam leather, nappa leather, ?black leather'
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Although to name kinds of leather is a good answer to both questions in (19), ztivart leer
which is not a kind of leather, is only a good answer to (19a) when the mass term is not
preceded by the indefinite determiner, but it is rather strange as answer to (19b), supposedly,
because the indefinite determiner preceding the mass term fosters a kind interpretation.

On the basis of the above examples we may conclude that also in WFQs, the indefinite
determiner functions as a determiner. What is crucial for the understanding of the observed
variation between Dutch and German is [he following. The general condition that fos[ers
parametric variation is that complements of the predicate operator voor~f'ur are non-referential
nominal expressions. Hence, the indefinite determiner does not contribute referential factors to
the overall meaning of the construction. The variation that we observe between Dutch and
German simply boils down to the following. Whereas German maintains the standard feature
matrix of the indefinite determiner, Dutch indefinite determiners have an impoverished matrix
lacking the feature [fcount], which serves to explain their compatibility of the indefinite
determiner with plural nouns. Moreover, in Dutch WF-phrases, the lexicalization of the
indefinite determiner is optionaL In German it is obligatory.
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5.4 English What x-Questions

In chapter 3, section 4, we determined that English WQs ask for the characterization of an

individual whose existence they do not presuppose. WQs are triggered in situations where a

selection is not intended or not possible. Given this characterization, English WQs fall into the
class of referentially non-determined questions, thus filling the same slot in an overall question
paradigm in the other Germanic ]anguages is filled by WFQs.

Furthermore we saw that English WQs may be used to question the existence of the entity

denoted by the question, a further property that they share with WFQs.

Here, I will first accommodate WQs within the present framework of questions whereupon~I will
turn to the question of why WQs as well as WFQs may serve to question existence.

WQs are, just like WFQs, referentially non-determined questions. For this question type, the

question operator is specified as [-dwl] binding an individual and a property variable in the

restriction.

WQs have the following representation:

(20) WP
r `

W[-dwl]~k,m~
I ,

~wh ;DP ~k,m~

' `
Dk

, `

aneh.Ik VbI.Ik
~.w:d..i~~ f
e at

CP
`

NP,,, --~ ~x[Pm(x) ói movies(x)]

N
I

movies

VP
i `

DP V'
~ ~ `

e V DP;

What movies do you like?
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The basic difference between WFQs and WQs lies in the absence of a prepositional predicate
operator in the English variant of the referentially non-determined question type.
In chapter 3, we saw that, at least in some variants of English, WQs are restricted to bare plurals

(What ~`cat~cars do you like?)and to inanimates ( ~What girl served the coffee? What places serve
alcohol?), so that the question arises if the structural difference between WFQs and WQs

determines the more restricted and type determined use of WQs. A possible way to deliberate
this problem is the following: We know that bare plurals lend themselves easily to a generic
interpretation, as in:

(21) a Do you like the cat(s)?
b Do you like cats?

where the second example asks if someone likes the class of feline animals rather than one (or

a specific one or a set) within this class. Furthermore suppose that inanimates divide more easily

into natural classes than humans do, and that nominals denoting a natural class represent the
default realization of a property denoting nominals. Given these assumptions, the restricted use

of English WQs would represent a use of a referentially non-determined questions that restrict
this question type to certain classes within possible sets of properties.

QuestioniriQ Existence

One of the common characteristics of English WQs and WFQs is that each of these can be used
to question the existence of the type of entity denoted in the question. On the basis of the
representation of questions developed in this chapter, it is easy to see why this is so.

I have argued that WFQs as well as WQs are referentially non-determined questions. Their
restriction is given as sets of properties or simply as a predication but the search is still for an
individual or a set of individuals that will satisfy the properties denoted in the question. Since
the domain of query is defined as predication and not by a presupposed set of individuals, these
two questions open the possibility that there is just no individual that corresponds to the concept
inquired about.

Ouestioning existence by the use of a WFQ or a WQ thus makes use of an inherent property
of these questions, namely, a potential disjunction of properties and the individuals that realize
them.
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5.5 The Interpretation of Indefinite Nouns in the Scope of WFQs.

It has so far gone unnoticed that indefinites in the scope of WFQs resist interpretation but that,
given certain conditions, they become interpretable.

I will first present the problem then go on to discuss the conditions that make the interpretation

of indefinites embedded in WFQs possible. The language of exemplification will again be
German.

The interpretation of indefinite noun phrases embedded in referentially determined questions does

not present a problem:

(22) a Wer hat eine Frage gestellt?

who has a question asked

`Who has asked a question?'

b Welches Fahrzeug hat einen Unfall verursacht?

which vehicle has an accident caused

`Which vehicle caused the accident?'

The first of the above questions (22a) roughly translates into:

(23) SEARCH ~,x[~y[frage(y) 8z stellen (x,y)]]

were the object variable is interpreted relative to the subject variable. As pointed out by Engdahl

(1986), interrogative quantification needs to involve quantification over individuals which are

interpreted relative to the denotation of other NPs in the question. Although trivially true for

standard questions, the reverse must also hold. The interpretation of other NPs in the question

must include those that are derived relative to the individual or the set of individuals chosen by

the question operator. Evidently this does not pose a problem for questions of the referential type

(22) but turning to WFQs, a dependent interpretation of the indefinite is not available.

Consider the following WFQs containing an indefinite direct object.
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(24) a ??Was fiir Lehrer haben einen Schiiler geschlagen?
what for teachers have a student beaten
`What kind of teachers have beaten a student?'

b ??Was fiir ein Kind hat sich eine Katze gekauft?
what for a child has REFL a cat bought
`What kind of child has bought a cat?'

c ??Was fur ein Gegenstand hat eine Glastur durchschlagen?
what for a thing has a glass door damaged (?)
`What kind of thing has damaged a glass door?'

The examples above are odd but given certain conditions, they become fully acceptable. These
conditions are:

. The WFQ stands in a subjunctive mood.
. The WFQ is a question about a generic state of affairs.
. The embedded indefinite receives a contrastive interpretation.
. The WFQ is adverbially modified.

Since these conditions are based on facts that are new to the theoretical debate surrounding
WFQs, I would like to briefly exemplify them.

Let us first look at WFQs from subjunctives. These WFQs are grammatical in spite of the
embedded indefinite:

(25) a Was fur Lehrer wurden einen Schuler schlagen?
what for teachers would a student beat
`What kind of teachers would beat a student?'

b Was fur ein Kind wurde sich eine Katze kaufen?
what for a child would REFL a cat buy
`What sort of child would buy a cat?'
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The difference between the unacceptable examples in (24) and the grammatical ones in (25) is
that the indefinite receives a generic interpretation~o. Whereas in the ungrammatical cases the

question was what the teachers were like who beat some student or what a child was like who
bought some cat, the question now is what teachers must be like who beat students or what a
child must be like who buys cats.

A comparable shift of interpretation arises for WFQs about generic state of affairs. Consider the
following examples:

(26) a Was fur Pflanzen uberleben eine 0lkatastrophe?

what for plants survive an oil spill

`What type of plants survive an oil spill?'

b Was fiir Fische bauen ein Nest?
what for fish build a nest

`What type of fish builds a nest?'

Again the above questions are grammatical in spite of the embedded indefinite because of the

genericity of the question.

Contrastively focused indefinites also may be embedded in WFQ:

(27) a Was fur Firmen haben einen BLUMENSTRAUSS geschickt?

what for companies have a bouquet of flowers sent

`What kind of companies have sent a BOUQUET OF FLOWERS?'

b Was fur ein M~dchen hat einen LUFTBALLON gewollt?
what for a girl has a balloon wanted

`What sort of girl wanted a BALLOON?'

'o Note that the answers to-a `subjunctive WFQ' are not restricted to kinds. So, Der Dieter wurde
schon. 'Dieter would.' is as good an answer to question ( 25a) as ein Faschist `a faschist' is. Also note
that a proper name as an answer does not necessarily mean that the proper name stands for a kind.
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In the examples above, the direct object has narrow focus and needs to be interpreted
contrastively, that is, the entity denoted by the direct object belongs to a presupposed set of
things that is compared with other discourse relevant sets. So, for example, in (27a), the
assumption is that other presents were sent by other companies and the WFQ asks what
companies are like that send flowers, rather than something else. In (27b), we know that other
girls must have asked for other toys and what we like to know is what the girl was like which
asked for a balloon rather than for something else.

As a final sufficient condition for a felicitous interpretation of an indefinite inside a WFQ, we
have to consider adverbial modification. By way of illustration, look at the following examples:

(2g)

a Was fur eine Situation hat estern einen Unfall verursacht?
what for a situation has yesterday an accident caused
`What type of situation has yesterday cause an accident?'

b Was fur ein Gegenstand hat beim Nachbarn eine Glastur zersti)rt?
what for a thing has at the neighbors a glass door destroyed
`What kind of thing destroyed at the neighbors a glass door?'

Here it is either through reference to time or through reference to a location (see underlining),
that an indefinite direct object embedded in a WFQs becomes acceptable.

Let me summarize. We have seen a list of conditions that individually can render the use of
indefinites inside of WFQs grammatical. These conditions are:

. a change of mood from indicative to subjunctive, which induces a generic interpretation
of the indefini[e

. the WFQ is about a generic state of affairs

. the indefinite needs to be interpreted contrastively

. the indefinite is `situationally anchored' through an adverbal expressions inside the WFQ

What the above conditions have in common is that they replace the interpretational dependency
of the indefinite on the wh-operator by a new dependency which allows the indefinite to establish
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reference independent of the interrogative quantification. These new dependencies are: genericity,

presupposition or even referential identification through situational clues. The question of why

indefinites can not be interpreted relative to referentially non-determined questions, while they

receive an interpretation in referentially determined questions has to be left for further research.

5.6 Multiple Sources in German What-For-Interrogatives

German, in contrast with Dutch and Norwegian, allows multiple source WFQs'o. Consider the

following examples:

(29) a Was; haben eigentlich [ t; fur Studenten] [ t; fur Bucher] gelesen?

what have PART for students for books read

`What kind of student read what type of book?'

b Was; bieten denn da [ t; fur Leute] [ t; fiir Zeug] an?

what offer PART there for people for things PREP.

`What kind of people offer over there what kind of stuff?'

Also constructions with more than two sources are by no means impossible:

(30) Wir mussen nur belegen was; in den letz[en 6 Monaten [ t; fur Firmen]

[ t; fur Kunden] [ t; fur Waren] haben zukommen lassen.

`We simply have to prove what type of company send what type of customer what type

of product.'

The availability of multiple source constructions for DWFQs raises two questions.

Throughout the foregoing discussion, I have assumed that DWFQs are derived by sub-extraction

of the wh-word. The availability of multiple DWFQs in German seems to pose a problem to such

an approach. Under multiple extraction, the wh-word would have to originate from two positions

'o According to Corver (1990) the following multiple WFQ is impossible:
(i) ~`Wat hebbben er voor een meisjes voor een jongens gezoend?

`What kind of boys kissed what kind of boys?'

Note furthermore that also in Norwegian multiple source constructions from WFQs are ungrammatical:
(ii) ~`Hva gav du for selskap for boeker?

'What kind of company did you give what kind of books?'
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at the same time. For this reason, such constructions have always been treated as a strong
argument against a movement analysis. Pursuing the question, the first point that I, therefore,
would like to discuss the availability of multiple source constructions for German DWFQs should
be taken as conclusive evidence against an extension of a wh-movement analysis to German
DWFQs.

Mainly on the basis of Dutch and German data concerning wat~was extraction from
PP-islands, I will argue that a movement analysis for DWFQs should be maintained, also for
German.

I will then turn to the question of how German multiple source constructions can be
accommodated in the present framework. As a first approximation, I will argue that they are the
result of an optiona] deletion of the second instance of the w-word tied to syntactic identity of
the question restriction.

In principle, we have two major options for deriving DWFQs. Under a base-generation approach,
the wh-word is generated in SPEC,CP and must then be related to the questioned argument.
Under a movement account, the wh-word originates in the base position of the questioned
argument, and is subsequently moved to sentence initial position.

What seems to speak against a general base-generation account for DWFQs is that they, just like
any other interrogative, can appear in wh-in-si[u constructions:

(31) Wer hat was fur ein Auto gekauft?

who has what for a car bought
`Who bought what type of car?'

Under the assumption that the second wh-word cannot move to SPEC,CP if this position is
already occupied by another wh-word, wh-in-situ follows straightforwardly from a movement
analysis.

Under a simple version of a base generation account, it seems that we would have to argue, that
the question word can be base-generated in different positions. This would immediately lead to
the question of why the wh-word may be generated in some positions but not in others. This
question does not arise under a movement analysis since the wh-word is directly bound to the
questioned argument.

Take, for example, the following multiple wh-question from German:
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(32) Wer hat (~-was) ihr ?(was) gestern ( was) gegeben?

who has ( what) her ( what) yesterday ( what) given

`Who gave her yesterday what?'

The wh-word occurs in those positions also available for the full direct object":

(33) Wer hat (~den Schlussel) ihr (den Schliissel) gestern (den Schliissel) gegeben.

who has (the key) her (the key) yesterday (the key) given

`Who gave her yesterday the key?'

Under a base-generation analysis in general, nothing seems to prevent us from generating the wh-

word in other positions too, so why not in the position directly following the auxiliary?

AIt is possible to construe an argument in favor of a movement analysis for DWFQs on the basis

of R-extraction. R-extraction is a well known phenomenon in Dutch and German syntax. To

facilitate the discussion, I would like to take a short digression and briefly present the essential

arguments related to this phenomenon.

In Dutch as well as in German, PPs constitute islands for wh-movement.

(34) Dutch:

~Wat; heeft Jan op [ t; ] geschoten?

what has Jan at [ t; ] shot

`What did Jan shoot at?'

German:

~`Was; hat Peter auf [ t; ] geschossen?

Van Riemsdijk (1978) shows that both languages nevertheless allow movement of what he calls

R-pronouns (daar~da 'there' and waar~wo 'where') leading to the grammaticality of the following

questions:

" The difference in acceptability for was `what' and der Schlussel 'the key' in the position directly
following the pronoun derives from the fact that was, as a question word, belongs to the class of indefinite
elements while der Schliissel is a definite expression.
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(35) Dutch:

Waar; (where) heeft Jan op [ t; ] geschoten?
German:

Wo; (where) hat Jan drauf [ t; ] geschossen?

What seems to be going on is the following. A prepositional complement may escape from a PP-
island using SPEC,PP as an escape hatch in form of a R-pronoun.

Several facts speak in favor of such a view. First of all, the morphological shape of the
R-pronoun for Dutch [waar-watfLOC] and for German[wo-wasfLOC] shows `agreement' with
the locative feature of prepositions. Agreement is standardly attributed to a SPEC-HEAD
configuration between the agreeing elements so that the agreement pattern confirms the
assumption that the wh-word needs to move through the specifier of the preposition to escape

from the PP. Moreover, in German, we need to lexicalize the intermediate trace (drfP). A
sentence like:

(36) ~Wo hat Jan -auf geschossen?

is ungrammatical, again showing that the occurrence of the R-pronoun is related to the SPEC,PP
position.

Finally, what speaks for an R-extraction type of analysis is that an R-pronoun together with the
preposition can move to the sentence initial position:

(37) Dutch:

[Waar op]~ heeft Jan e~ geschoten?

German:

[Worauf]~ hat Jan e~ geschossen?

Let us now see what happens when DWFQs are embedded in PP-islands. The fact that I am
interested in here is that R-ex[raction is not an option for WFQs - neither in Dutch t:or in
German.

(38) Dutch:

~`Waar heeft Jan op [ t; voor een dier] geschoten

what has Jan at [ t; for an animal] shoot
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German:

~Wo hat Peter auf [ t; fur ein Tier] geschossen?

In earlier accounts of WFQs (Corver 1990, Pafel 1995), the WF-phrase is construed as

interrogative DP taking a PP adjunct and unavailability of R-extraction for WFQs needs to be

derived from the embeddedness of the interrogative DP. Under the analysis presented here, the

wh-word is a determiner which takes a PP as its complement. We, therefore, do not expect R-

extraction to be available.

Interesting is the following example from German'Z:

(39) Auf; was~ hat Peter [PP t; [pP t~ [fur eín Tier]]] geschossen?

In (39), the preposition auf seems [o pied pipe the wh- word to a sentence initial position. Note

that German more generally allows pied piping of wh-words by prepositions while Dutch does

not:

(40) German:

Auf was hat Jan geschossen?

Dutch:

~`Op wat heeft Jan geschoten?

However, pied-piping of an interrogative complement, as in (40), is constituent movement while

what looks like pied piping of an DP internal wh-word is not, at least not under the present

analysis. So, why is this movement then possible at all?

'Z Wh-sub-extraction from PP-islands is even well behaved with respect to the argument-adjunct
asymmetry:

(i) [Mit was]; hast du denn [ t; Fragen] gerechnet?
`On what type of question did you count?'

(ii) ~`[Mit was]; soll ich den [ t; fur einem Ding] das hier aufmachen?
`With what type of tool should I open this here?'

Furthermore note that under 'pied-piping' of the wh-word extraction from PP-islands is also available for
WFEs:

(iii) Auf was Jan fur Tiere schiesst!
In chapter 3, I therefore have argued that full WFEs need to receive the same analysis as I am about to
develop for WFQs.
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By way of answering this question, I would like to draw attention to a well know fact of German
grammar, which contrary to wha[ is assumed in traditional grammars, must be analyzed in
syntactic terms (see for discussion Beermann 1992, Van Riemsdijk 1995). In German,
determiners and prepositions sometimes need to form a complex functional head, as in:

(41) a Ich warte am Bahnhof auf dich.
I wait at-DEF train station for you

b ~Ich warte an dem Bahnhof auf dich.
I wait at the train station for you

Suppose now that a process similar to the amalgamation of prepositions and determiner,
illustrated in (41) is also available for interrogative determiner". What looks like the
non-constituent movement of a preposition and an embedded DP would then be movement of a
complex functional unit14.

In conclusion, what the presence of the matrix preposition in sentence intitial position seems to
tell us is that the wh-word is in fact moved from its base-position to the Spec of CP.
So, at this point, I simply would like to conclude that DWFQs are derived by movement of the
wh-word. Such a conclusion immediately leads us to the second question which I would like to
discuss next, namely, how can we account for multiple source DWFQs in the present framework?

Let us begin the discussion by considering some of the facts that will become relevant f~r the
answer envisioned here.

German not only possesses discontinuous WFQs but also discontinuous partitive questions (split
partitive):

" What one would like to see under these assumptions is that prepositions and wh-words can form one word
just as prepositions and determiners can. This is however not the case.

~' Note that the same type of construction is available for partitives:
(i) [Mit; wievielen~] hast du [PP t; [pP t~ von den Kindem]] gerechnet?

[with; how many~] have you [PPt; [pPt~ of the children]] counted on
`On how many of the children did you coun[?'
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(42) Wieviele hast du von den flpfein gegessen?

How many have you from the apples eaten

`How many did you eat of the apples.'

But whereas DWFQs allow multiple source constructions, split partitives do not15:

(43) ~Wieviel hast du [ t; von den i~pfeln] [ t; von den Kindern] gegeben?

how many have you [ t; of the apples] [ t; of the children] given

`How many of the apples did you give how many of the children?'

The ungrammaticality of multiple source constructions from split partitives excludes a parasitic
gap kind of analysis for the construction in question. Under such an analysis, we assume that the
wh-word moves to SPEC,CP, while what looks like its second source is simply a parasitic gap

which is dependent on the movement of the wh-word. Now notice that DWFQs as well as split-

partitives license parasitic gaps:

(44)

Was; hat er [ t; fur Zeitschriften] [ohne uberhaupt e; hineinzuschauen] weggeworfen?
what has he ( t; for magazines] [without even e; looking at] thrown away
`What kind of magazines has he thrown away without even looking at?'

(45)

Wieviele; hat er [ t; von den Zeitschriften] [ ohne uberhaupt e; hineinzugucken] weggeworfen?
how many; has he [ t; from the magazines] [without even e; looking atJ thrown away
`How many of the magazines did he throw away without even looking at?'

Furthermore notice that only DWFQs allow for a multiple source construction. If multiple sources

were a parasitic gap constellation, we would expect such constructions to be possible for both

question types - which obviously is not the case.

15 Notice that wieviel in example (47) will be marked for dative when it has scope over o the
children. It then carries the suffix -en. Wieviel with scope over of the apples will be marked for
accusative and carry the suffix -e. I will return to this point in the course of the discussion.
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As the first factor relevant to our analysis, we have seen that only discontinuous WFQs, but not
discontinuous partitive questions, allow what looks like multiple extractions of the
wh-word. A further factor of relevance is that the following two constellations are
ungrammatical~b:

(46) a ~Was haben [ t; fur Studenten] [was fur Bucher] gelesen?
what have [ t; for students] [what for books] read
`What kind of students read what kind of books'

b ~[Was fur Bucher] hat er [ t; fur Studenten] gegeben?
[what for books] has he [ t; for students] given
`What kind of book has he given what kind of student'?'

The two examples above illustrate that we cannot have a wh-in-situ WFQ dependent on the sub-
extraction of tivas" ( 46a) and that similarly we cannot have the `gap' of the second wh-word
dependent on a continuous WFQ (46b). Altogether, we have seen three factors relevant for
multiple source DWFQs in German:

. Multiple sources are impossible for other discontinuous question forms in German such as split
partitives.

'" The corresponding multiple source construction is gramma[ical:
(i) Was haben eigentlich [t; fur Studenten] [t; fur Bucher] gelesen?

'what kind of students has read what kind of books?'

" A fact that will not be taken into consideration for the above analysis is that not only wh-in-situ
WFQs but any type of question cannot be made dependent on the sub-extraction of was:

(i) ~`Was hat er [ t; fur Studenten] welche Fragen gestellt?
what has he [ t; for students] which questions asked
`What type of student has he asked which question?'

(ii) ~`Was haben eigentlich [ t; fur Leute] was bestellt?
what have PART. [ t; for people] what ordered
`What kind of people ordered what?'

The above account of the ungrammaticality of wh-in-situ questions merely covers the unacceptability of
WFQs in situ. A more exhaustive treatment of wh-in-situ within the present account will be left to further
research.
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In multiple WFQs, sub-extraction of the first wh-word makes wh-in-situ for the second
WFQ impossible.

Continuous WFQs do not support a multiple source construction.

On the basis of the above evidence, and using the formalism developed in the foregoing sections,
I suggest the following rule holding for German multiple source constructions from DWFQs:

f~ Rule of Wh-deletion under Strict ldentih~ of the Wh-Word:

In German, the discontinuous question pattern of WFQs triggers the deletion of all

but the first occurrence of the wh-word under strict identity.

The above rule is a construction specific rule which expresses parametric variation holding with

respect to German DWFQs. Deletion of the wh-word is defined as specific to DWFQs.

Continuous WFQs, supporting a gap are therefore excluded by definition of (46b).

The deletion rule is an obligatory rule, prohibiting wh-in-situ WFQs for DWFQs, cf. (46a).

Since rule (47) is a construction specific rule, it has nothing to say about the split partitives. Note

however that in most of the cases1e the question word tivieviel 'how much' doés not obey strict

identity. This is so, since in split partitives, the question word reflects the nominal features of the
embedded noun:

(48)

Wieviel-en; hat er [ t; von den Studenten] [wieviel-e von den Fragen]

how many -DATIPL; has he [ t; from the students] [how many-ACGPL from the questions]

gestellt?

asked

`How many of the students did he ask how many of the questions?'

1e A case of morphological identity for a split partitive is conswctible in `double accusatives'. (i) is such a
construction:

(i) Wieviel-e (acc) von den Studenten hat er wieviel-e (acc) von den Sprachen gelehrt?
'How many of the students did he teach how many of the languages.'

If deletion of the second wh-word under strict identity would also apply to split partitives the following constriction
should be grammatical which is however not the case:

(ii)'Wieviele hat er [t; von den Studentenl [t; von den Sprachen] gelehrt?
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Turning now to the representation of multiple source DWFQs, the formal treatment given ro this
construction is the same as that suggested for DWFQs in generaL The only difference arises
through the fact that a larger set of variables within the search domain of the question operator
need to be controlled. For a sentence like: Was haben fitr Studenten fiir Biic{ter gelesen? `What
kind of students have read what kind of books' we obtain:

SEARCH (~.x, ~,x, 7,P, ),,PS [ P,(x,) 8c student(xZ) 8t: P5 (x,) 8c Bucher(x, 8c lesen(xz, x,)])

With respect to the syntactic deletion rule that I have suggested, we have to make sure that the
semantic content of the second occurrence of tivas is represented within the first occurrence of
the wh-word, and, furthermore, that the binding of the variable in the translation of the trace of
the moved D carries over to the empty D. In order to ensure this process, I will introdace a
reconstruction index to the specification of the relevant D. Token indices are introduced since
we control several instances of DPs and Ds. A full representation of a sample multiple source
DWFQ is given in Hellan 8z Beermann (1996)19. Here I illustrate the rule that we need to
express the principle of deletion under strict identity.

'y As Henk van Riemsdijk pointed out to me the following two constructions seem to represent two different
questions:

(i) Was haben [ e fur Studentenl [ e fur Bucher] gelesen?
(ii) Was fur Studenten haben was fur Bucher gelesen?

'What kind of students read what kind of books?'
Whereas (ii) requires a pair-list answer, (i) seems to ask for a`simple pair' answer such as female students read
fiction. For the present discussion, I have assumed that both constructions express the same meaning.
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Rule for Wh-Deletion lnlder Strict Ide7ltih~ of the WII-Word:

a) [[was]p fur DP] ...... [[was]p fur DP]

token-index 2 token-rndex 1

vanable-layer variable-layer
~ ind.vbl:k ~ ind.vbl:l
~ prop.vbl:m ~ prop.vbl:n

b) [[was]~ fur DP] ... [[e ]p fur DP] Note: a) --~ b)

token-index 2
variable-layer

~ ind.vbl:k.l
~prop vbl:m.n

reconstluction-index 2

C) SC'171C1IItiC C'OlItelit Of [e]: [C]p --~ n~ ~Xk)

anch.~ vbl.l

~tw,-dwb ind.vbl:l

prop.vbl:n

rnconstmc tion-i nde z:2
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5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the `predicative' nature of WFQs (cf. Bennis et al., mentioned in chapter 3 and
4) has been analyzed semantically as binding in a referentially non-determined domain of query:
both properties and individuals are being searched for. We have contrasted these referentially
non-determined questions with referentially determined questions such as German welche
`which'-questions. The syntactic and morphological facts of wh-formation were described as in
accordance with the semantic analysis suggested in this chapter. Through the operation of
`identity mapping' applied to the indefinite determiner as part of the WF-phrase, the semantic
foundations were laid for an account of the wide cross-linguistc variation observed in chapter 3.
We have shown that the part of the WF-phrase which induces the referential indeterminacy is the
fur-PP, which translates as a predicate. This draws a line to chapter 2, where fur was assigned
the status of a`predicate operator'. this proposal concerning discontinuities involving predicates
has been made more conerete: this time, the PP of a split WFQ is in an
ICW-constellation with the verbal predicate, thereby constituting a`predicate field'. The idea is
that ICW-constellations motivate discontinuity. This constitutes one of the general proposals
mentioned in the introduction.

The other general proposal is that certain, apparently multi-categorial items can be construed as
unitary in their `core' lexical description. This proposal will concern us in the remaining two
chapters. The next chapter will deal with tivas and is based on the semantic role of was
formalized in the present chapter.



6.The Unity of the German Pronoun Was

This chapter investigates the properties of the interrogative pronoun was and its counterpar[s in
English and Dutch. We will discuss the interrogative and the non-interrogative uses of the

wh-pronoun'. In the former function, we will look at the use of German was in matrix- and

multiple questions. Next, we will consider the use of English what in `there-insertion' contexts.

With respect to the non-interrogative function, it is a well established fact that wh-in-situ

languages like Japanese and Chinese allow an indefinite pronoun use of wh-elements (Aoun~L.i

1993), but it is less known, that also in German and Dutch can wh-elements receive an indefinite

pronoun interpretation. The fact is illustrated in (1):

(1) a German

Sara hat was vorgeschlagen.

Sara has something suggested

`Sara has suggested something.'
b Dutch

Hij heeft gisteren wat boeken gekocht.

he has yesterday some books bought

`He bought some books yesterday.'

Unlike wh-in-situ languages, the indefinite pronoun use of what in the Germanic languages is not

dependent on operator-like elements as their licenser. However, also in the Germanic languages

is, the non-interrogative use of wh-elements heavily restricted.

The goal of this chapter is to show that the interrogative as well as the indefinite use of German

was can be derived from a common lexical specification. Against opposing views (Bennis 1995,

Postma 1994), which assume that the grammatical properties of the wh-morpheme must either

as:
' A further func[ion of x~as which will not be addressed here is that of a scope marker in partial ques[ions such

(i) Was glaubst du mit wem sie getanzt hat?
'What do you think with whom she danced?'
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be defined lexically or configurationally2, I would like to claim that lexical (under)specification

and structural determination are dependent on one another to generate the semantic and syntactic
properties that define wh-pronouns.

The chapter is organized as follows:

In section 1, I recapitulate those aspects of chapter 4 that relate to the analysis of was. The main
interest of chapter 5 was the role that different types of nominal restrictions play in the
representation of WF-questions (WFQs). In the present chapter, I will concentrate on the internal

design of the wh-pronoun. Keeping the essence of the analysis of questions, I will then present
a lexical specification for tivas, which allows us to derive its interrogative use as well as its use
as an indefinite pronoun from a common lexical basis.

Section 2 is dedicated to the discussion of some of the interrogative uses of the wh-morpheme.

I will consider previous work on English what (Kuroda 1969, Kuno 1970) and show that the
lexical specification developed for German was equally applies to English what.
Under the notion `structural expansion', I will then illustrate how we can derive the interrogative
uses of tivas through the interaction of lexical specification and construction specific

detetmination. As the final point of the section, I will consider the acceptability of English what
in there-insertion context. I will sketch how such a use can be derived in the present framework.

In section 3, I will concentrate on the indefinite non-interrogative use of the wh-element'. First,
I offer a discussion of the distributional constraints regulating the occurrence of was and other

Z" The interpretation of wat ( the Dutch variant of the wh-morpheme -DB) is not determined by lexical
properties, but is derived structurally..." (Bennis 1995, p.26)
"A brief and incomplete inspection of the behavior of some WH words with respect to the indefinite and interrogative
reading of WH revealed that these readings might be triggered configurationally, rather than lexically." (Postma 1994,
p.197)

' A non-interrogative use of was is possible under exis[ential and universal quantification. Our discussion is
restricted to cases of existential quantification. Here are an German and an English example which illustrate universal
quantification:
(i) Er macht was man ihm sagt.

`He dces everything that one tells him.'
(ii) His mother gives him what he asks for.
The latter example translates, according to Kuroda (1969), into His mother gives him whatever he asks for ra[her
than His mother gives him tliat x lrich áe asks for.
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German wh-morphemes as indefinite pronouns. Then, using the same lexical design which is part

of the build-up of interrogative uses of the wh-morpheme, I again wish to illustrate how a lexical
basis and structure specific conditions need to interact to lead to derive one of the interpretations
specific to was.

I conclude the chapter with a summary.

6.1 The Leacical Design of was.
Following many previous authors (Chomsky 1964, Katz~Postal 1964, Kuroda 1969, Ouhalla
1995), I have argued in chapter 5 that wh-elements are compound functions. Was also embodies

two distinct aspects of question formation, a question function W and a pronominal function. The

pronominal part always serves as a restriction. The application of the question operator, however,

is dependent on certain structural condítions to be discussed shortly. To distinguish the

interpretational functions relevant to question formation, we introduced, in chapter 5, two

interpretational layers for D-heads: The anchor ]ayer accommodates the question function, while

the variable layer hosts an individual variable. As a further means to establish interpretational

decomposition, we assumed the elevation of the question operator W to Spec of WT'. Of

particular relevance to the interpretation of was and its English counterpart what, is the distinction

between referentially determined and referentially non-determined questions. WFQs and English

what x - questions were argued to belong to the latter question type, whereas welche `which' -
questions and standard pronominal questions such as Was liat Mar-ia gesel~en? `What did Maria

see?' belong to the former. Formally, ques[ions were treated as search functions which bind an

individual variable in the case of referentially determined questions, and a property and an

individual variable in the case of referentially non-determined questions.
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Turning now to the central concern of the present chapter, I would like to suggest a lexical
specification for was which I will represent in the form of a graph, called a lexical design:

(2) Lexical Design of 'tivas'

was

, `
operator-chamber rp onominal - chamber

variable nominal

specification specification

W
~ ~

x; fneut,fsg,

-luunan

The lexical design in (2) needs to be read as an attribute value structure with the main attributes
called `chambers'. It comprises two lexical chambers, an operator- and a pronominal chamber.
We will now consider its components in more detail, starting with what is called its nominal
specification.

By means of its nominal specification, tivas is defined as [tneuter, fsingular, -human]. Examples
(3) -(5) support this specification. In (3a), we see that was, as a relative pronoun, can only refer
to nouns of the neuter noun class. Reference to nominals of the masculine or feminine noun class
is impossible (3blc):

(3) a Jed-es Haus wasldas hier steht ist baufi311ig.
every-neut house whatlthat here stands is out of repair
`Every house around here is out of repair.'

b Jed-er Baum ~`waslder hier steht ist krank
every-masc tree ~whatlthat-masc here stands is sick
`Every tree around here is sick.'
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c Jed-e Blume ~`wasldie hier wíichst ist vergiftet.

every-fem flower ~whatlthat-fem here grows is poisoned

`Every flower that grows around here is poisoned.'

Example (4) illustrates that was always triggers singular agreement,

(4) Sind das Kuhe was da auf der Weide steht?

are that cows(pl) what there on the pasture stands (sing)

`Are that cows on the pasture over there?'

while (5) exemplifies that was cannot refer to humans:

(5) Questio~i:

Was hast du gesehen?'

what did you see?

Aizswer:
einen roten Ball, eine schwarze Katze, ~`einen Pfarrer

a red ball, a black cat, ~`a priest

The cross-linguistic validity of the lexical design proposed for German wass is demonstrated by

' In a situation where we have no clue what the other person might have seen, the question below will serve as
the default question. In such a situation, the answer den Pfarrer `[he priest' is one possible answer.

5 In addition to the already discussed specifications, was unlike wer `who' but like wo 'where' and wann 'when'
is not being marked for case:
(i) a Wer-nomlwas-O liegt auf dem Boden?

wholwhat lies on the floor
b Wen-acclwas-0 hast du umgeschmissen?

wholwhat have you tripped over
c Mit wem-datlwas-0 hast du das gemacht?

with wholwhat have you that done
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the fact that it equally applies to English and Dutchb. Kuno (1970) notes that what can refer to
predicate nominals related to humans as shown in the following example:

(6) Question:

What is he?

Answer:

a He is a doctor.
b ~`He is Mr.Jones.

The same observation can be made for what when occurring in pseudo-clefts:

(7) What John wants to become is a medical doctor.
~`What I met was a friend of mine.

As Kuno points out what in the foregoing examples is not referring to a person directly but to
one of its qualities expressed by the predicate nominals. Kuno furthermore notes that predicatives
"in English, as in many other languages [...] are felt to be neuter, as shown by the use of [...]
what; quality, not the person, is thought of." (Kuno 1970, page 348)
In conclusion, the nominal specification given for German was as [fneuter, tsingular, -human]
is equally applicable to English, snd contributes to the use of what as referring to predicate
nominals.

Still considering the specifications of the lexical design for was, I will next discuss its
quantificational specification. But before we enter into the dicussion, I would like to briefly
digress to sketch, under a more cross-linguistic perspective, one of the central problems
concerning the issue.

6 The following two example illustrate that Dutch wut is also specified as [neuter, singular]:
(i) a Elk boek wat ik heb gelezen.

each boek that I have read
b Elke krant ~waddie ik heb gelezen.

each newspaper 'watlthat I have read

(íi) Wat heeft vier pootjes en kan heel hard rennen?
wat has four legs and can very fas[ run
`What has four legs and runs very fast?'
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After the influential work by Huang (1982) and others, it has been a standard assumption within

generative syntax that wh-words are universally operators. Even in wh-in-situ languages like

Japanese and Chinese, wh-words have been assumed to move; if not overtly so covertly,

presumably in order to create an operator-variable link. Recently, this view has been challenged

(Aoun~L.i 1993, Ouhalla 1996). AounlLi, for example, argue that wh-elements in Chinese, instead

of moving at LF can be interpreted in situ. The authors suggest that, in wh-in-situ languages,

these elements are bound by a question operator in Spec, CP. As a crucial argument in favor of

their analysis, they point out that Chinese (as well as Japanese) allows a non-interrogative

interpretation of wh-pronouns, in which case they will not be bound by a question operator in

Spec, CP. This fact speaks, according to the authors, also against an intrinsic specification of wh-

words as question operators. Finally, directly comparing Chinese with English, Aoun~L.i conclude

that Chinese wh-phrases cannot be treated as operators at all. English wh-phrases, on the other

hand, are operators; they not only move overtly, but, furthermore cannot be interpreted as

indefinite pronouns.

If we now compare the Chinese and English si[uation with the situation in German, the following

picture arises. German, together with Dutch', has overt wh-movement, just like English but

unlike Chinese. But Dutch and German also allow the non-interrogative use of wh-elements and

behave in this latter respect just like Chinese and unlike English. This comparison shows that

there is no simple dichotomy. We cannot devide languages into those that feature over

wh-movement and others that license the non-interrogative interpretation of wh-elements. An

illustration of this point can be found in Ouhalla's work (1996). Ouhalla cites Cole and Hermon

(1994) for the fact that both Imbabura Quechua and Ancash Quechua allow the indefinite

pronoun use of wh-elements, but while Imbabura Quechua asks for overt wh-movement in simple

wh-questions, Ancash Quechua is a wh-in-situ language.

' The only differences between Dutch and German with respect to the use of wh-elements as indefinite pronouns
that I am aware of are the following two:

- while German allows an indefinite use of wer, was ,wo and welch (who, what, where and which),

Dutch only allows the use of wat `what' in this function. Here an example for the non-interrogative use of wer:
(i) Offensichtlich sollte wer eingreifen.

obviously should someone intervene
`Obviously someone should intervene.'

- Dutch, but not German, allows the use of non-interrogative wat as a pre-nominal element as in:
(i) Hij heeft gisteren wat boeken gekocht.

'He bought yesterday some books.'
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Still, interpreting overt wh-movement as operator movement is well motivated. We also have
seen good reasons to believe that wh-word are bound variables. But if so, it is not immediately
apparent how we should analyze their grammatical status in those languages that allow overt
wh-movement as well as the non-interrogative interpretation of this pronouns.

Returníng to the German situation, what I would like to show now is that the present analysis
is able to accommodate the above facts, and to maintain both of the above assumptions without
leading to contradictions. The idea, in brief, is the following: Through a process that will be
called structural expansiong, we can derive the various uses of was from a Lexical Design [hat
carries the potential for an operator as well as for a bound variable interpretation.
So, let us consider next the nature of structural expansion with respect to the interrogative use
of was.

" In Hellan~Dimitrova-Vulchanova (for[hcoming) this is referred to as 'Sign Expansion', and developed with
regard to verb signs. For further applications of this model, see Gulla (1995), Pitz (1994), Vulchanova (1996), Gulla
and Hellan (1997).
A similar approach is also pursued in Pustejovsky (1995) and Jackendoff (1997), in the latter as indicated by the
following citation:
"Enriched composition: Simple composition as default but:

a The conceptual structure CS of a sentence may contain, in addition to the conceptual content of its LC~,
other material that is not expressed Iexically, but that must be present in CS either (i) in order m atie~e
well-formedness in the composition of the LCSs into CS coercion or (ii) in order to satisfy the pragmatics
of the discourse or extralinguistc context.

b The way the LCSs are combined into CS is determined in part by the syntactic arrangement of the lexical
items, and in part by the internal structure of the LCSs themselves (cocomposition)."
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6.2 The Interrogative-Uses of was
In the preceding section, we have discussed the nominal specification of was. Here, we will

consider its quantificational specification, exemplified for its interrogative use9. For convenience

the lexical design given in (2) is repeated as (8):

(8) Lexical Design of 'was'

was

r `
operator-chamber pronominal - chamber

variable nominal

specification specification

W x; fneut,fsg,

-human

In addition, to the nominal specification, the pronominal chamber of the Lexical Design hosts an

indexed occurrence of the individual variable x, indicating that x needs to be bound for its

interpretation. Note, however, that, within the lexical design, the binding conditions are left

unspecified. Although the operator-chamber contains W specified as SEARCH ~,x; [...] (see

chapter 5), which is already a potential binder of the individual variable, we will make the further

assumption here that W is `non-active' unless certain structural conditions apply. One of these

conditions is fulfilled in ma[rix questions.

y The demonstration will carry over to uses of was in embedded constructions. I do not show the semantics of
these cases, however, since they fall outside the scope of the analysis; cf. chapter5, section 3.2.
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The Full Specification of `tivas' in Matrix Ouestions
In German matrix questions, the interrogative interpretation depends on overt movement of the
wh-phrase to the Spec; CP. After the initial syntactic movement of the wh-phrase, W will be
further elevated to WP for its interpretation. So far, the elevation of W was justified within a
framework devised to capture semantic decomposition. Here W-elevation can now be further
defined as a process necessary to initiate W as a question operator and as the actual binder of x;.
The binding of x; by W is thus defined as an interpretational process dependent on the overt
movement of the wh-phrase to Spec of Comp.

Taking the above into consideration, the following structure represents the full specification of
was for the question, Was stórt Maria?. In addition to the notation, introduced in chapter 2 and
also employed in chapter 5, I use curly brackets to represent a feature matrix with the dotted line
symbolizing a finite set of nominal features, and big square brackets to represent the lexical
design of was as part of a bigger structure:
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(11) Full Specification of 'was' irr Matr-ix Questiorzs (Was st~rt Maria?)

WP-~ SEARCH(7t,(x;) [{...}(x;) 8z stbren(x;, Maria) ])

~

W[fdwl] ~ CP-~ {...}(x;) 8z. stbren ( x;, Maria)

I ,
N `

~DP~i { fneut,tsg,-human } ~ --~ ~,P[P(x;) 8c { ... } (x;)]

I
D"

l
was

i `
op-Ch. .- pron.Ch.

bl.Sp. - nom.Sp

x; fneut

tsg

-human

~
VP -~ II~(~.x[stdren(x, Maria) ] )

`
V' -~ i~x[stdren(x, Mariaj]

Maria

V -~i
~,II~,x[II(~y[stbren(x, y)])]

The `underspecified' semantic interpretation of was, derived directly from the Lexical Design,

is the one given for ~DP. The question function is induced through W-elevation and its semantic

effect described in chapter 5.
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The Full Speci~cation of in-sins- was
Apart from its occurrence in the front position of question constructions, was can also receive
an interrogative interpretation also when occuring in situ, consider (12):

(12) Wer hat was bestellt?

who has what ordered
`Who ordered what?'

Following other authors (Chomsky 1993, AounlLi 1993), I will assume that in German multiple
questions too, was can be interpreted in situ. In (12), wer `who' is in a structural position where
it meets the requirements for W-elevation, whereas was is not. Wns can only be interpreted as
an interrogative pronoun by being in the scope of the the higher question operator. We will
further assume that binding of wh-elements in-situ is an optional process since (12) gives rise to
ambiguity. In addition to i[s interrogative reading, it may be interpreted as `Who ordered
something.' This reading will be discussed in section 6.3. In the following representation of (12),
was is within the scope of wer. When W undergoes elevation, it has the index of both, wer and
was, in its operator chamber. Hence SEARCH will have "7,,x; ~,y~" in its scope. These operations
are compatible with was having the same lexical design as in the previous case.
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(13) Full Specificatioii of `was' in Multiple Questioiis

WP-~ SEARCH~x;~,yi[tHuman(x;) 8z {...}(yi) 8c bestellen(x;, yi) ])

, `

W[fdwl]~;.,~ CP-~ fHuman(x;) 8c {..}(y,) 8r bestellen(x;, yi)

~

,DP~i { thuman }~

~
Do

~
wer

op-Ch. ~ pron.Ch.

' I vbl.Sp. - nom.Sp
t ~

ek x; fhuman
`

VP-~ II,(~,x[ {...}(y~) 8c bestellen(x, y,])

, `
DP, V'-~ ~x[ {...}(y,) 8i bestellen (x, yi) ]

I ,
e

DP; V-~ ~,II~.x[II(~,y[bestellen(x, y)])]

~

op-Ch

1

was

- pron.Ch.

vbl.Sp. - nom.Sp

x~ fneut

fsg

-human

Wer hat was bestellt?
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EnQlish 'what'in There-Insertion Contexts
At this point I would like to turn to the grammar of English what to show how structural
expansion of what in combination with the grammar of referentially non-determined questions
can account for its acceptability in `there-insertion'- contexts.

In contrast to tivhich, what is fully grammatical in `there-insertion'- contexts~o. Consider the
following example from Heim (1987):

(14) What is there in Aus[in?

It has often been assumed that the reason for the acceptability of what in the above context is
based on the indefiniteness of what(Kuroda 1969, Stockwell, Schachter, and Partee 1973).
Referring to Milsark's work (1977), whut has been described as `weak', and which as `strong'.
Although I will not offer a discussion of the (in)definiteness of wh-elements ( but for a critical
appraisal of analyses that divide wh-elements into different semantic classes, see Heim 1987),
I nevertheless would like to sketch how the `indefiniteness' of wJtat translates into the present
proposal.

Suppose now that the distinction between referentially determined and referentially non-
determined questions extends to pronominal questions such as (14). Thus, what, in addition to
its referential intetpretation in questions such as What disturbs Maria? would have a non-
referential counterpart. I would like to suggest that what when used in presentational contexts
needs to be construed as referentially non-determined. Hence, what makes what acceptable in
What is there in Austin? is that its nominal res[riction expresses a predication. What, as a non-
referential question-morpheme, will not directly ask for an individual but for a choice of
properties which will lead to the individua] that eventually will satisfy the question. Formally
referentially non-determined what can be represented as follows:

"' For the acceptability of some of the other wh-phrases in the same environment consider the foliowing
paradigm from Safir (1982) taken from (Heim 1987):

(i) How many soldiers were there in the infirmaryldrunk?
??Which one of [he two men was there in the rooml"drunk?
??Which actors were there in the rooml'laughing?
'?Who was there in the room when you got home?
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(15) WP -~ SEARCH[7t,Pm ~,x; ( ......]]

r `
W [-dwl] CP

~i,m~ r `
kw ~DP~i,m1

Dn

`
I

what
i ~

op-Ch. - pron. -Ch.

vb1.Sp - nom.Sp.

x; Pm [tneut]

In the above representation, the acceptability of what in presentational context is derived from

the non-referentiality of its restriction. The assumption is that a non-referential restriction will

escape the `definiteness filter', characteristic for `there-insertion'- constructions. The difference

between pronominal what and what x-questions, as conceived here, is that for the former, the

nominal restriction is not lexicalized.

While Heim suggest that what - questions could be analyzed as `something of kind x', the idea

here is that what, rather than being restricted to (sub)kinds asks for something within the domain

of a predication, represented above by Pm.
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6.3 The Non-Interrogative Use of was
German allows, in addition to was, the use of wer `who', wo `where', and welch `which' as non-
interrogative indefinite pronouns~~, as illustrated below:

(16) a Er hat was verloren.
he has something lost

`He lost something.'

b Falls wer sich freiwillig meldet wird es einfacher.

if somebody REFL. volunteers becomes it easier
`If somebody volunteers things become easier.'

c Ist noch wo Platz fur mich?
is still somewhere room for me
`Is somewhere still room for me?'

d Ich habe welche dahingelegt.

I have some there-put
`I put some there.'

Unlike the situation in wh-in-situ languages, the interpretation of wh-elements as indefinite

pronouns in German and Dutch is not bound to the occurrence of an operator-like element
Aoun~L.i). Nevertheless, in the Germanic languages too, the use of wh-pronouns as non-
interrogative elements is highly restricted. I will look at these restrictions first.

The interpretation of wer and was as indefinite pronouns is restricted to the occurrence of the

pronoun in its base position. For wh-pronouns from direct objects this standardly means that they

occur left adjacent to the sentence final verb. The same holds for locative adjuncts. Wh-pronouns

from subjects occur to the right of the tensed verb. The examples in (17) -(19) serve as
illustrations:

" In Dutch only wat `what' may be interpreted as an indefinite pronoun:
(i) Jan heeft wa[ gedaan.

`Jan has done something.'
For a discussion of the Dutch data and an approach cast in terms of an analysis presented by Diesing (1992), see
Postma (1994). See also Bennis (1995)
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(17) Bodo hat mir ( ~was) gestern (was) geschenkt.
Bodo has me (~s.th.) yesterday (s.th) given

`Bodo gave me something yesterday.'

(18) a Es hat wer angerufen.

it has somebody called

`Somebody called.'

b Wer hat angerufen? (only interrogative interpretation)
`Who has called?'

(19) Es hat (~`wo) letzte Nacht (wo) gebrannt.

it has (~s.where) last night (s.where) burned

`It has bumed somewhere last night.'

Wh-pronouns under their non-interrogative interpretation share the distributional pattern with

indefinite arguments illustrated above, witness (20)

(20) a Bodo hat mir (~`einen Blumenstrauf3) gestern (einen Blumenstrauf3) geschenkt

`Bodo gave me a bouquet of flowers yesterday.'

b Es hat ~der~ein Nachbar angerufen.
it has ~thela neighbor called

`A neighbor called.'

c Es hat (~in einer Scheune) gestern (in einer Scheune) gebrannt

`It has burned in a barn last night.'

The distribution of arguments in German and other `scrambling languages' has generated much

work within generative syntax, leading to several suggestions with respect to the distribution of

indefinite arguments, opposed to that of definite ones, as well as with respect tp the possible
`readings' of so called scrambled indefinites'Z. Relevant in the present context is that wh-

pronouns, just like indefinite nominals, are restricted to their base position for their indefinite

12 For an overview, the reader is referred to the following article collection; CorverNan Riemsdijk (eds) Studies
in Scrarubli~ig (1994). See also Diesing ( 1992), and for the situation in Dutch see De Hoop (1992).
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construal13. Formally, the indefinite pronoun use of was for the sentence Maria hat was
gegessen is represented in (21):

(21) Ftill Snecification of 'tivas'as an indeiinite pronoun

CP -~ ~xF[essen(Maria, x,)

, `
;Maria

Maria ltat was gegessen.

VP -~ II; ~,y(essen(y, xk))

`

V'-~ ~,y(essen(y, xk,))

r`
DP V -~ ~,II~.y[II~,x(essen(y, x))]

I
was

, `
op-Ch. - pron.Ch.

~
w

vbl.Sp. - nom.Sp

xk fneut

tsg

-human

" A relevant exception is the following example:
(i) Falls wo ein Stau ist, kommen wir zu sp~t.

if s.where a traffic jam is come we too late
`If there is somewhere a traffic jam we will be late.'

where wo `where' appears in the scope of the conditional operator faUs `iF, and may receive an indefinite
interpretation although not in its base position.
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Was here is again characterized by its Lexical Design (8), i.e., a free variable. For its indefinite

interpretation, it is not bound by a lexically expressed operator. By a default principle, which we

cannot go into here, at CP-level an existential quantifier is introduced which binds the variable.

But that much is clear: In German, the indefinite interpretation of was arises through existential

quantification only if the structural conditions for an interrogative interpretation are not met. (21)

represents such a case. Here was neither undergoes wh-movement, obligatory in German for an

interrogative interpretation, nor is there a second wh-pronoun present which could serve as a

possible binder of the was. In addition, was occurs in its base position.

6.4 Conclusion

In the present chapter, I have offered a lexical specification of the German wh-pronoun was,

which allows us to derive its interrogative as well as its non-interrogative use from a common

lexical basis. This lexical specification of was, called its lexical design, constitutes a further

development of the idea of interpretational decomposition introduced in chapter 5, and a`spell-

out' of what lexical underspecification means with respect to wh-pronouns. For matrix questions

as well as for was as an indefinite pronoun, we saw that lexical specification and structural

determination have to conspire to generate, what we perceive as the meaning of the wh-word.

Although our focus were German wh-pronouns, we have also discussed evidence suggesting that

the lexical design of German was is equally applicable to English. Albeit the analysis presented

in this chapter is geared to a language like German, which has overt wh-movement, and at the

same time allows the non-interrogative interpretation of wh-elements, it nevertheless appears, as

if the situation in Japanese and Chinese is derivable through obligatory binding of the W by a

higher operator. For English, on the other hand, we have to assume obligatory W-elevation.

However, a detailed cross-linguistic investigation is still needed.
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7.1 Introduction

In the last 25 years of research in generative syntax, linguists have often been confronted with
the nominal modifier such. In particular with respect to English such, many interesting
observations have been collected. Less attention, however, has been paid to the grammar of
German solch ~. It not only differs, in an interesting way, from its English counterpart but it is
also distinguished from other German prenominal modifiers by its more complex grammatical
behavior. In traditional German grammars, solch is characterized as a demonstrative pronoun, but
unlike demonsh~atives, solch can either follow (as in la, below) or precede (as in lb)an indefinite
determiner 2:

(1) a Ein solch-er Baum ...
a such-MASCISGINOM tree ...

b Solch ein alter Baum ...
such a old-MASCISGlNOM tree ...

c Solcher alte Baum ...

such-MASCISGlNOM old-AGR tree ...

...steht im Klos[erforst.

...stands in the forest of the monastery.

`Such an old tree stands in the forest of the monastery.'

' see, however, Beermann (1996)

Z In adnominal position solch is interchangable with the preadjectival modifier so. Likewise can so be replaced
by solch, so that we arrive at the following pattern:

(i) solchlso ein alter Baum
(ii) ein solchlso alter Baum
(iii)ein solcherl'so Baum
(iv) solcherlso alte Baum

In this chapter, I will concentrate on the grammar of solch.
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Under certain conditions, yet unknown, the distribution of solch becomes more restricted, so that

it has to precede the indefinite determiner, as in the following example2:

(2) (Solch) ein (~`solcher) polierter Tisch ist empfindlich.

(such) a (~such) polished table is delicate

`Such a polished table is delicate.'

The paradigm in (1) furthermore shows that solch is morpholoQically distinguished from other

prenominal modifiers, which standardly follow just one declension and thus are either inflected

as adjective, as determiner or remain as adjunct uninflected. In (1), solch is, in each instance, part

of the subject and as such contained in a DP marked for nominative case, nonetheless it inflects

in (la) as an adjective, in (lc) as a determiner and remains uninflected in (ib)'. Thus solch can

clearly choose between different morphological patterns.

In the present chapter, I address the following questions:

(i) Why is the distribution of solch freer than that of other prenominal elements, and why is solch

sometimes confined to a pre-determiner position, which is generally not available for prenominal

modifier?

(ii) Why can solch follow three different declensions, which again is something generally not

possible for prenominal modifier?

The discussion will allow us [o continue our inquiry in[o the interaction of lexical specification

and structural determination. As in the preceding chapter for the interrogative morpheme was,

I will argue that solch is lexical]y underspecified for category. It is neither an adjective nor a

determiner nor an adverb, but what I will call a-phoric, a term that comprises both the anaphoric

and cataphoric uses of solch. Both uses can be derived from a common lexical basis which

encodes a-phoricity as its primary feature.

Z Solch can also modify adjectives, in which case it occurs between the determiner and the prenominal adjective:
(i) ein solch polierter Tisch...

a such polished table
Now the meaning of the phrase is: a table polished in such a way...
The following discussion will maínly be restricted to the modification of noun phrases.

' In (la), solch is an adjective since just like other adjectives contained ín indefinite subjects, it is suffixed for
phi-features and case ( strong declension). In (lc) solch can be identified as `definite' determiner, since the adjective
aU `old' that follows solch is suffixed according [o the so called weak declension. For a theoretical treatment of
German prenominal inflection see Bierwisch (1967).
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The chapter is organized as follows.

In section 2, I give a brief overview concerning the grammar of English such. I review those
aspects of work by Bresnan (1973), Carlson (1977) and Siegel (1994) that are of interest to the
study of German solclt. Although I will not present a cross-linguistic study, it will become
obvious that our analysis can shed new light on some of the old problems concerning English
such.

In section 3, I will discuss in more detail the distribution and morphology of solch. I will show
that the pre- and post-determiner occurrences of so[ch reflect distinct grammatical functions.
Section 4 offers an analysis for the findings presented in section 3. I will argue for a lexical
design of solch that characterizes it as an a-phoric element. We will see that the actual shape of
solch - phrases, here named full specification, is subject to construction specific conditions. These
conditions will be discussed for its adjectival- and its operator use.
I conclude the chapter with a summary.
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7.2 The grammar of English such - Components of the problem

In her article on English comparatives, Bresnan (1973)4 notes that such shares important

properties with - in her term - determiners of quantificational phrases (QPs) such as too, how,

this, that and the comparative morpheme -er. In a direct comparison between that and such, we

see that such just like that has to occur in pre-determiner position:

(3) a that reliable a man ~`a that reliable man

b such a reliable man ~`a suchlso reliable man

Furthermore such and quantificational phrases may not be followed by the definite article:

(4) a too reliable ~`thela man

b as brilliant ~thela woman

c such ~thela tall man

Next to the similarities between phrases modified by such (from now on also such-phrases) and

comparative QPs, Bresnan observes the complementarity between so and such in pattern like the

following,

(5) a so tall a man

b ~`such tall a man

c ~`so a tall man

d such a tall man

Cast in terms of early transformational grammar, Bresnan suggests a construction specific

transfotmation, called AP-shift, that lowers a pre-determiner adjective into the following

indefinite NP and deletes an underlying much as the head of QP.

Yet another curious property of such is that it gives rise to ambiguity. A well known example

from Bresnan, namely:

" Although most generative syntacticians meanwhile analyse noun phrases as DPs and place such
in a DEGP ( degree phrase) (Abney 1987, Corver 1990), the basic insights of earlier work, such as Selkirk
(1970), Bowers (1970) and Bresnan (]973) remain unchallenged.
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(6) a Hilda is such [`so much of'] a scholar (that all her work is impeccable).

b Hilda is such [`the kind of'] a scholar (as you were speaking of just now).

shows that the two readings of suclt-phrases can be disambiguated by adding a consecutive
resultative (6a) or comparative clause (6b)5 For Bresnan the extent reading of such-phrases

follows directly from the underlying presence of ntuch as head of the QP while the identity

reading is understood as an interpretation that arises in the absence of an underlying tttuch.

Although such-phrases share many properties with comparative QPs, thus corroborating Bresnan's
claim, quantificational phrases and such-phrases nevertheless differ. Such can follow quantifiers
while quantificational phrases of the type [DET [ Q]] cannot. Witness the following contrast
taken from Carlson (1977):

(7) a~` many too starry nights
b~` several as beautiful lilacs

(8) a many such lilacs

b all such (so) smart birds

Carlson further adds the following observations:

(i) such tends to precede other pre-nominal attributes
~big such houses - such big houses

(ii) it cannot co-occur with other comparative QPs

~`suclt quicker rabbit

(iíi) it governs clauses just like other comparative QPs

a That bi~; a piece of cake that only Jiirgect could eat it.

b The biQ~est piece of cake that Jiirgen ever ate.

c Such a biQ piece of cake that even Jiirgen couldn't eat it.

5 It was reported to me that in some variants of English, example ( 6b), in order to be grammatical, needs to be
replaced by
(i) She is as good a scholar as we had expected her to be.
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Contrary to Bresnan, Carlson treats suc12 as an AP, and while he adopts Bresnan's analysis for

its extent reading, he suggests a different approach for its identity reading. He is led to this

conclusion by the observation that antecedents of such are restricted to nominal kinds, as in the

following pattern:

(9) False prophets... ~--- ?? such prophets are to be avoided

People in the next room ... ~--- ?? such people are obnoxious

(9) shows that it is rather awkward for suci: to refer back to fulse prophets or people in the next

roont, both of which do not constitute kinds of things. Carlson presents several other

observations, which I will not reproduce here, but which all suggest that such uniquely refers to

kinds of things and he therefore concludes that `identity-such' is a nominal modifier which

introduces a free variable that exclusively ranges over sub-kinds.

Carlson's view has been challenged by Siegel (1994). On the basis of examples like the

following:

(10) The elephants that are standing there are useless; I can't get an exciting

picture with such animals.

(Siegel 1994, 488)

She concludes that the antecedent of such is not limited to kinds and argues [hat

`kind-such' should be syntactically classified as a simple adjectiveb. Siegel adds the following

observations to validate her claim:

(i) such can occur as predicate attribute:

The guilry person never admits to being such.

(ii) it may be embedded under adjectives:

We thought that rve had solved all the merely mechanical problems, but today we

encountered two new such problems.'

~ If such were an adjective one would expect it to co-occur with adjectival modifiers, such as very, rather. really
etc. However, this is impossible:
(i) ~very such, ~`rather such, 'really such
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(iii) it cannot be a determiner since it may co-occur with quantifiers:
some such dog, all such dogs, few such dogs.

(iv) it may not occur with definite determiners while this is possible for quantificational

phrases such as biggest:

~`the such dog - the biggest dog.

To this point, we have collected several observations about English such of which we still lack

a comprehensive syntactic treatment. Such must occur in a pre-determiner position, it cannot

precede a definite determiner and may co-occur with other quantificational phrases. A central

question raised by these observations is the following: What is the status of such within the

prenominal system? Is serch an AP, as Carlson suggests, or is it a simple adjective not very
different from other adjectives, as claimed by Siegel, or is Bresnan, after all, right and such is
a determiner of some sort? What makes an answer particularly difficult is that judgements are
subtle, so that we are often at loss. One advantage of the following inquiry into the grammar of
the German counterpart of English such is that German, in contrast to English, allows a freer
distribution of the morpheme in question and, moreover, as a language with a rich prenominal

inflection, provides morphological clues indicating the grammatical status of solch within the

prenominal system.
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7.3 The Anaphoric and Cataphoric Use of solc)z.
Consider the following example:

(11) uestion:

Gibt es hier noch diese riesigen freistehenden Eichen?

`Do these huge free-standing oaks still grow here?'

Answer:

a Ein solch-er Baum steht im Klosterforst.

a such-MASCISGINOM tree stands in(the) forest of the monastery

b Solch-er Baum ....

such-MASCISG~NOM tree ...

c solch ein Baum ....

such a tree ....

`Such a tree stands in the forest of the monastery.'

In response to an inquiry about a certain kind of tree all three of the answers given in (11) assert

the same, namely that such a tree can be found in the forest of the monastery. Syntactically

however, all answers are distinct. Solch may either follow (l la) or precede (l lc) the indefinite

determiner. Moreover, the inflection of solch indicates that it serves in a different grammatical

function in each case. In (] la), it is an adjective, in (l lb) a determiner and in (l lc) an adjunct

of some kind. In all three of its functions solch insures that the noun it modifies refers back to

a previously mentioned entity which may either be línguistically given or provided by the

discourse as shown below:

(l2) a Ein solch-es Verhalten toleriere ich nicht.

a such-NEUTISGIACC behavior tolerate I not

b Solch-es Verhalten toleriere ich nicht.

c Solch ein Verhalten toleriere ich nicht.

`I do not tolerate such a behavior.'
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I will refer to this function of solch as anaphoric, by which I mean that a noun modified by solch

will be referentially identified via a relation that is established between the modified noun and
another expression in the domain of solch'.

The freedom that solch exhibits under its anaphoric use is lost when it governs a consecutive

clause. So, what I would like to illustrate next is, that solch has a very strong tendency to precede

the indefinite article when it binds a resultative or comparative clause. In a sentence,

corresponding to English: We had sudi bad weather last night that I could not sleep, solch binds

a resultative clause. Solch now preferably occurs in a pre- determiner position8:

(13) Wir hatten ??ein solches heftiges Unwetter, daf3 ich nicht schlafen konnte.

a such-ACGNEUTAGR

solcttfso ein

such-~so a-

`We had such a bad weather that I could not sleep.'

The same observation holds for the binding of comparative clauses. Consider (14). The German

sentence corresponding to the English sentence, 1 would like the same drink as the gentleman,

is more acceptable with solch in a pre-determiner position

' On the basis of the following type of example, Siegel (1994) claims that such follows Binding Principle B:
(i) a The friends of tall women, admire them,.

b The friends of tall women; admire such women;.
However, her judgements do not carry over to German. (ib) is rather odd and in comparison less acceptable than its
pronominal counterparr.
(ii) a?Die Freunde von grossen Frauen f grosser Frauen; bewundern sie;.

b'Die Freunde von grossen Frauenf grosser Frauen, bewundern [solche Frauen];
For the above discussion we will simply presuppose [hat the binding conditions for an anaphoric interpretation of
solch are met.

R As already mentioned in footnote 2, sofch as well as so can also take AP scope :
(i) Wir hatten ein solchlso heftiges Unwetter, daó ich nicht schlafen konnte.

'We had so bad a weather last night that I could not sleep.
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(14) Ich móchte ??ein solches Getr~nk wie der Hetr.
a-0 such-ACCl1VEUlSG
solch ein
such-0 a-0

Constructions in which solch binds a consecutive clause will be called cataphoric.

The following picture arises: Under its anaphoric use solch can either inflect as an adjective, as

a determiner or remain, like an adjunct, uninflected. Solch may furthermore either follow or

precede the indefinite article. Under its cataphoric use, solch will generally remain uninflected

and precede the indefinite determiner. Only in this latter function does it govern comparative and

resultative clauses. In what follows, I will use the following labels; cataphoric soldl will be

called the (comparative) operator solclt. For the anaphoric function of solch, I will use the two

inflectional pattern as label an talk about the adjective and the determiner solch. Using these

labels, we should, however, bear in mind that we are not dealing with independent lexical entries

for solcli but with distinct grammatical functions which arise in different structural configurations.

That the operator versus the adjective and determiner solch represent dis[inct grammatical

functions is supported by three sets of data. I will now look at them in turn.

Modi~catioca by Quanti~catioctal Adverbs

Just as other QPs ((15a)), the operator variant of solch can be modified by quantificational

adverbs((i5b)) such as fast `nearly', beiciah `almost' and genau `exactly'. Dependent on their

class, such a modification might be possible for adjectives9. It is impossible for the adjective

solcf: (16b). Finally, the determiner solcll can not be modified by quantificational adverbs(16c):

y De-verbal adjectives, e.g. can be modified by quantificational adverbs:
(i) ein fast erwachsenes Kind

a-0 almost grown-up child
'an almost grown-up child'

(ii) ein beinah verwelkter Strauó
a-0 nearly wilted bouquet
`a nearly wilted bouquet'

In pre-theoretical terms, it is not difficult to describe what is going on. De-verbal adjectives express events of some
sort. The modifying adverb denotes to which degree the event has been completed.
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(IS) Quantified APs

a ein beinah grd(3erer Fehler
a almost bigger mistake

Onerator solch

b fast solch ein Auto

almost such-0 a car

(16) Adiectives

a Er isst...(He eats...)

... ein beinah rohes Stiick Fleisch

... a almost raw piece (of) meat
b ... ~`ein fast lauer Herbsttag

... ~a nearly mild autumn day

Adiective solch
c beinah ??eine solche Bluse

a-NOMlFlSG such-NOMIFISG blouse

Determiner solch
c ~fast solch-es gross-e Auto

almost such-NEUTISGlNOM big-AGR car

Split Topicnlizntion.

Split Topicalization (ST) is a term that refers to constructions where the noun appears sentence
initial while the outer shell of the NP with the determiner is left behind, as example (17)
illustrates:

(17) Autos mag er nur amerikanische.
cars likes he only american
`As for cars, he only likes american (ones).'

Particularly in the 80's, ST was extensively discussed cf. Den Besten 8z Webelhuth (1988),
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Van Riemsdijk (1989), Tappe ( 1989). In essence, ST is a process that splits a nominal into a
topic and focus part. The lexical noun becomes, [hrough the movement to sentence initial
position, the topic of the construction. Its remnant is the focus and attracts sentence stress.
(18) below illustrates that only the operator variant of solch, given in (18c), may appear as

remnant of ST. The determiner ( 18b) as well as the adjective solch (18a) are excluded:

(18) a Ein Auto; hat er sich ~ein solches t; gekauft.
a car has he REFL a such-NISGIACC bought

b

c

~`solches grosse

such-NISGIACC big-AGR

solch eins wie Meyers

such a-NISG as Meyer's

`As for cars, he bought one like Meyers did.'

ST thus distinguishes between the anaphoric and the cataphoric use of solch. I will not pursue

the question why this distinction between the adjective and the determiner solch on the one hand
and the operator solch on the other arises in ST structures. For us the distinction itself is what
is significant.

Modification by de-verbnl Adiectives

A further linguistic context that clearly distinguishes the operator from the other two variants of

solch is modification by de-verbal adjectives, as illustrated below:

(19) a solch ein gewebtes Tuch ist empfindlich. (operator)
b ~`ein solches gewebtes Tuch ... (adjective)
c ~solches gewebte Tuch (determiner)

`Such a woven cloth is delicate.'

(20) a solch ein gesunkenes Schiff... (operator)

b ~`ein solches gesunkenes Schiff... (adjective)
c ~solches gesunkene Schiff... (determiner)
`Such a sunken ship...'
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Summnry

The results of the foregoing section are summarized in the following two tables:

Table (1)

solcher...
Determiner

ein solcher...

Adjective

so[ch ein...
Operator

anaphoric use t f f

cataphoric use - - t

Table 2

Determiner Adjective comparativel

resultative

Operator

selected by - . f

quantificational

adverbs

remnant of ST - . t

preceding de- - . f
verbal adjectives
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7.4 The Analysis

7.4.1 The Lexical Design of solcli
In the Lexical Design of solcli, a-phoricity will be a crucial variable, determining both syntactic

properties and translation. At the most schematic level, the design will be as in (21a) with F,

partially described in (21b); FZ will be understood from the outline following below:

(21) Lexical Design of solch:

a) Solch

, `
operator-variable-chamber

F,(a)

b) Description of F,:

~,N~,x[N(x) 8t ~P[PcN 8c FQ(P)]]

nominal - chamber

variable nominal

specification specification

F-anaphoric -~,R[R - Q], where Q is given in a defined syntactic domain

F-cataphoric - a. ~,R[R(x) causes Q(x)]

b. ~,R[R - Q]

where in both cases Q is specified by an adjoined clause

The basic idea expressed by the lexical design given in (21) is that the meaning of solch is

determined by its a-phoricity either spelled out as an anaphoric- or as a cataphoric relation.

Formally this is represented through the specification of the operator as function of a. Solcn, can

represent, through any of its extensions, the anaphoric function, whereas it is only the operator

solch that realizes the cataphoric relation. By means of the lexical design given in (21), both
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grammatical functions can be derived from the same underlying meaning. Starting with the

adjective solch, I will now discuss in more detail how the full specification of solch arises in the

combination of its lexical design with construction specific conditions~o.

7.4.2 The adjective solcl:

In the following syntactic configuration, solch is realized as an adjective:

(22)

DP

r `
D NP
~ , `

ein-0 AP N'

, I
A N

! I
solch Baum

r `
op.vbl.Ch. nom.ch.

~ Ivbl.sp. nom.sp

~ ~
TRANS:

F,-anaphoric

x; MASC

SG~NOM

In (22), I assume an internal structure for a modified DP that deviates in crucial aspects from

what is assumed for the structural representation of adjectives following Abney (1987). In

"' For the following discussion I will subsume the determiner use under the adjectival use of solch.
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Abney's system, APs are complements of Do which in tum take NPs as their complements. I will
reject Abney's system but go back to older proposals and represent the AP as internal to NP.
Since Abney's proposal has become standard within generative grammar, I would like to take a
short degression and outline some reasons that lead me to not adopting Abney's proposal.
The simplest of motivations is that with German, I investigate a language that is, as is well
known, one of those languages where adjectives take their complements to the left rather than
to the right. (For discussion see Van Riemsdijk (1983)). This fact is illustrated in (23):

(23) die [dem Finnischen verwandte] Sprache

the-NIF~SG theD~N Finnish relate language

`The language (that is) related to Finnish.'

If we assume a structure in which a modified NP is taken to be a right-branching complement
of Ao, we have the paradoxical situation that an adjective takes at the same time a complement
to its left and its right. In predicative contexts, we likewise notice that adjectives never take

nominal complements to their right but only to their left, while PP complements may appear on

both sides of the adjective:

(24) Rita ist ihres Mannes uberdrussig (~ihres Mannes).

Rita is her husband weary

`Rita is tired of her husband.'

Considering the selection restrictions for adjectives in predicative context, under Abney's

approach, a range of additional ad hoc assumptions become necessary in order to ref7ect the lack

of "right- branch-complements" under predication.

The relation that Abney assumes between APs and NPs collides with other elementary syntactic
facts. In languages that have a developed determiner system, we observe a close relationship
between nouns and their determiners, e.g. English. Since in Abney's system determiners take AP
complements which in turn take NPs as their complements, this suggests that determiners select

adjectives rather [han NPs. Yet, we need to say: (i) every and each select singular nouns, (ii)

many selects count nouns, (iii) a singular count noun does not tolerate a zero determiner and (iv)
there are dependencies such as this big guy here~~`there, and that big guy therel~here. Since the
use of adjectives is optional, determiners would be functional categories that optionally select
either adjectives or nouns. But this is clearly not what we observe. NPs appear not only in most
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syntactic environments obligatorily with determiners, they furthermore express their intrinsic

properties such as person, number and gender through the selection and shape of their determiner.

A similar observation cannot be made for adjectives which, unless nominalized, occur without

determiner.

Let me now add a conceptional argument. If we follow Abney, we have to assume that

prenominal modification makes the nominal phrase part of an AP, and thus, in a combinatorial

sense `changes' the categorial status of nominal phrases. Such an approach runs counter to the
semantics of modification as it is, for example, expressed by Montague. Here modification

combinatorially leads to a category of the same type. It seems right to say that a modified noun

stays a noun albeit a more specified one. In Abney's system a modified NP would be an AP and

consequently should also syntactically behave like one. This, however, is not the case. Modified

NPs cannot be stacked as is normally possible with AP:

(25) a der [AP sehr[A grosse, [AP ganz[Agefíthrliche, [AP[Awelsse[NP Hai]]]

`the very big, totally dangerous, white shark'

b ~ der[AP [A grosse [NPHai]]], [AP [Agef~hrliche [NP Hai]]], [AP [A weisse [NP Fisch]]]

`~ the big shark, dangerous shark, white fish'

Moreover, if modified NPs were APs they should appear as secondary predicates. Again facts

show that this is not possible:

(26) a Wullie if3t die Kartoffeln [AP total roh].
`Wullie eats the potatoes totally raw.'

b~Wullie iRt die Kartoffeln [AP dreckiger Pelle].
~`Wullie eats the potatoes dirty peal.

Although I will follow standard assumptions and represent most NPs as DPs, I will, on the basis

of the arguments given above, infer that APs occur internal to NPs and represent them as sisters

of N'.
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I now return to the structural representation of solch as an adjective. For convenience, I repeat

(22) here as (27):

(27) DP

r `
D NP
( , `

ein-0 AP N'

,

A N

solch Baum

, `
op.vbl.Ch. nom.ch.

I I ~ vbl.sp. nom.sp

~ ~
TRANS: ~

F~-anaphoric~

x; MASC

SGINOM

In (27) the lexical design of solch expands to its full specification as an anaphoric adje~tive.

Here, FZ (anaphoric) - adjective. As an adjective solch appears as the head of the AP. Under its

adjectival realization solch will express agreement with the nominal it modifies, thus obeying the

general requirements imposed on elements of the adjectival class. As such it will receive the

following type of translation:

(28) ~.N7,,x[N(x) 8c ~P[PcN á P - QlJ

The specification of how Q, the property with which solch behaves anaphorically, is not

identified through (28). Although also part of the ]exical design of `solch', it will be left open

at this time.
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An additional issue that briefly needs to be raised concerns the fact that solch is not the only
adjective that serves in the referential identification of the noun it modifies. Let us briefly look
at the comparative adjective ~i{uilich `similar'".

fllrnlich links the nominal it modifies to an entity of a similar quality. Just as solch, it imposes
a definiteness restriction on NPs it modifies:

(29) Das ist ~`der solchelhhnliche Mantel wie ich ihn habe.
that is the such{similar coat like I it-M have
`~`That is the such{similar coat as I have.'

But other to solch, dhnlich can be preceded by adjectival modifiers such as sehr `very' and ganz
`totally'. It furthermore cannot occur in a pre-determiner position

(30) ~` í;hnlich ein Mann

~ similar a man

Although dhnlich is syntactically confined to its adjective position12 ", this does not seem to
interfere with its ability to bind comparative clauses:

" Another adjective that pairs with uluilrch is gleich, although it does not impose a definiteness restriction on
the nominal i[ modifies:

(i) Ich habe den gleichen Mantel wie du.
'I have the same coal that you have.'

1z As binder of comparative clauses dhnliclt is often prece8ed by so :
(i) Ich habe so einen ~hnlichen Anruf bekommen wie du.

I have such a similar call gotten as you
'I have gotten a similar call as you.'

Constructions like (i) confirm the status of so as a comparative operator.

13 Note that although iihnlich can not move to take DP-scope. it can do so with respect to other
adjectives. However, when it modifies an adjective it loses its inflection:

(i) ein ~hnlich-0 groR-er Mann
a simliar-0 tall-MASCISGINOM man
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(31) Ich habe einen ~hnlichen Anruf bekommen wie du.

I have a similar call gotten like you

`I have gotten a similar call as you.'

Let me summarize. For the analysis of the adjective solch, we disussed some arguments that led

us to reject Abney's proposal for their structural representation. Instead, we presented the AP

internal to NP.

Solch, as an adjective, is anaphoric. We sketched, how the lexical design of the adjective solch

could look like.

Next to soldt, uhnlich is an adjective that serves in the referential identification of the noun it

modifies. In contrast to solch, uhnlich is intrinsically specified as adjective.
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7.4.3 The Operator solch
In the following syntactic configuration solch is realized as comparative operator S:

(32)

solch;

DP `

sp.

I

op.vbl.Ch. nom. - Ch.
, ~ ~ vbi nom

F,-cataphoric

DP

sp.

(

x; 0

,i
ein

N

Baum

As an operator, solcli appears as a left adjunct to the nominal it quantifies over. As an adjunct,
it will thus not participate in pre-nominal agreement. The type of formula needed to compute the
meaning of solch in the configuration (32) is partially given in (32b):

(32b) ~,N~,Q~x[N(x) 8r ~P[PcN 8z P - Ql]

Here Q represents the joined clause of comparision. I leave it open here how this clause is
represented syntactically. (32b) presupposes that solch semantically combines with an NP, not
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a DP; whether the DP ein Baum... should be construed directly as a predicate (as proposed for

the corresponding construction in English in Bresnan (1973)), or if semantic rules will mediate

Baum as argument of ~,N in (32b), is an issue I also have to leave open. Still, it should be fairly

clear that also this type of occurrence of sofch can be derived from the Lexical Design given in

(21).

Having now outlined the various uses of solcli, we are in a position to say that suclt in English

has just the type of use corresponding to the DP adjoined solch. In effect, the AP-internal use

of sofch, exemplified in ein solch schrecklicher Mmm `so terrible a man' (see also footnote 1 and

2) is not matched by English such. As a counterpart to this use English has so. As a result, we

observe the following cross-linguistic pattern for German and English":

(33)

EnQlish German

such a strong woman solch eine starke Frau

~`a such strong woman eine solch starke Frau

~`so a strong woman so eine starke Frau

a so strong woman eine so starke Frau

~' A fact, that I list here for completeness, but, which I will not discuss, is that quantificational APs in English
can occur in a pre-determiner position. This is not possible in German. Instead, German allows, just like English,
their post-nominal occurrence:
(i) En lish German

a so strong woman eine so starke Frau
so strong a woman ~`so stark eine Frau
a woman so strong eine Frau so stark
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7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have claimed that the grammatical flexibility of German solch can be derived
from a-phoricity as its primary feature. In the course of the discussion, we have tried to outline

how the lexical design of solch could look like. With different syntactic build-ups, we represented

the two possible full specifications of solch. While under anaphoricity, solch may occur freely

in a pre- or post-determiner position and follow distinct prenominal inffections, the cataphoric

use of solch is bound to a pre-determiner position from where solch c-commands the DP it

quantifies.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands:

Syntactische discontinuïteit en predicaatvorming

Deze dissertatie richt zich, gedeeltelijk in een vergelijkend perspectief, op een groep constructies
waarbinnen de (Duitse) was fur-vragen centraal staan. Tot deze groep behoort de was fur-vraag
zelf, zowel in haar continuë als in haar discontinuë vorm, was fur-exclamativa, what x-vragen
in het Engels, vraagzinnen meer in het algemeen, en het woordje was meer in het bijzonder.
Voorts wordt ingegaan op adjunctieve prepositionele predicaten en de Duitse prenominale
modificeerder solch.

Hoofdstuk 2 analyseert adjunctieve prepositionele predicaten (PPreds) met als en fur als hoofd.
Deze predicaten verschijnen in een niet-nexale relatie tot hun onderwerp. Er wordt betoogd dat
de relatieve afstand van hun subject het mogelijk maakt dat ze samen met hun nexale predicaten
voorkomen in wat een 'predicaatveld' wordt genoemd, waarbij discontinuïteit in één opzicht
wordt gecompenseerd door continuïteit in een ander opzicht. Dit hoofdstuk introduceert het
niveau van 'Predicate Construal' (PC) en stelt een afbeeldingsprocedure van de syntaxis op PC

voor. Gedemonstreerd wordt dat de karakteristieke semantische interpretatie van PPreds can

worden afgeleid uit de wijze waarop deze predicaten syntactisch gecombineerd worden.

Hoofdstuk 3 presenteert een inleiding tot was fur-vragen (WFQs). Behalve een cross-linguïstisch
overzicht over WFQs in de Germaanse taalfamilie, waardoor de stabiele eigenschappen van deze
constructie kunnen worden onderscheiden van hetgeen onder echte variabiliteit over de talen heen
valt, worden hier ook was fur-exclamativa (WFEs) bij betrokken. In tegenstelling tot alternatieve
voorstellen wordt beargumenteerd dat de exclamatieve lezing van WFEs niet wordt veroorzaakt
door het indefiniete lidwoord, maar dat waslwatlwhat fungeert als exclamatiefmarkeerder.
Daarenboven wordt op relevante verschillen tussen Nederlandse en Duitse WFEs gewezen.
Tenslotte bevat dit hoofdstuk een eerste overzicht over de syntaxis en de semantische interpretatie

van de Engelse what x-vraag, een vraagzinstype dat vraagt naar een karakterisering als antwoord,
en niet naar een selectie.



In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een synopsis gegeven van die theoriën die zich hetzij direct op WFQs

richten dan wel specifiek relevant zijn voor het begrip ervan. Het doel van dit hoofdstuk is om

de verzameling van assumpties die eerdere theoretische benaderingen van WFQs kenmerkten in

het beeld te brengen.

Hoofdstuk 5 gaat in op een van de centrale aandachtspunten van dit proefschrift. Na aangetoond

te hebben dat WFQs in hun antwoorden niet beperkt zijn tot typen ('kinds'), zoals in de relevante

literatuur vaak wordt beweerd, stel ik een representatie van WFQs voor die differentiëert tussen

referentiëel bepaalde en referentiëel niet-bepaalde vragen. Het basisidee achter dit voorstel is dit:

als we een vraag stellen vragen we niet simpelweg om een antwoord op onze vraag, maar door

een specifieke vraagzinsvorm te gebruiken beperken we reeds vooraf de klasse van mogelijke

antwoorden. De claims die in dit hoofdstuk worden gemaakt zijn in het kort de volgende:

wh-verplaatsing wordt uitsluitend veroorzaakt door interpretationele overwegingen; de

vraagoperator is een abstacte zoekfunctie die over verschillende vraagzinstypes generaliseert. De

referentiëel bepaalde vraag wordt, bijvoorbeeld, gerealiseerd door which-vragen, waarvoor het

zoekdomein beperkt is tot individuën die door de grammaticale en lexicale kenmerken van de

nominale restrictie worden gespecificeerd. Het cruciale verschil tussen referentiëel

gedetermineerde en referentiëel niet-gedetermineerde vragen is dat terwijl het eerste type beperkt

wordt door en referentiële DP, het tweede type een predicaatsnomen gebruikt als restrictie. Voor

vragen van het WFQ-type is het zoekdomein derhalve gedefiniëerd als een predicatie.

Tengevolge van de speciale aard van de nominale restrictie van WFQs brengt hun discontinuë

versie, waarin de nominale restrictie in de basispositie achterblijft, de continuïteit van predícaten

tot uitdrukking. Geconcludeerd wordt dat discontinuë vragen, die de continuïteit van de

vraagzinsoperator en de nominale restrictie doorbreken, de combinatie van predicaten mogelijke

maken en daarmee de weg vrij maken om de predicatieve lading van de vraag onder syntactische

continu~iteit te 'berekenen'.

In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt een lexicale specificatie van het Duitse wh-pronomen was voorgesteld die

het mogelijk maakt om zowel zijn interrogatieve als zijn niet-interrogatieve gebruiksvoorwaarden

van een gezamenlijke lexicale basis af te leiden. Deze lexicale specificatie, aangeduid als

'lexicaal design', houdt een verdere uitwerking van het idee van interpretationele decompositie

in zoals dat was uitgewerkt in Hoofdstuk 5, en zij concretiseer[ wat onderspecificatie met

betrekking tot wh-pronomina betekent.



Hoofdstuk 7 is gewijd aan de studie van de Duitse prenominale modificeerder solch. Met
betrekking tot de grammatica van het Engelse such waren reeds vele interessante observaties
bijeengebracht. Aan solch, dat als speciale eigenschap heeft dat het verschillende inflectionele
patronen kan volgen, is tot dusver minder aandacht besteed. De grammaticale flexibiliteit kan,
zo wordt betoogd, worden afgeleid van een 'lexicaal design' waarin de notie van -phoriciteit,
d.w.z. het verschil tussen anaphorisch en kataphorisch gebruik, als hoofdkenmerk centraal staat.



Summary in English

This dissertation addresses a cluster of construction types centered around the Was Fiir - question

in German, partly from a comparative perspective. The cluster comprises the

Was -Fur question in its continuous and discontinuous version, Was Fur-exclamatives, what-x

questions in English, questions more in general, and the element was in particular. I also address

adjunctive prepositional predicates and the German prenominal modifier solch.

Chapter 2 analyses adjunctive prepositional predicates (PPreds) headed by als and f'ur. These

predicates occur in a non-nexal configuration with their subjects. It is argued that their

`remoteness' from their subjects enables them to occur together with nexal predicates in what is

called a`Predicate Field', whereby discontinuity in one respect is compensated by continuity in

another respect. Chapter 2 introduces the level of Predicate Construal (PC) and presents a

mapping procedure from syntax to PC. It is demonstrated that the characteristic semantic

interpretations of PPreds can be derived from the way the predicates are syntactically com~ined.

Chapter 3 provides an introduction to Was Fur-questions (WFQs). Next to a cross-linguistic

survey of WFQs within the Germanic language family which allows us to separate the stable

properties of this construction from what falls under cross-linguistic variation, Was Fur-

exclamatives (WFEs) are addressed. It is argued, contrary to competing accounts, that the

exclamative reading of WFEs does not derive from the indefinite determiner, but that what serves

as the exclamative marker. In addition relevant differences between Dutch and German WFEs

are pointed out. Chapter 3 furthermore contains a first survey of the syntax and semantic

interpretation of the English what-x question, which is a question type that asks for a

characterization rather than a selection as its answer.

Chapter 4 gives a synopsis of those theories that either directly address WFQs or that are of

particular relevance for its understanding. The goal of this chapter is to highlight the set of

assumptions that has motivated previous theoretical treatments of WFQs.

Chapter 5 discusses one of the central concerns of this thesis. After having shown that WFQs are

not restricted in their answer to kinds as it is often claimed in the relevant literature, I propose

a representation of WFQs that differentiates between referentially determined and referentially

non-determined questions. The basic idea behind the proposal is the following: when we ask a

question we not just demand an answer to our question but by employing a certain question form



restrict the range of possible answers. The claims made in this chapter are in brief the following:
wh - movement is triggered by interpretational reasons alone. The question operator is an abstract
search function generalizing over questions of different types. The referentially determined
question is, e.g., realized by which- questions. For them the domain of query is restricted to
individuals specified by the grammatical and lexical features of the nominal restriction. The
pertinent difference between referential determined and referential non-determined questions is
that while the former is restricted by a referential DP the latter employs a predicate nominal as
its restriction. For questions such as WFQs, the domain of query is thus defined as a predication.
Due to the special character of the nominal restrictions of WFQs, their discontinuous version,
where [he nominal res[riction is left behind in base position, realizes the continuity of predicates.
In conclusion, discontinuous questions, which break up the continuity of the questions operator
and the nominal restriction, realize the combination of predicates and allow for the predicate load
of the question [o be computed under syntac[ic continuity.

In chapter 6, I offer a lexical specification of the German wh-pronoun was which allows us to
derive its interrogative as well as its non-interrogative use from a common lexical basis. This
lexical specification, called a lexical design, constitutes a further development of the idea of
interpretational decomposition introduced in chapter 5 and a`spell-out' of what lexical
underspecification means with respect to wh-pronouns.

Chapter 7 is dedicated to a study of the Gennan prenominal modifier solch. In respect to the
grammar of English such many interesting observations have been collected. Less attention has
been paid so far to the grammar of solch which, as its special characteristics, can follow different
prenominal inflection pattern. It is argued that the grammatical flexibility of solch can be derived
from a lexical design which encodes a-phoricity, i.e. the difference between anaphoric and
cataphoric use, as its primary feature.
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